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Chapter I

INTRODUCTICN ‘_l‘_0_ THE PROBLEHL‘

The field of criminology has been exhaustively studied

in its various phases by many writers. Much of this work

has been in relation to the causes of crime, the types and

kinds of criminals, and new methods in the field. Recently,

a major emphasis has been upon probation ard parole. In

general, however, the inmate within the prison “has been

overlooked by the investigators.

gtatement 2; _t_t_1_e_ onblem

In this investigation, the question concerns solely the

adjustment of the inmate inside the prison. There is no

doubt that the artificial environment found in a prison has

a considerable modifying influence upon a man's behavior

pattern. There is little doubt that any institutionaliza-

tion has a telling effect upon this pattern and mode of ad-

justment. The problem at hand is to learn more about that

effect. Specifically, the purpose of this investigation was

to determine thes’effect of juvenile institutionalization upon

the degree of adjustment of a prison inmate.

working Hypothesis.

Many men adapt quite well under prison routine; others

not so well. The causes of this differential adjustment are

interesting, complex, and numerous. Many prisoners are psy-

chopaths who have been unable to adapt anywhere in their

associations with other persons, and have for this very rea-

son been "selected" by the correctional and penal agencies.
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One of the many factors affecting adjustment in prison may

be associated with previous institutional eXperience. The

working hypothesis of this investigation is that juvenile in-

stitutional experience tends to be associated with poorer ad-

justment in prison, and that persons without previous institu-

tional experience tend to make better adjustments in prison.

MAssumptions

In order that this study might be successfully pursued,

it was assumed that adaptation in prison could be measured

objectively by using existing prison records. It. was assumed

also that the adjustment as measured according to the prison

records was fairly congruent with actual adjustment. Further,

it was assumed that the accommodation of a prison inmate to the

prison officials reflects his adaptation with his fellow in-

mates sufficiently well to allow fairly reliable conclusions

to be drawn as to the degree of his general accommodatioml Ihe

latter assumption may be analagous to, and thereby, partially

supported by, Ferris Laune's two inmate investigators who

founi that they could predict the adjustment of fellow inmates

on parole at least as accurately as intelligence can be meas-

ured.1 Agreement was found between estimates by inmates and

estimates by prison officials of adaptation of individual in-

mates on parole and their actual performances. This would

iniicate at least one recorded instance where inmates and in-

stitutional officials agreed on a matter of inmate adjustment.

 

1. Ferris Laune; Panelc'rmc CREINALITY, 1936. 17-18.
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The purpose of this study was three-fold. The primary

objective was to evaluate the effect of juvenile institution-

alization on the adjustment of an.inmate in prison. The sec-

ondary objective was to determine the.modifying influence of

reformatory eXperience on the effect of juvenile institution-

alization. The tertiary purpose of this study, and a.means

of arriving at the primary and secondary objectives were the

construction of a scale for the.measurement of adjustment in

prison on the basis of existing prison records.

Importance g; the Problem

The importance of the problem of the adjustment of the

prison inmate with reference to a juvenile delinquency career

seems obvious. Inichigan, as well as other states and nations,

has made a legal division.between juvenile criminal careers

and adult criminal careers. There is a tendency for workers

dealing with adult offenders to disregard the juvenile career

because of this legal.division. It is appreciated that juve- ,

nile authorities insist that juvenile delinquency is a welfare

problem, and that treatment is different. This being the case,

the legal division between juvenile and adult offenders has

authoritative support. Sociologically, or just logically,

however, there should be no division. It is the same entity

with which we deal. It is the same personality Which is being

processed. The division is merely of two links of the delinr
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quency-crime chaing'which juvenile and adult authorities have

been trying to break in their preventive and rehabilitative

programs. Any study which involves the juvenile career with

any phase of adult offenders, then, would be considered value

able, if only because it adds some little bit to society's

total knowledge of the problem. '-

This problem is of importance also in that it.might give

some insight into the results of eXperience in a juvenile cor—

rectional institution. The project was not designed to deter-

mine the effect of juvenile incarceration in all Spheres.‘ Be-

cause it has not included all of the boys who received treat-

.ment in the juvenile institution.considered this study cannot

possibly evaluate the success or failure of the rehabilitation

program of that institution. This study has considered only

fifty boys who have not made good. no boys from that institu-

tion who have succeeded in making an.adequate adjustment in

society after their release have been considered.‘ With reapect

to the latter group, Healy and Bronner concluded that success-

ful adjustment of juvenile offenders depended less on.the reha-

bilitative program.than.on.the type of case from an etiologi-

cal standpoint.3 Even so, this study should determine whether

or not previous juvenile incarceration tends to make a man a

better prison inmate or a worse one in terms of his adjustment

to the institution. This investigation may be valuable as a

 

2. James V. Bennett; "Breaking the Delinquency-Crime Chain",

NATIONML CONFEREIWE OF SOCIAL WORK, (Proceedings),194l,1>. 440

3.‘Williem.Healy andeugusta F. Bronner;.NEU LIGHT ON DELINQUENCY

AND ITS TREATMENT, 1936, New Haven, Connecticut,pp. 171-172.
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complement to other studies of other phases of the results of

juvenile incarceration.

The results should also be important in the determination

of improvability, and the arrangement of a custodial program

accordingly} If it has been adequately shown that a certain

group of inmates who have not had a certain type of previous

exPerience are more likely to adjust, then the custodial

force can devote more attention to another group. The inabil-

ity of certain groups of offenders to make use of a rehabili-

tative program certainly has its effect on the custodial and

parole policies of a correctional program. 1‘ (The results of

study may help in pointing out one or two of the groups that

need maximum custody, and one of the groups that can adjust

fairly adequately-with a minimum of supervision.)

One of the by—products of the present investigation was.

the construction of an eXperimental or tentative scale of ad-

justment in prison. Such a scale is sorely needed in prisons

today, and none other is known by the experimenter at the

present time. Numerous obstacles were encountered. Lack of

adequate data for the measurement of adjustment in prison was

the most serious handicap in the construction of such a scale.

If, though, some attempt had not been made toward its con-

struction, and improvements in other studies anticipated, a scale

 

4. See 'u'alter C. Reckless; ”An aperimental Basis for Revi-'

sion of Correctional Programs", Federal Irobatipjn, January-

-March, 1942, p. 24-26. A
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for adjustment in prison might never be made. Further, one

of the.most potent incentives for the improvement of prison

records may be such a partially successful or unsuccessful

attempt to construct a scale for adjustment in prison on the

basis of existing records.

The study of adjustment in prison seemed to be an.im-

portant study because it is a major basis for parole consider-

ation. adjustment in prison.has been included as a factor in

.many parole prediction studies. .A survey of the release pro-

cedures in this country in 1959 indicated fairly adequately

that offenders who behaved well in prison were better risks

during parole and post-parole periods than those who behaved

badly.5 Because institutional adjustment has been.considered

an important factor in the decision as to whether or not, or

when, to parole a man, an attempt to measure that adjustment

objectively presented as challenging and practical a project

as did the original problem itself. Objective.measurements

are usually considered better than subjective evaluations.

Consideration.of the.measurement of adjustment in prison as

an end in itself seams_futile in that it concerns adjustment

in an.unnatural environment. 1As a basis for successful pre-

diction of adjustment during the parole and post-parole per-

iods, however, and for use by prison custodial authorities,

the field of adjustment measurement in prison.assumes import-

 

5. ATTORNEY GLIIM'S SURVEY OF Rmss PROCEDURES, 1959,

Bolume IV, "Parole", pp. 448~90.
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Definition 91 _T_§_rr_g_s_

In this study, the word, "adjustment" necessitated defi-

nition because the entire study is dependent upon its inter-

pretation. John A. Washburne defines the well-adjusted per-

son as one who is cOOperative, happy, and is dealing effec-

tively with his environment}? Mrs. Mowrer defines adjustment

as "the development of a pattern of life which does not hinder

adaptation to new situations".7 ‘u’ebster defines adjustment as

”an act or process of making correSpondent or conformable"; the

establishment of a satisfactory relationship, as representing

harmony, conformance, adaptation, or the like.8 The common

element in these definitions center around the association of

persons with each other with a minimum of irritation, and With

a maximum of cooperation. This seems to be the basic principle

of adjustment.

There was a question as to whether this investigation

should consider an inmate's adjustment in terms of his associ-

ation with other inmates or with the prison officials. There

is a difference involved. Inmates have a definite aversion

to "taking orders from some other con", whereas most inmates

cOOperate with a prison official at least apparently to the

fullest extent. The measurement of adjustment of inmates with

 

6. John N. Washburne; Iashburne Social :_ Adjustment Inventory,

manual-,1956, p. l. .

7. Harriet R. Mowrer; PhkSOlMTY ADJUSWENT AND FAIRY DISCORD,

1935, p. 149.

8. A. Merriam-Webster; WEBSTER'S COILEGIATE DICTIONARY, 1936, p.

14. -
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each other would present a very difficult problem except in

extreme cases. This study is concerned with.normal cases as

‘well as With extreme ones. The available data were limited,

but enough facts could be used to gain an approximate.measure-

.ment of an inmate's adjustment to the prison program as a

whole, or more specifically to the prison's officials. For this

reason, then, the word, ”adjustment", was’used to mean the

process of maintaining satisfactory relationships with the

prison's program and officials.

DssPite the obvious drawbacks of personal bias and the

sometimes careless manner of reporting, more accurate infor-

,mation can‘be obtained from the prison's officials, who send

reports to be filed, than.from any other available source.

It is partially on the basis of the judgment of the prison's

officials that progress reports are written by the sociolc;

gists for the parole board, and in turn, the parole board con-

siders the content of the progress report very seriously in

its determination of when to parole the inmate. Adjustment

of a prison inmate to other inmates is, as we said before,

difficult to.measure, and not usually directly considered in

treatment. When unusual interaction between inmates becomes

noticeable to prison officials, the interaction finds expres-

sion in the reports of these officials which are eventually

filed in the inmate's folders. Because of the aforementioned

reasons, then, consideration of adjustment as the process of

.maintaining satisfactory relationships with the prison's pro-

f.

gram and officials seemed justifiable.
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By "juvenile institutionaliZation" is meant the placing

of a boy in the custody of the Boys Vocational School at

LanSing, Michigan, for a period of time measured in months

and years. The Boys Vocational School is the State of Mich-

igan's correctional institution for behavior problem boys be-

tween the ages of twelve and sixteen, inclusive. Boys are

turned over to the custody of this institution when the anti-

-sccial behavior of the young offender has become so acute

that society as a whole deems it necessary to act through

its law-enforcing agencies. A single school was selected in

order to make all cases of juvenile institutionaliZation in

this investigation comparable with each other, and at the

same time to retain the same type of tax-supported correction-

al school situation found in most of the States. This tends

too render the conclusions drawn from this investigation appli-

cable to similar situations in other States. Hereafter in

this study the Boys Voccational School is frequently referred

to as B.V.S.

By "reformatory experience" is meant the confining of a

man for penalior correctional purposes in the Michigan State

Reformatory at Ionia. This is an institution with a program

designed to treat the younger adults who are first offenders,

or who are serving their first prison terms. Reformatory ex-

perience is the intermediate incarceration often found in a

recidivist's record betWeen a period of training in B.V.S. and

the prisonpconfinement. Hereafter in this study the Michigan

State Reformatory is frequently designated as 31.8.11.
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By ”prison" incarceration is meant a period of residence

as an inmate of the State Prison of Southern Michigan in Jack-

son County, Michigan. This is Michigan's main prison, and is

the prison in which the cases used in this study were incarcer-

ated. This institution will be referred to frequently as S.P.

SM.

Organization 9__f_ Egg Ingestigatiog

In order that the general plan of this investigation may

be readily followed by the reader, a cursory survey of the or-

ganization of the thesis into chapters is presented.

Chapter I is the introductory chapter, containing a com-

plete statement of the problem, the basic assumptions, and the

purpose of the study.

In Chapter II, the literature in fields relating to the

influence of a juvenile incarceration on the degree of adjust-

ment of the prison inmate is reviewed.

Chapter III describes the sources of the data used in the

study, along with their validations and invalidations.

Chapter IV includes the explanation of the methodology

used for this study.

Chapter V discusses criteria of adjustment, and compares

them with the criteria of adjustment that are available from

the records of the State Prison of Southern Michigan.

Chapter VI in this study comprises the construction of the

scale of adjustment of an inmate in the State Prison of South-

ern Michigan on the basis of the factors that are available in

the inmate's case record.

Chapters VII to X, inclusive are statistical analyses and
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case discussions of the various groups.

Chapter XI is a statistical and case comparison of

groups III and IV to determine the influence of the inter-

mediate reformatory incarceration upon the degree of adjust-

ment in the S.P.S.m.

Chapter XII 'is a comparison of groups I and II to deter-

mine the modifying effect of the intermediate reformatory in-

carceration upon the influence of juvenile institutionaliza-

tion upon the degree of adjustment of the prison inmate.

Chapter XIII is a comparison of groups I and IV to deter-

mine the effectvof juvenile institutionalization upon the ad-

justment of a prison innate.

Chapter XIV is a summary chapter to cover the results of

the study, including. its findings, conclusions, and recommen-

dations. I

Summary

In short, the major problan of this investigation was the

determination of the effect of juvenile institutionalization

on the degree of adjustment of an inmate in prison. In order

to carry out this study adequately, it was assumed that adjust—

ment in prison could be measured on the basis of existing pris-

on records. One of the most challenging problems of this

study was a scale for the measurement of the adjustment of an

inmate in prison from the data universally Obtainable from

prison records. The importance of the study is reflected by

the emphasis placed on good behavior in prison and its asso-

ciation with successful adjustment on parole, as indicated by
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many writers on parole prediction. ”Adjustment" is consid-

ered in this study as the process of.maintaining satisfactory

relationships between the inmate and the prison's program

with a minimum of irritation and a maximum of coOperation.



Chapter II

 

LITERATURE r13 Tin: FIELD

.- o

The author has not been able to find any purlished re-

port dealing directly with the problem at hand. There are

‘many'studies of parole prediction, some sections of which

relate to this problem, but the emphasis on the prediction

aSpects is so great that.most phases of the inmate's adjust-

ment in the prison itself have been overlooked. .Ahsurvey'of

the research in the general field of criminology has indicat-

ed that factors prior to incarceration in prison and factors

after release have been weighted heavily, and the change that

occurs during incarceration, or almost all phases of the act-

ual incarceration, have, in the past, been neglected.

This deficiency may have been.due to a lack of knowledge

of actual prison operation on the part of those qualified by

training and eXperience in sociological research techniques,

and the reluctance on the part of those well acquainted with

prison operation to gain training and eXperience in sociolog-

ical research techniques. It.may have been that parole pre-

diction is considered so.much.more valuable than a.measure-

ment in prison that the latter is thought to be comparative-

ly worthless. Whatever the reason may have been, the condi-

vtion exists in the literature in the criminological field

‘where one phase, that of parole prediction, is far in advance

of other phases, and the problem.of actual adjustment in pris-

on.on the part of the inmate has been almost untouched.



Sam Warner

Sam Warner devoted most of his attention to parole.

Even so, he considered the incarceration period, as well as

. the pro-incarceration, and parole periods. In 1923, Warner

pointed out the advisability of studying the'reactions of

the inmates to the various phases of prison life.9

Ernest E. Burgess

Ernest 'w’. Burgess presented the first objective method

of parole prediction on the basis of twenty-one factors.lo

No detailed study was made, but the system was based on avail-

able data. Burgess is the only writer the investigator has

found who used only existing prison records for his research.

Work record, however, is the only factor used by Burgess,

which is also used for measurement in the present study.

Many of his other factors were concerned with factors in the

neighborhood and home prior to the incarceration, and physi-

cal and mental examination results. As was pointed out by

Tibbetts,ll some of the factors used by Burgess did not show

a high coefficient of contingency, indicating inadequate use

of multiple correlation or tests of internal consistency.

 

9. Sam B. Warner: ”Factors Determining Parole from the Massa-

chusetts Reformatory", Journal 9;" gm;m in; Criminol-

ng, 1923, Vol. 14, 4-5-14. . .

10. Bruce, Harno, Burgess, and Landesco; PAROLE MD TEL Ime-

TEMINATE ShNTdNCE, 1928. PP. 205-234.

11. Clark Tibbetts; "Reliability of Factors Used in Predicting

Success or Failure on Parole", Journal _o_f_ Criminal Law and

Criminology, 1952, 22; 844-853. 1 7""-
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Sheldon and fileanor Glueck

Sheldon and ‘n‘leanor Glueck were the first, both in time

and quantity of work, to study the juvenile-adult crime field.

Their contributions, however, were not aimed at a measurement

or an eXplanation of adjustment during incarceration, but

rather at parole prediction and prediction of successful adjust-

ment in the parole and post-parole periods on the basis of so-

cial factors found mainly before and after the actual incarcer-

ation. Their ONE THOUSSD JUWSKILE DdLINQUrlNTS, JUVrllW DE.-

LINQUENTS shown UP, 500 seminal Caesars, and Lars: osmium.

seasons present the field of sociology and criminology Withka

study of the sequence of events in the process of criminal

formation that is as yet unsurpassed.

The combination of ONE THOUSAND J’UVnh’ILu-i' unfilIiUnNT“ and

JUVENILE DELINQUENTS GRO‘n'N UP offers a sequence of juvenile

and adult criminal careers. A The combination of 500 CRTs-III?

cannons and Law osmium. CARErhtS offer a sequence on the '

reformatory and post-reformatory level. This is the level

of the intermediate or reformatory incarceration considered

in this study. These four volumes taken together form actu-

ally one study from the point of view of this investigation,

but one in which little Space is devoted to the problem of

adjustment to incarceration. Much of the value of these

studies in the present investigation have been in methodology.

In the following few paragraphs will be mentioned ‘some of the

material written by the Gluecks which is pertinent in one way

or another with reference to the present study.
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Residence background as to the population of cities, vil-

lages, or areas from which a man came is considered important

by the Gluecks. it was indicated that the larger cities con-

tributed more heavily to the reformatory population than the

smaller villages and rural areas on the basis of proportion

to the general pepulationf12 This factor", then, should be

controlled so as to get an equal proportion from each resi-

dential area in the samples of this study so that difference

in residence will not be a factor causing apparent difference

in adjustment.

The Gluecks also considered religion to be an important

factor. It Was indicated that the Protestants contributed

more heavily in proportion to the distribution of religious

faith in the general population of the State of Massachusetts

than any other religion, and that the Hebrews contributed sig-

nificantly 1688.13 Religion and residence background, then,

should be controlled.

Of the men studied in the reformatory, the Gluecks found

that almost seventy per cent of the men had not gone farther

in school than the sixth grade. About eleven per cent had

reached the third grade, and only twenty per cent of the men

had gone into the eighth.14 Vocational training was an im-

portant part of the rehabilitative program at-the Massachu- .

 

12. Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck; 500 CRIMINAL C“"‘ ‘

Po 1310 ' . ~

13. American volume of the WORLD SWY, 1920,. p. 26-7.

14. Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck; 500 CRIMINKL CW, 1930,

P. 13]..

 

. 1930,
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setts deformatory. Only seventeen per cent of the men, how-

ever, were sufficiently well trained in their trades to earn

a good living as a semi-skilled or skilled worker. About

fifty-six per cent of the trades engaged in were studied long

enough to enable the prisoner to work at them outside. Eight-

ty-two per cent of the men were occupied at trades long

enough to learn the rudiments.15

There is somewhat of a correlation between mental ability

and grade placement, or the grade level reached on an educa-

tional test. The correlation betwaen intelligence quotients

and grade placement in the group used for the present study

is f .65. Because of this correlation, only one of these two

factors need be controlled. Because of varying cultural back-

grounds and varying educational advantages, the intelligence

quotients seem to be more satisfactory in controlling this

factor area.

Of the groups studied by the Gluecks, about a third of

the five hundred and ten men were normal in intelligence.

Approximately half of the inmates of the reformatory were

dull or borderline defective in intelligence. The mentality

of the groups studied by the Gluecks averaged slightly lower

than that of the general pOpulation. Among the school child-

ren'of Massachusetts, seventy-nine per cent were in the nor-

mal or supernormal class. ‘IWenty per cent were dull or bor-

derline defective, and only one-and-a-half per cent were fee-

 

15. Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck; 500 CRELINAL CiniErzRS, 1950,

P0 131. ,.
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bleminded.16 Only three per cent of the.men in the reforma-

tory had definite psychosis, and seventy per cent had no

disease at all, either functional or organic. As far as.ime

provement in the reformatory program was concerned, however,

the borderline defective classification showed the greatest

rehabilitation as.measured by success on parole, with a group

improvement of 1.7 per cent. The feebleminded class showed

better progress than either the dull or the normal, with an

improvement per cent of 1.4. The average improvement was 1.3,

and the dulls and the normals came slightly below the average

of 1.2.17

The family backgrounds of the delinquents studied by the

Gluecks indicated a heavy incidence of foreigh~born.parentage.

Parental educational equipment was considered inadequate, and

the economic condition.Was poor. Unfavorable parent-child re-

lationships were conducive to failure, and.more than ninety

per cent of the.men.came from.homes that were broken.or poorly

supervised. It was noted that the moral standards and conduct

of the families as a whole were poor.18

The importance of good family relationships is shown by

the fact that successful family relationships over a tenpyear

span for three hundred and eighteen inmates of the reformatory

 

16. Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck; 500 CREMINAL.O"”“T”

p. 156. _

17. Sheldon.and Eleanor Glueck; LATER CRIMINAL.CAREERS, 1937,

P0 99. . - 1

18. Sheldon.and Eleanor Glueck; ONE THOUSAND JUVENILELDELINe

QUENTS, 1934, p. 80. - -

 



for the entire group was only 46.5 per cent, while it was

96.1 per cent in the non-delinquent group.19 A correlation

of .62 was shown between successful family relationships and

non-delinquency. This, of course, emphasizes the value of

the maintenance of friendly familial contacts.

A correlation of .72 was indicated between the assump-

tion of economic reaponsibilities and non-delinquency.20

This indicates the value of economy in rehabilitation. This

high correlation mphasized the necessity for the inclusion

of this factor in the present study.

The Gluecks found a coefficient of mean square conting-

ency of .72 between the, ability to work adequately, or "in-

dustrial status", as they term it, and successful adjustment

in the parole and post-parole periods.21 On this basis, work

reports have been considered an important factor in the eval-

uation of successful and unsuccessful adjustment.

In the three hundred and eighteen cases they followed,

they found that the use of leisure time was very important

in the successful post-incarceration adjustment. That there

is a marked relationship between the non-harmful use of leis-

ure time and the factor of non-delinquency is indicated by

the high coefficient of mean square contingency of .79.22

The interpretation of harmful ,use of leisure time as frequent-

ing pool-rooms, gambling, and other similar forms of recrea-

 _‘

19. Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck; LATrh-i CRIMINAL O' " - '

P. '79. y

20. Ibidw. P. 800

219 Ibidem, P. 8340

22. Ibidem. P. 85.
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tion negates the possibility of its being.measured in a con-

trolled prison milieu where the Opportunity for such use of

leisure time, or at least the recording of it, is.minimiZed.

leisure time in prison is utilized through the library, the

band room, radio "hook-up”, and athletic programs. There are

adequate records in the S.P.S.M. library, and there is a rec-

ord of all men having earphones for the institutional radio

system. There are no records, however, of.men.participating

in the athletic program, the band room, or various games of

skill and chance like chess and dominoes. The lack of these

records prevents the obtainment of uniform data on recreations

a1 actiVities.

Recidivism is an important factor in this study in that

the groups are divided, as will be discussed later, on the

basis of past institutional exPerience. In a study of juve-

nile delinquency in Boston, the Gluecks found that the juve-

nile delinquents investigated had an appreciably higher pro-

portion.of recidivism.than.did the ex-inmates of the reform-

atory during a similar five-year period.23 Furthermore, not

as much.difference was shown as may have been eXpected betWeen

juvenile and adult police and court records and their post-

treatment recidivism. Eighty per cent of the juvenile studied

continued to have conflict with the law after the five-year

period of treatment was over. The Gluecks found that four-

fifths of the reformatory inmates studied had had arrests prior

 

23. Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck; ONE THOUSaND JUVENILE DlLIN-

QUENTS, 1934, p. 183-4. -
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to the one for which they were sentenced to the reformatoryrfqg

Open conflict with social authorities of police or school

occurred at extremely early ages in the great majority of

the groups.

Misconduct was considered an important factor in the

adjustment of the reformatory inmate. The Gluecks found

that an average of 6.3 violations of institutional rules per

man were committed by the group of five hundred and ten in-

mates of the reformatory.25 About half of the infractions

were termed minor, and the other half major, or serious.

The Gluecks found that the chief explanation of the im-

provement of conduct with the passing of years was not in

terms of probation, reformatory, or parole rehabilitative

programs, but in physical changes that comprise the natural

process of maturation.26 The process of maturation contin-

use up to about the thirty-sixth year. Although it is the

most important single factor influencing reformation or re—

habilitation, it is subject to blocking or retardation by

mental or personal deviations.27 Some of the men "ago" more

rapidly than others, and ”settle down" earlier. Beyond the

"age of discretion”, usually about the thirty-sixth year, the

factors favorable to rehabilitation reg:ress.2E3

 

24. Sheldon and Eleanor Gluecks; 500 CRLMEIIL’J. CAREERS, 1930,

p. 147. .

25. Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck; 500 CRIMINAL CARERS, 1930,

P0 1590 v -

26. Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck; JUVsIMILn‘. DELINQUENTS GROWN UP,

1940, p. 264. .. .

2'7. Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck; lama 01111.11;th CAMMtS, 1937,

P0 153. .

28. Ibid. P. 123.
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The Gluecks listed in their.LATdR CRIMINaL.C"?‘

ty pro-reformatory factors and six reformatory-factors which

were considered important in their studies.29 They are as

follows:

Family Background

1. Nativity of parents and sons.

2. Educational of parents.

3. Economic status of parents.

4. Family delinquency.

Personal History Prior to deformatory

5. Nativity of offender.

6. Intelligence.

7. Mental Condition.

8..Age at leaving home.

9. Mobility.

10..Age offender began to work.

11. Ubrk habits.

l2. Skill.

13. Economic responsibility.

14. Family relationships.

15. Use of leisure.

16. Church attendance.

l7..Age at offender's first known

delinquency. ,

18. Prior arrests. .

l9. Penal experiences.

20.1DelinQuency.

Reformatory*History

21. Age at time of offender's come

mitment to reformatory.-

22. Offense for which committed

to the reformatory.

23. Commission.of offense alone

or with others.

24. Physical condition.

25. Conduct in the reformatory.

26. Frequency'of commission of

offenses in reformatory.

 

29. Sheldon.and Eleanor Glueok; .LATmR CnIMINAL.CAREsRS, 1937,

p0 99'1000
.
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In this list of twenty-six factors, six were listed as reform,

atory factors. Actually, however, only two factors should be

considered reformatory factors. These two factors, conduct in

the reformatory and the frequency of the commission of offenses

in the reformatory, are overlapping. Conduct in the reforma-

tory is measured largely by the number and frequency of the com-

mission of offenses.

The individuals studied by the Gluecks were nor represent-

ative of prison populations, and hardly comparable except in

a general way to a prison situation. The group studied by the

Gluecks in. the Massachusetts Reformatory at Concord were a

little over twenty years of age at the date of sentencing}0

The average age of all commitments to the S.P.S.M., including

those transferred to the M.S.R., average thirty years of age.31

The transfers to the M.S.R. are more nearly comparable to the

group studied by the Gluecks at the Massachusetts Reformatory.

These groups are included in this study as being in the stage

of intermediate incarceration between the B.V.S. and incarcer-

ation at the S.P.S.M.

George 3.0 X91591

George B. Vold wrote concerning the factors in parole

32

prediction used by Burgess and the Gluecks. His material

is mentioned here only to indicate that he had done something

 

30. Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck; 500 CREIINAI. CAREERS, 1930,

P0 1530 _

31. Vernon Fox; "Report of PsychoIOgist', State Prison of

Southern Michigan, November 1942. —

32. George B. Vold; PREDICTION LESTbODS AND PAROIE, 1932.
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in that field, and is not to be considered further in this

study. The work of Vbld offers little in the field of the

relationship between the juvenile and adult offender.

The National Conference of Social work in Indianapolis

in 1937 noted the confusion existent in the penal situation.

Here is the first note of awareness on the part of organized

professional social workers of the complex prison.problem.

:Morris N. Winslow stated that very few inatitutions keep ade-

quate records.33 The recording of inmate behavior has been

usually limited to lock-ups, type of work performed, serious

illnesses, whether or not the inmate attended school, and the

date of his parole.

Winslow.mentioned that.much more adequate records were

needed in prison in.order to carry out adequate research.

He suggested that the following data should be added to prison

records: .

1. Family deaths, births, marriages, divorces,

and changes of addresses during the time the

Iman is incarcerated.

2. Changes in economic circumstances of an in-

mate's family.

3. It should be noted whether or not family

members are loyal, sympathetic, and to be

depended upon for real assistance to the

inmate in the future.

 

33. Morris N. Winslow; "The Incarcerated Offender", THE NA.-

TIONAL COM‘ERZQECE OF SOCIAL w‘OnK, Indianapolis, 1937,p.597f.

34. Ibid. p. 597. - , . s
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4. Regular and reliable work reports should

be received.

5. Records of increased vocational Skill,

application, mental alertness on the job,

reliability, attitude toward his instruc-

tors, and cooperation with other inmates

should be received.

6. The inmate's hobby should be known.

u; 11.ng g. m

Of prison records, WilliamT‘. Lanna said that many of

the investigators were limited in the number of factors they

could use in any sort of study, because much material was

not available in the records. Had the investigators wished

to add factors they believed more important and indicative,

they would have been stalemated for lack of data.3

Ferris g. Lagng

Dr. Ferris F. Laune, sociologist and actuary of the 11-

linois State Prison. at Joliet, has published a noteworthy

study on parole prediction.36 Although his main emphasis was

on parole prediction, some of his factors indicated that he

felt that the prison eXperience influenced in some measure

the successful completion of the parole period. His factors

which pertain to the actual prison record of the man were

"good job in prison", which he scored minus, and "religiosity",

which he scored plus.” Other factors included by Laune, and

which may be used in measurement of actual adjustment in pris-

on were; stupidity, industry, family ties, recidivism, trade,

 

35. William F. Lanne; "Parole Prediction as Science", Journal

9__f Criminal Law and Criminology, Septenber 1935, 26: 380-81.

36.Ferris F. Laune; PRnuICTING CRMIIMITY, 1936.

37.Ferris F. Laune;PRimICTI1JG CitIMINaLITY, 1936, p. 20-26.
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age, break in criminal record, length.of time to be served

on parole, and physical defect. These latter factors were

used in the present study not as qualities to be measured,

but rather as factors to be controlled. These factors are

a fraction.of what Laune includes in his ”hunches". Laune

considered the actual imprisonment and its results.more ful-

ly thanhmany'other'writers, probably because he is a prison

worker and has a better opportunity to appreciate the effects

of prison life on the human personality. He.mentioned that

the attitudes of inmates may be the result of habits and back-

ground prior to incarceration, but they are surely subjected

to considerable modification as a result of the prison exper—

ience.38 These attitudes influence to a large extent post-

-incarceration adjustment, and it was in this connection that

the problem was mentioned.

Measurement of prison adjustment along the general lines

followed by Laune could be made by having other inmates judge

on the basis of "hunches" the adjustment of any given inmate,

and then.breaking the "hunches" down into their constituent

factors. Questions then could be construsted, and each inmate

could be given a questionnaire by which to measure his adjust-

ment. The problems and probability of errors here are legion.

First, the continued and successful use of the ”Truth Group"

would be very difficult to handle adequately. This "Truth

Group"was sixtybfour inmates selected to answer truthfully

the questions put to them by Laune's inmate investigators.

 

as. Ferris F. Laune; PithDICTING camrnaurr, 1936, p. 8.
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The members of the group were guaranteed anoymity in order

to elicit more truthful answers. Sampling, even through

Laune's method of using a sort of internal consistency, be-

comes-rather subjective as compared with methods dependent

upon only established routine records. Individuals may vary,

also, in answering the questionnaire. Many inmates "shoot

angles". They sometimes distort situations and try to manip-

ulate other inmates and prison workers for individual gain

of some sort. Because of this, many of the answers on a ques-_--

tionnaire are likely to be influenced by the inmate's ideas as

to what may be gained or lost by any given answer without re-

gard for the scientific analysis of the man's personality.

Even a fool-proof questionnaire which may work for the first

few times it is used will eventually become known to the in-

mate body, and when it does become known, answers influenced

by possible gain or loss in some way are certain to be reciev—

ed. Measurement on the basis of the established system of re-

cording seems to be the most practical and the most objective

method of determining the degree of adjustments It is uniform

and applicable to all inmates. It is less influenced by "angle-y

~shooting" than any other method. Lastly, it is easily and

quickly determined. '

Mg. Sgtherland

Although Sutherland wrote sagaoiously and well about the

prison problem, he did not devote much Space to adjustment in

prison nor, the juvenile-adult relationship. In his studies

of the relationships of crime to other factors, he considers
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juvenile and adult crime rates togethemo9 He does not, how-

ever, touch upon the problem involved in this investigation.

Sutherland.maintains that there is no conclusive evidence

that adult criminals begin their careers as juvenile delinr

quents.4O There is evidence, however, that a comparatively

small proportion.of persons who are arrested in adult or young-

-adult life had juvenile court records. Sutherland partially

supports the evidence advanced by the Gluecks that the age of

.maturity for the criminal is about thirty-six - Sutherland

indicates that the end of the professional career is about

thirty-five years of age.

._H___G_]_._6_§1_ Q. Pigeog

Helen D. Pigeon.had done a considerable amount of work

with regard to the inmate while he is in prison. Her emphasis

was, however, on the explanation.of the mechanisms explanatory

of conduct and in giving factual background material for pris-

on.workers. 'With this emphasis, the actual factors associated

with successful adjustment in prison were not discussed, and

the relation.of juvenile institutionalization to adjustment

in prison was left unmentioned.42

Austin fl. MacCormick

Austin B.:MacCormick, Executive Director of the Osborne

idssociation, Inc., discussed the situation of inmates in prison

 

39. EdWin.Hs Sutherland; PRINCIPLES OF CRIMINOLDGY, l939,p.l78.

40. Ibid. PO 960

410 Ibid, P0 970

42. Helen D. Pigeon; PRINCIPLES ANDIRETHODS OF DERLING WITH OF-

FENDERS, 1940. .



to some extent, but the problem of adjustment of an inmate

was not touched except in a section on malingering. The.ma-

terial covered by the article was in the.main concerned with

the physical plant and personnel. The article offered little

assistance in the present problem.4

Social Science.Research.Cgunci;

The Social Science Research.Council has begun work on a

series of social studies, one of which was entitled, TEE.PRE-

DICTION or rmzsom ADJUsnmNT. There was no factors nor.

general conclusions pertaining to adjustment in the volume.

Rather, the book devoted itself entirely to methodology. Part

One was a treatise on general methodology, and Part Two dis-

cussed the statistical method in the general field of human

adjustment.

The basic steps in the construction.and application of a

prediction instrument can also be used in the construction

and application of a measuring instrument. Paul Herst indi-

cated that the five basic steps in such construction and appli-

cation.are as followsxég4

1. The indexes or measures of "success” in the

given activity are selected.

2. The data on the background and personality

factors of a group are assembled.

3. The data and indexes so obtained are com-

bined to give a total prediction score for

each individual.

43. Austin H. MacCormick; "Institutional Treatment and Manage-

.ment”, Jail Association Journal, January-February,l939.

44. Social Science Research.Council, bulletin 48; THE PREDIC—

TION OF PERSONAL NJJUSTMENT, 1941, p. 4-5.



4. The selected items are tried out on at

least one check sample of individuals

other than the original group.

5. If sufficiently high relationships are

shown, the test is ready for general

application to the group of which the

original groups were samples.

The second part of the volume is devoted to technical

statistical fonnulae which are of great assistance to the

advanced statistician. The various methods of factor-weight-

ing are checked for reliability. The implication is that the

best method of weighting is the criterion of internal consist-

ency. This was developed into the most predictable criterion

method for purposes of prediction}:5

Any method of weighting rectors statistically is inade-

quate because the weighting depends upon the particular vari-

ates which happen to be selected to be used for prediction or

measurement. A. second objection may be made because these

weighting methods attempt to use the mechanical aSpect of

predictability and measureability to define a scientifically

meaningful variatef‘:6 The present trend in sociology and

other social sciences has been toward the factor analysis

method of investigation. ‘ The basis for this method is the al-

most universally accepted assumption that Within the bell-

-shaped curve representing distributions in almost any given

phase of economics, social, psychological, or related phenom-

one, the difference is in degree rather than in kind. After

 

45. Social Science Research Council, bulletin 48: Tim PRRDIC-

TION OF BERSOM ADJUSWENT, p. 292 (1941)

46. Ibid. P. 292.
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the kind has been isolated through methods subjective, trial

and error, or statistical, than within the isolated broader

qualitative function, factor-analysis and the weighting meth-

ods help to determine and measure the constituent parts of

the broader qualitative function.

The penal field has suffered from confusion and differences

of opinions because of the very nature of the work performed

and expected. The public is divided in its Opinion and its

expectation. Many citizens want punitive retribution wrought.

Most ”reformers" want sentimental coddling. The social case

worker wants a middle ground-~to accept the individual as he

is, regardless of punishment or sentiment, and to treat the

”patient" through social and psychological methods. Until

recently, however, professional case workers did not give

much attention to the penal problem.

lanes 1. sense

At the National Conference of Social work at Atlantic

City in 1941, James V. Bennett proposed the concept of a ”de-

linquency-crime chain”.47 This begins with the mistakes made

in youth, and the development progresses logically through

juvenile institutionalization, refomatory incarceration, and

finally incarceration in prison. '

Bennett supported Nalter Reckless48 in his theory of im-

provability of imlates. He indicated that between thirty and

 

47. James V. Bennett; ”Breaking the Delinquency-Crime Chain",

On the Adult Level. NATIONAL COerRNNCE OF SOCIAL ‘wORK. ,

1941. p. 440.

48. Walter Reckless; "An Experimental Basis for Revision of

Correctional Programs", Federal Probation, Jam-Mam, 1942.

P. 24.26.



forty per cent of the commitments to prison are usually,

though not necessarily, first or accidental offenders, who

make good institutional records. He indicated that thirty-

-five to forty per cent of the commitments are really affected

by the rehabilitative program. The remaining twenty to thirty-

-five per cent of the commitments are misfits for whom little

hope of rehabilitation is held, and who become purely custodial

problems.49

Halter g, Reckless

Walter C. Reckless indicated that the professional crimi-

nal usually begins his career in childhood.50 The juvenile

delinquent develOps into the professional criminal. Reckless

here spoke only of the habitual or professional offender. The

possibility of reforming this group of professional criminals

is slight. The detection of these persons, would, of course,

be advantageous to penal workers, law-enforcing agencies, and

society as a whole. He felt that this group could be detect-

ed and isolated from "improvable" offenders, and given purely

custodial treatment. In this way, the rehabilitative program

can be concentrated upon the group of "improvables".5l

The preceding review of the literature in the general

field reveals little or no material on the particular problem

of the present investigation, namely, the.measurement of ad-

Justment in prison and the.manner in which it is affected by

 

51. Welter C. Reckless; "An EXperimental Basis for Revision

of Correctional ProgremsW, Federal Probation, Jan.4Mar.

1942. Pp. 24-26. a
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previous juvenile institutionalization. Studies of parole

prediction come nearer than any other type. .As far as the

writer can discover, this particular problem is attacked

here directly for the first time.



Chapter III

souacm pg '11:;ng

One of the.most important and fundamental parts of any

study is the factual material upon which it is based. It is

necessary, then, to eXplain the sources of the data. .As a

background to a.better understanding of the study, the pres-

ent chapter attenpts to describe the various institutions in

the penal system of the State of Michigan, as well as the

records from.which the data.were taken.and the systems of

recording used. In the light of this description it is hop-

ed that the procedure of the study can be followed with

greater clarity, the methodology evaluated, and a broader

view of the study in relation to the penal situation obtained.

ggy§_vocationg;'8chool

The Boys vocational School at Iansing,inichigan, as was

.mentioned in Chapter I, is the State of.michigan's correc-

tional institution for boys between the ages of twelve and

sixteen, inclusive. This institution is one of three units

Operated by the Juvenile Institutes Commission inlnichigan,

the other two being the Girls Training School at Adrian,

and the Child Guidance Institute at Ann.Arbor. The B.V.S.

houses about five hundred and eighty delinquent boys in a

cottage system. The records there have been inadequate,

'which precludes any comparison of adjustment of an individual

in B.V.S. and adjustment later in the 8.153.111. The function

of the school has been to rehabilitate hichigan's delinquent

'boys, and to teach as many as possible of them.a useful trade



with which then can compete adequately in the industrial

milieu with other man, making further participation in crime

unnecessary from the economic standpoint.

Department 9; Correction

The Deparment Of Correction operates under no 2355 of

the Public and local nets of michigan, 1937, through a Cor-

rections Commission of five member appointed by the governor

for staggered terms of six years.52 This department of Cor-

rections maintains Jurisdiction over probation officers and

all orders of probation, pardons, reprieves, commutations,

and paroles, and penal institutions, correctional farms, pro-

bation recovery camps, and prison labor and industry.53 With-

in the Department of Corrections is the Bureau of Prisons.

The Bureau of Prisons is responsible for the maintenance and

Operation of three penal institutions in the State of l‘u’ichi-

'gan.‘ These three institutions are the State House Of Correc-

tion and Branch Prison at Marquette, the M.S.R. at Ionia, and

, the s.r.s.n. ’

‘ The State House of Correction and Branch Prison at har-

' quette cares for approximately eight hundred prisoners. To

this prison are sent all man convicted Of felonies and sen-

tenced tO prison terms in the northern penninsula of hichi-

gen. It also receives men from the S.P.S.M. who have become

serious custodial problems from the standpoint Of discipline,

and from the Receiving Depot of the State, which is at the

_—

52. PUBLIC mm IOCAL ACTS--MICHIGAN, 1957, p. 425.

53. Ibid’ .P. 426.
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I S.P.S.M. The institution at harquette, however, is not con-

sidered in this study, and is mentioned here only in order

to present a more complete survey of the corrections system

with which this study is concerned.

The Michigan State Reformatory at Ionia, housing normal-

ly about fifteen hundred inmates, is the institution to which

are sent the young offenders usually between the ages of six-

teen and twenty-three. This policy is not inflexible, nor

- is age the only factor considered. The extent of the young

offender's criminal record is taken into account. His social

and physical maturity is considered. Young offenders are se-

lected for the Reformatory by the classification committee

at the receiving depot of the s.r.s.m. on the basis of improv-

ability. If a young man is a first or accidental Offender,

immature, rather naive in the Ways Of prison life, and for

whom the prognosis for rehabilitation seems good, he is sent

to the M.S.R. His transfer is legally made by the warden Of

the S.P.S.M. with the approval of the Director of Corrections

at Lansing. If, on the other hand, the young Offender seems

mature, hardened, his anti-social behavior pattern firmly

established, and for whom the prognosis for rehabilitation

seems unfavorable, he is retained at the S.P.S.M. The effect

of this policy has been in the reservation of the n.s.R. for

cases in which rehabilitation seems likely or probable, and

purely custodial problems are eliminated.

The State Prison Of Southern Michigan 'is the main penal

institution for the State Of Michigan. This prison has a



capacity Of about five thousand and eight hundred inmates.

The pOpulation usually runs about fifty-five hundred. All

men sentenced in the lower penninsula Of Michigan are brought

to the receiving depot at the S.P.S.l.i. The men are then

studied by the various members Of the classification commit-

tee. The classification committee was established by Act

255 Of the Public and local Acts Of Michigan, 1937, Chapter

IV, Section 4.54 It is the duty Of the committee to Obtain

and file complete information with regard to each prisoner.

The committee is bound by law to "make and complete a com-

prehensive study of such prisoner'i.55 This study is done by

the prison physician, educational director, psychologist,

and sociologists. After a "quarantine" period, which usual-

1y lasts about thirty days,qand during‘which this study takes

place, the classification committee56 meets with each man.

He is then transferred to the LI.S.R., or to the State House

of Correction and Branch Prison at ”Marquette, or is released

into the general group at, the S.P.S.h‘.

Sources 9;; Igformation

The sources Of the data used in this study was the in?-

stitutional records of the S.P.S.M. Each inmate's record,

p

 

54. PUBLIC AND IDCAL ACTSn‘tEICnIGaN, 1937, p. 436.

55. Ibide PO 436.. .

56. For a more complete description Of the classification

procedure in Michigan, see Austin H; hacCOrmick, 1940.

SURVEY OF MICHIGAN PhiNAL INSTITUTIONS, 1940, published

by The OsborneAssociation, Inc., 114 East 50th Street,

New York City. See also Elmer R. Akers, "Classification

in the State Prison", Journal 9__f Criminal Law and Q_____rimi-

nolo , May-June, 1943, pp. 16-ff.



or folder, includes the indeterminate sentence record, the

probation Officer's pre-sentence report,“ the Michigan

State Police report, the social history, the psychological

report, the educational report, medical report, classifica-

tion meeting summaries, work supervisor's reports, chaplain's

reports, school supervisors' reports, assignment changes, ,

and the psychiatric report, provided the latter has been

made. Psychiatric reports have not been made in many in-

stances-because the psychiatrist has been exceedingly busy

with psychotic or near-psychotic cases needing immediate at-

tention and with reports for the parole board to determine

whether or not a man is mentally responsible enough to be

again placed at large in society.

The Michigan State Police report of arrests is a compila-

tion of an individual's police record. It is compiled at Lan-

sing in the Michigan State Police Bureau of Identification.

This report has been used exclusively in the selection, on the

basis Of delinquent and criminal bakcground, of the groups in-

cluded in this study. Whenever a police department makes an

arrest, and when an institution receives a commitment, a report

is sent to the Michigan State Police Bureau of Identification..

Most of the reports and their identifications are confirmed

by fingerprints to designate with certainty that only one

person's record is compiled on one man's "dope sheet“,58 as

the compilation is called. Whenever the report is not com-

L

5'7. PUBLIC AND room. ACTS-NIICIIIG.£d\I, 1959, p. 555.

58. Prison parlance-for slichigan State Police Report.



pilation is called. Whenever the report is not confirmed by

fingerprints, an asterisk precedes the notation. Because

for a long period of time, boys committed tO the Boys VOca~

tional School at lensing were not fingerprinted,.many, if

not the.majority, of the boys included in.our Groups I and

II have unconfirmed notations on their "dope sheets". De-

spite the lack of fingerprints, however, the unconfirmed no-

tations from institutions and police and sheriff departments

within the State of michigan are as nearly accurate as they

could be without the fingerprints themselves. Certainly they

are as accurate as the data used in Social Service Exchanges

which are in Operation in Detroit, lensing, Grand Rapids,

and numerous other cities. In the case of the chial Service

Exchange, no fingerprints or any other method Of positive

identification are ever used. These reports from the various

institutions and law-enforcing agencies within the State are

compiled in the Bureau.of Identification Of the.hichigan

State Police, and are sent to the Federal Bureau Of Identifi-

cation in the Department of Justice. The Federal Bureau

clears the case, and forwards to the Michigan Bureau any in-

formation it has received from other States and Canada. The

Michigan.State Police then compiles the full report, and sends

a copy to the Bureau.of Identification Of the institution or

law-enforcing agency originally reporting that case. In this

instance, the Bureau Of Identification is that Of the S.P.S.M.

The indeterminate sentence record is the record Of sen-

tencing, including the crime and the sentence given. This
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record is made by the court from which the man was sentenced,

and forwarded to the prison at the same time the man is sent.

County court policies vary widely in the amount Of infome-

tion included, but all of them give the crime and sentence.

The probation Officer's report is written by the proba-

tion Officer at the court from which the man is committed.

This report is in accordance with Act 286, Chapter XI, Of the

Public and Local Acts of Michigan of 1959. According to Sec-

tion 14 Of this Act, the probation Officer shall investigate,

before the sentencing procedure, the character and circum-

stances of a person charged with a felony.59 A copy of this

report is to go with the commitment papers to the State penal

institution to which the person is sentenced. The quality of

and quantity of information on this report varies widely with

different courts. In many cases the law is not followed. Re-

ports are made sometimes after sentence is pronounced, and are

sometimes merely transcriptions of what the judge and defend-

ent said" to each other during the sentencing procedure. In

some cases there are no reports submitted at all. On the

other hand, many of the probation officer's reports are abund-

ant in helpful and complete information of the exigencies

leading up to the commission Of the crime, and the social back-

ground of the individual. These reports are used to a goat

extent by the sociologists On the classification committee in

preparing the social history and determining the man's most

n

 

59. PUBLIC mm IOCAI. ACTS-idlCfllth. 1959. p. 555.
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ideal program.

The social history is a fairly complete chronological

history of a man's life, dividing it into three distinct per-

iods: pro-school, school, and post-school. Family data is

included in this history in much the same manner as a social

agency makes out a fact sheet. The father, mother, and all

the siblings are listed, and a brief statement made concern-

ing each. Most Of the information usually comes from the man

himself, but it is checked and supplemented by the Michigan

State Police Report, the Probation Officer's Report, the In-

determinate Sentence Record, and letters from employers, rel-

atives, friends, schools, and social agencies.

The psychological report is a record of the various psy-

chological tests theman has been given. These records are

in the main in terms of intelligence quotients and mental ages.

Tests used were mainly the Bregman (1940') revision of the Army

Alpha test Of mental ability, with ability, with the Kent

E-G—Y test and the Henmon-Nelson test for checking results.

The Wechsler-Bellevue tests are used for individual testing.

Other tests used in the group manner were the Otis Self-Admin-

istering, Terman, and Kuhlmann-Anderson. Other individual

tests used on occasion were the Grace Arthur Performance Scale

and the Stanford-Binet Scale, Form L.

The medical report is, ofcourse, that Of the institu-

tional physician. The report tells whether or not a man has

been or must be hospitaliZed, whether or not he is or should

be under treatment for any serious or contagious malady, and
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Whether or not he is capable of ordinary labor.

The educational report gives the results of the grade

placement tests in terms of average grade placanent as well

as in each subject individually. The Stanford Achievement

Test, Form D, is used exclusively for this purpose. The grade

the man completed on the outside is also in this report, but

is in most cases unverified.

The classification summary is the sunmary Of the meeting

of the man with the classification committee. The committee

gives each man in the institution a general classification in

the academic school, agricultural school, vocational school,

commercial school, or labor pool. The majority of the men are

classified for labor pool, for in this classification, they

are free to accept employment in any Of the institutional jobs.

As was mentioned previously in this chapter, the. classifica-

tion committee recommends in what state penal institution the

inmate should be incarcerated. A third decision made by the

classification committee is whether or not a man should have

close, medium, or minimum supervision. Close supervision

means that the man remains within the prison walls. Medium

superVision means that he may be locked in one Of the trusty

cell-blocks outside the prison walls, and may work in the "pro-

bation gangs". These probation gangs work in groups with lit-

tle custodial supervision. Minimum supervision means that he

may live at one of the prison farms, sleep in barracks, and

work without supervision, and alone, if need be. A reclassi-

fication summary is made whenever an inmate's classification

,—



is changed.

The progress report is a compilation.and evaluation of

the progress a man has.made in the institution as seen by

the various departments. Reports are sent to the classifi—

cation committee from the chaplain, work supervisor, school

supervisor, psychologist, director of education, physician,

and, if deemed advisable by the psychiatrist. These reports

are compiled by the sociologist, who adds his own evaluation,

and summarizes the progress made by the man.during his stay

in the prison. Progress reports are.made on men in.a rou-

tine.manner as their.minimum sentences expire, and then'be-

come eligible for parole. .They are.made on other occasions

when.a.man's sentencing judge, the parole board, a prison Of-

ficial, or some other ranking official desires a report as to

the inmate's institutional progress. The original Objective

of the progress. The original Objective Of the progress re-

port was to give the parole board some idea Of the progress

the.man.had made during his incarceration.

The work supervisor's report is made whenever a man leaves

an assignment or whenever a progress report is Wanted. In gens

eral, these reports are subjective evaluations of the quality

and quantity of work the inmate did While on the assignment,

and includes how he cooperated with the other men.on the job.

The chaplain's report includes the religious status Of

the man, usually rated good, fair, or poor. Sometimes there

is a subjective evaluation, such as "lacks religious insight",

that means little when quantitative or Objective measurement‘



is attempted. For the results of the study at hand, the "re-

ligious status” as reported by the Chaplain.has been used.

The school supervisor's reports are records of the man's

progress in the various schools of the institution. The quant-

ity of work done, the courses completed, grades received, and

general progress in relation to time Spent is included in the

reports.

Netices of changes of assignments are included in the rec-

Ord. They are posted conSpicuously on the outside Of the fold-

er, as well as within the record. Within the folder, assign-

.ment changes and the reasons for them may be noted by the COD!

tent of the various work supervisors' reports. when a man

leaves an assignment, a report of his work, conduct on the as-

sigmnent, and the reasons for his leaving is.made by the work

supervisor, and filed in the.man's folder.

-On occasions, a psychiatric report is found in the folder.

These are included very rarely, and.many Of the cases where

psychiatric reports have been made are eliminated in.our study

because the need for these reports is usually not indicated in

the first year. Further, psychotic cases are eliminated from

the study as a procedure in.samp1ing. The psychiatrist is

kept busy by the parole board's needs Of reports on men under

consideration for parole. These.men are usually long-termers

who are recidivistic and for that reason, not included in the

-groups Of cases we are studying.

The mail Office records are available. Record is kept in

that office of all correSpondence carried on between the inmate

and any outside sources. Acceptable correspondents are listed.
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The dates of letters going to and coming from any of the out-

side sources are recorded. This record is considered valuable

in that it gives us an indexes to the inmate‘s familial ad-

justment during his incarceration. It is felt that an outside

contact with relatives is helpful in stabilizing the inmate.

This, Of course, is conductive to better adjustment.

For the same reason, the visits of an inmate with his

family are considered important in the adjustment process.

The information desk records include a list Of acceptable vis-

itors and the dates of the visits. Complementing the informa-

tion desk record with the Nail Office Records should give a

fairly adequate index of the inmate's relationship with his

family and other outside sources. This information is not con-

sidered as indicative of family relationship as is incoming

and outgoing correSpondence. Each man is limited to one vis-

it a month, though more than one visitor may come at the same

time. Distances to and from homes vary widely, though all the

homes Of the men included in this study are in Michigan. Pos-

tal service, on the other hand is fairly uniform in all com-

munities.

Economic responsibility and ability to budget a small in-

come is important in prison adjustment in terms of dealing ef-

fectively with one's environment. This may be indexed by an

examination of theprecords Of the inmate accounting Office.

There is recorded what amount of money the inmate brought in,
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how much was sent to him by relatives, how much.was spent,

and how much.remains in his account.

Misconduct reports of inmates during incarceration are

very important.61 A record of the misconduct reports may be

Obtained from.the TDeputy's Folder", a folder kept by the.As-

sistant.heputy‘worden. This folder lists the major infrac-

tions of rules, and sometimes one or two.minor ones when a

series Of minor infractions occur. All.minor infractions cane

not be Obtained from this folder, because most of them are

discarded after one year. .A copy Of the minor infractions are

permanently filed in the Office Of the Deputy Harden.

In summary, the sources of data were:

Folder;

1. Michigan.State Police Report.

2.Indeterminate Sentence Record.

5. Probation.0fficer's Report.

4. Social history. -

5. Psychological report.

6. Medical report.

7. Classification and reclassification

summaries.

8. hork supervisor's report.

9. Progress report.

100 Chaplain's report.

11. School supervisor's report.

12. Psychiatric report.

Other Records;

15. Mail Office records.

14. Information.desk records.

15. Inmate accounting Office record.

16. Assistant deputy warden's folders.

17. Deputy warden's record of.minor

infractions. ,.

61. Sheldon.and Eleanor Glueck; 500 CRIMINAL CAREERS, 1930.

Po 147. -



Chapter IV

hit. d .f Procedure
 

This investigation began with the study of 10,484 cases

received at S.P.S¢M. between July 22, 1957, and December 31,

1941, inclusive. The reason for the first limit of July 22,

1937, was that on.this'date Act 255, Public and local Acts

of Michigan, 1957, became effective. ‘Act 255 abOlished the

Old, purely custodial, type Of prison iniuichigan, and pro-

vided for the classification system now in use in the State

OfLMichigan'leepartment of Corrections. with the advent of

the newer and more scientific type of rehabilitative pregram,

better records were established. with such records as sour-

ces of data, more precise and Objective results and conclu-

sions could be Obtained. Further, the results Of this work

would be.more helpful in the newer and.more scientific pro-

gram.if only those.men treated by that rehabilitative pro-

gram.were considered. The inclusion Of cases committed dur-

ing the existence of a less adequate program, prior to the

introduction Of the c1assification.method, would serve only

to confuse the situation with reSpect to the results achiev-

ed under either of the two programs. Comparison.of the re-

sults under both.programs constitute a separate study not

Within the scope Of this investigation. The latter limit,

lDecember 31, 1941, was set merely as a matter of convenience,

allowing time for the completion of one year of adjustment

of the persons included in this study.

From the 10,484 cases all men with juvenile institution~



alization, reformatory eXperience, or prison incarceration

in any other State or under the Federal penal system were

eliminated. This was done to hold constant such factors as

general cultural background, institutional policies, and mo-

bility. This investigation was therefore limited to men with

institutionalization in B.V.S., m.S.R., and/or S.P.S.M. Those

with jail and workhouse sentences Of less than ninety days'

duration were allowed to remain in the sample. ’

In order to obtain a group whose adjustment could

be fairly measured, only those men who had served in S.P.S.h'.

for the first time were retained, provided they had been re—

ceived at the prison Within the aforementioned time limits.

To keep the time element constant, the adjustment Of the pris-

on inmate was considered only during his first year of incar-

ceration. This eliminated to some extent the possibility of

incomparable measurements of adjustments of men serving vary-

ing sentences, such as one to fifteen years, two to five years,

twenty to forty years, and life. By measuring only the first

year of each man's sentence, the influence of a long term

served by some men as compared with men serving short terms

is controlled by the elimination of time after the first

year. In some cases, measurement of degree of adjustment was

possible only on a nine-months basis. These cases are of men

committed with a one-year minimum sentence, whose "special

good time" for good behavior makes him eligible for parole at

the end Of nine months. In no case was a man's period of

P

measured adjustment less than nine months nor longer than one
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year.

1D1fferences of sentence probably influenced the study

only in the attitudinal aSpect, which may have affected

slightly the degree of adjustment. This influence can hard-

ly be controlled because of its complex nature. Further, it

is felt that the influence of this factor is not significant

in the present problem. It is noted in chapters VII through

Xithat there are very few long sentences among the men re-

tained for study. This.minimizes the influence of the atti-

tudinal factor with reSpect to time to be served.

Controlled Factors

In order to aeequately measure the variables, there were

several factors which have been controlled. These controlled

factors, or constants, include such items as age, sex, economy

ic status, education, and other factors mentioned in this sec-

tion. The variables, of course, are the criteria by which ad-

justment was.measured and the presence or absence of juvenile

experience, and are discussed in.Chapter B.

The age factor was controlled by admitting to the test

group only those men received at S,P.S;M. prior to their thir-

ty-sixth birthdays. This limitation prevents senility from

significantly affecting adjustment Of some.men by limiting

their activities so that he would not find himself being pun-

ished for serious infractions of the prison's rules. The

thirty-sixth birthday was selected because this is approximate-

ly the time the professional career ends, or noticeably di-
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.minishes in scope, according to the Glueckssa, Sutherland ,

and Recklesss4. The factors of senility and long experience

in association.with men were controlled by this age limita-

tion, so that a fairer evaluation of the adjustment problem

can be.made. The lower age limit is set by Michigan law,

since persons who have not reached their seventeenth.birth-

days are not sentenced to the reformatory or prison.axcept

by Special legal procedure. The age group considered in

this study, then, is seventeen to thirty-five, inclusive, at

the time of admission to the prison.

The sex factor was also controlled, since only men are

committed to the 3.9.3.24. 1

Educational achievement was kept fairly or regularly

constant by eliminating all illiterates from the study. Since

there is a coefficient of correlation of {.65 between grade

placement acc ording to test and intelligence, one is fairly

well controlled by controlling the other. Intelligence has

been controlled more rigidly, as is discussed later in this

chapter. The result of this indirect control of education is

that the grade placements throughout the sample range between

second and tenth grades, inclusive, with an average of fifth

grade placement.

Economic status and occupation are well correlated, and

would undoubtedly affect the adjustment of a man in prison in
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a large measure, especially if the prison were to change ma-

terially his standard of living from what it was in normal

life. In order to get a homogeneous grouping with respect

to economic status, all men were eliminated except laborers

and apprentice tradesmen.

In order to further control cultural background, the

sample was limited to those persons who have been in Michi-

gan since their twelfth birthdays. This eliminates the fac-

tors of interstate mobility and wide and uncontrolled varia-

tions in cultural backgrounds.

The study was limited to non-hosPitalized cases. Those

men who Spent more than one week in the hospital for treat-

ment were eliminated. Crippled or perceptibly disabled cases

were also eliminated. The elimination of these cases makes

possible the consideration of the adjustment of the physical-

ly normal inmate.

Mental cases were eliminated to prevent excessive dis-

turbance of the normal results of the study. Cases hospital-

ized for, psychosis, and those under mental observation during

the first year in prison are eliminated from consideration in

this study.

To make certain that the ”normal" criminal was being con- '

sidered, those men who had been transferred from the M.S.R.

to the S.P.S.M. for any reason, behavioral or medical, were

eliminated. Only those men who had been returned to the com-

munity between incarcerations were studied.
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Grouping gglgg.lnstitutional Experience

Since this study was designed to determine the relation-

ship between juvenile institutionalization and the degree of

adjustment of a prison inmate, a division was necessarily

.made between those men who had eXperienced juvenile institu-

tionalization and those who had not. Further, it Was recog-

nized that.many.men have been subjected to an intermdeiate

penal incarceration after their juvenile institutionaliza-

tions and before their prison experiences. This intermediate

incarceration, or reformatory eXperience, was taken into ac-

count in this investigation as a modifying influence on the

effect of the juvenile institutionaliZation on.adjustment in

prison. It is also considered as a part of the normal course

in criminal development as described by Bennett, who discuss-

es it as a "link in the delinquency-crime chain9659.

In order to account adequately for the respective effects

of juvenile institutional and reformatory eXperience upon any

phase of subsequent incarceration, it was deemed advisable to

separate the group considered into four classes or sub-groups,

on the basis of past institutional exPerience. Group I, ine

cluded those persons with B.V.S. eXperience who had come to

S.P.S.M. for the first time. Group II included those persons

who had had B.V.S. institutionalization, M.S.k. experience,

and had come to 8.133%. for the first time. Group III was

compriSed of men without B.V.S. experience, but who had been

 

65. James V. Bennett; ”Breaking the DelinquencyaCrime Chain -

- 0n the Adult Level", Ma‘l‘IUNAL CONEfinCn: OF SOCIAL worm,

1941, p. 440.



in the M.S.R., and had come to the 3,}.s.n. for the first

time. Group IV included those men who had come to the 3.1%

SJI. for the first time, Without any previous institutional-

ization. Perhaps the differentiation of the various groups

can be more adequately visualized with the help of the fol-

lowing chart:

Institutional .Bcackground

Group I B.v.s.' s.r.s.n. 27 cases

Group II B.V.S. m.S.R. 3.19.3.1... 88 cases

Group III hi.S.R. S,P.S.M. 941 cases

Group IV S.E.S.LI. 3,728 cases

0f the original 10,484 men, 884 had juvenile records of

some sort, according to the S.P.S.m. Bureau of Identification.

Sixty-six per cent, or 581 of the 884 men with Juvenile rec-

ords had been institutionalized in Michigan's B.V.S.66 After

all of'the controls and limitations discussed in the section

-on Controlled Factors were applied, only twenty-seven men re-

mained in Group I, and eighty-eight remained in Group II.

There was adequate sampling in groups III and IV, the number

of cases available running into the hundreds.

Because of the small samples in groups I and II, it was

necessary to refine the cases studied even further. It Was

determined that a small sample in each group, individually

matched on the basis of the characteristics of the twenty-'-

-seven men in group I, was better for the purposes of this

 w

66. Vernon Fox; "Survey of Commitments with Juvenile Records",

a report to the Michigan Director of Corrections in con-

nection with the governor's survey of juvenile delinquen-

cy, June, 1943. a



'investigation than attempting a statistical comparison of

small groups with large groups. The individuals in group

I, therefore were classified as to residential background,

race, religion, and intelligence.

In controlling residential background, the cities in

Michigan were divided into four groups on the basis of pOp-

ulation. Idetropolitan.Detroit was in a classification by

itself, including Detroit and its satellite cities like

Hemtramck, Highland Park, and Dearborn. The second classi-

fication included michigan's "second” cities, such as Kala-

.maZOO, lensing, Grand Rapids, flint, and cities of similar

size and importance. The line of demarcation between this

classification and the classification of smaller cities Was

set arbitrarily at 40,000 population. The small cities

were those between 2,500 and 40,000 pOpulation, such as

Adrian, Albion, South Haven, and cities of similar size and

importance. The smaller communities and rural areas were

those under 2,500 in pOpulation.

Only two races were represented in the study. Of the

twentyhseven men in group I, seven were Negro and twenty

were Caucasian.

Relative to religion, the.men in Group I were classi-

fied as either frotestant or Catholic, and Were balanced in

the other groups as indicated below. .Although there were

Habrews in the original large group, they were gradually

eliminated from the sample for reasons other than religion.

The intelligence factor was also controlled. The men
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were classified in the following categories, and'were bal-

anced in all groups as indicated below:

Very superior I.w. above 120

superior I.a. 111 - 120

Average . I.e. 90 - llO

Dull normal I.a. 80 - 89

Borderline defective I.Q. 70 - 79

Feebleminded (moron level) I.u. 50 - 69

After classifications as to residential background,

race, religion, and intelligence had been.determined for

the men in Group I, men with similar classificationS‘were

found in Groups II, III, and IV, and were individually match-

ed. The individual matching procedure was rigid. If there

were a white, Catholic, borderline defective, resident of

metropolitan Detroit in group I, then a similar individual

was found for groups II, III, and IV. In the individual

.matching procedure, 4,643 records were examined. Of these,

4,543 were rejected. Only one hundred cases could be used,

since only twenty-five of group I's twenty-seven controlled

cases could be adequately.matchedjwith controlled cases in

each of the other three groups.

The sampling procedure left in each of the four groups

the following number and types of cases.

1 White, Catholic resident of metropolitan Detroit,

feebleminded in intelligence.

1 finite, Catholic resident of metropolitan Detroit,

dull normal in intelligence.

3 White, Catholic residents of metropolitan.Detroit,

borderline defective in intelligence.

2 White, Protestant residents of metropolitan.Detroit,

‘ . dull normal in intelligence.
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Protestant resident of.metropolitan.Detroit,

average in intelligence.

Catholic resident of metropolitan;Detroit,

superior in intelligence.

Catholic residents of metropolitan.Detroit,

average in intelligence.

Protestant resident of metropolitan.Detroit,

feebleminded in intelligence.

Protestant resident of.metropolitan.Detroit,

average in intelligence.

Protestant resident of.metropolitan.uetroit,

borderline defective in intelligence.

Protestant resident ofLMichigan's "second"

cities, dull in intelligence. ,

Trotestant residents oflnichigan's "second"

cities, borderline defective in intelli-

gence.

Catholic residents of Michigan's "second"

cities, average in intelligence.

Catholic resident of.michigan's "second”

cities, borderline defective in intelli—

gence.

Protestant resident of.michigan's "second"

cities, average in intelligence. .

Protestant residents oflnichigan's smaller

cities, average in intelligence.,

Protestant resident of the rural areas,

average in intelligence.

.After the sampling procedure was completed, criteria of

adjustment were considered. Criteria of adjustment of the

prison inmate were selected from the available reports and

records. They were statistically treated to determine their

significance as indices of adjustment by quantification of

the class of attributes67

internal consistency.

on.the basis of the criterion of

From this quantification of the group

of attributes, the attributes being the selected criteria of

inmate adjustment, was developed a scale for measuring adjust-

ment in prison.

 

Weighting of the criteria was based upon.the

67. Social Science Research Council, bulletin.48; THE TinDIC-

TION 0F PHISONAL NJJUS’RILRJT, 1941, p. 321.
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computation of the criterion of internal consistency during

the construction of the scale.

Following the construction of the scale, a statistical

analysis and a discussion.of the frequency distributions of

the adjustment scores of each of the four groups was consid-

ered. Eight cases studies were made, two in each group to

determine some of the processes involved in the differential

adjustments of inmates in prison.

Groups II and III have been compared statistically to

determine theinfluence of the experience of institutional-

ization at the Boys vocational School on the effect of the

intermediate incarceration. .A comparison of groups I and

IV'with groups II and III has been made also in order to

throw a little light on the effect of the intermediate Re-

formatory incarceration. Groups I and II have been.compared

statistically with Groups III and IV to determine the effect

of Boys Vbcational School institutionalization on the adjust-

.ment of the prison inmate without eliminating the effect of

the intermediate incarceration. Finally, group I has been

compared with group IV to determine the effect of a juvenile

incarceration on the degree of adjustment of the inmate of

the State Prison of Southeranichigan. Case studies have

been included to help to determine some of the processes in- _

volved in differential adjustments. The last chapter summar-

izes the entire study, along with the findings, conclusions,

and recommendations.

Every effort was.made to control many sociological and



psychological factors to such an extent that the results

from statistical analysis.might become.more significant than

would those from a larger and uncontrolled sample. This

would tend to make the conclusions drawn on the basis of

these statistical analyses and case studies comparatively

free from outside influence by factors not controlled.



Chapter V

CRITrEiLl. g3: ADJUJ'JI-iilg

The crux of the problem of the relationship of juvenile

institutionalization to the degree of adjustment of a prison

inmate is the differential.measurement of adjustment. In.or-

der to measure adjustment adequately, the qualitative factors

constituting adjustment.must be known.first, and then quanti-

tatively measured. In this chapter, the attempt has been

.made to discuss and perhaps isolate some of the qualitative

factors contributing to good and bad adjustment. In Chapter.

I, the writer tentatively defined adjustment as the process

of association of persons with each other with a.maximum of

cooperation and;a.minimum of irritation. To find some of

the factors which constitute adjustment, the exPerimenter

turned to the psychoIOgical "adjustment inventories" which

have been widely published and used throughout the educatione

a1 and psychological fields. d

Criteria

Robert G. Bernreuter constructed a "Personality Inven-

tory”.that'was one of the earlier and best known of the in-

struments which suggested any measurement of human adjust-

.ment68. This, of course, did not attempt to consider the ad-

justment of an inmate in prison. Even so, it Was felt that

some of the factors common to adjustment in the various "nor-

.mal' situations may be transferrable to the adjustnent proce-

 

68. Robert G. Bernreuter; inanual for the Personality Inventory,

Stanford University Tress, Stanford University, California,

1935.
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dure in the artificial prison situation. The transferrance

of some of the common factors was rigidly limited, however,

by the inadequacy of the prison records to distinguish or

clarify various evaluations of the Bernreuter factors. The

factors included in the scale are measures of neurotic tens

dency, self-sufficiency, introversion~extroversion, dominance-

-submission, self-confidence, and sociability. These factors

can hardly be duplicated in the prison record with assurance

that each will be comparable with the other. Some of his fac-

tors, however, could be approximated. Bernreuter's "domi-

hence-submission", "self-confidence", and "sociability” show

up to some extent in the various reports from an inmate's

work assignment, school, chaplain, and classification commit-

tee. ”Neurotic tendency" could hardly be exPected to show

anywhere in the record except, perhaps, in the reports of

the psychiatrist or psychologist. The majority of men in the

past have not seen the psychiatrist, and all of the men have

seen the psychologist. The former, than, has not had the cove

erage to make uniform reports, and the latter has not had the

time to make uniform reports on the phase of personality call-

ed by Bernreuter ”neurotic tendency”. "Self-sufficiency”,

”self-confidence”, and ”introversionpextroversionF.might be

indicated in the various reports, but surely no unifonnity

of reporting in these phases could be expected because of in-

adequate.methods of.measurement. for lack of available data,

then, these three factors introduced by Bernreuter were COD!

sidered impractical for use in this particular measurement of
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the adjustment of an inmate in prison. "Sociability" and

"dominance-submission?.might be indicated by the number and

types of misconduct reports.

Hugh M. Bell published an adjustment inventory which

gained some popularity among educatorssg. his inventory was

based upon adjustment in the home, health, social, emotional,

and occupational areas. .As in the Bernreuter inventory, this

instrument can give little enlightenment on the adjustment

problem because of the lack of uniform and reliable data in

the prison record. The areas of measurement in the Bell in-

ventory surely are not comparable to those of a prison situ-

ation. The artificial environment set up by prison.walls

invalidates.many of the items in the inventory, and even some

of the broader general factors. For example,.measurement in

the home area.must be eliminated, because the type of resi-

dence upon which the Bell inventory was standardized, and the

type of residence found in the prison situation are not com-

parable. The health area could hardly be used because all

hospitalized cases have been eliminated from the study, and

there was not enough differentiation in the record of those

remaining in the study to warrant the use of health as a fac-

tor in the influence of adjustment in varying degrees. The

social area, which stresses submissiveness—aggressiveness,

as in the Bernreuter scale, has been shown to some extent in

 

69. Hugh M. Bell; Manual for the Adjustment Inventory, Adult

Form, Stanford University'rress, Stanford University,

California, 1938.
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the various reports of work, school, and cell-block supervi-

sors, and the number and type of.misconduct reports. amo-

tional factors in adjustment, as used by Bell, could be es-

timated on the basis of available data only in the light of

the various reports and a subjective evaluation of then. Cone

sequently, objective measurement of this factor as such.would

lend itself easily to inaccuracy, invalidity, and unreliabil-

ity. Adjustment in the occupational areas.may be measured

somewhat by the reports of the work supervisors. Although

lthe factors used by Bell are valuable, the lack of objective

and comparable data in the prison record elhninates the use

of his material in, 3293.9. for purposes of this study.

Stuart Iottier designed a scale for predicting success

on parole or probation which might be of interest and of as-

sistance in our measuring problamvo. .All of his factors, how-

ever, are concerned with situations outside of the prison it-

self. Since the material in this study was limited to factors

within the prison, Lottier's.materia1 could be of assistance

only as generalities could be drawn from.his work, and adapt-

ed to this peculiar adjustmentemeasuring problem.- These gen-

eralities could possibly be compared with the general factors

used by Bernreuteer, but quite remotely. In scoring, Lottier's

‘7‘

factors are somewhat.more subjective in the procedure of gain-

 

70. Stuart Lottier; *A.Preliminary Report on a Scale for Predic-
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MICHIGAN 40me OF ARTS, SCIhICILS, AND LETTERS, Volume XIV,

1939, p. 621-628, published 1940.
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ty Press, Stanford University, California, 1935.
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ing the original answers from the subject. Bernreuter's fac-

tors are.more psychological or educational than sociological,

as compared with the items used by Lottier. Lottier's factors

predicting adjustment are, on the whole, inadequate for use in

measuring adjustment in prison.

John N. Hashburne says of well-adjusted and maladjusted

indiViduals that the "coOperative, happy person who seemed to

be dealing effectivelvaith his environment was counted well

adjusted; the uncooperative, discontented, disorderly, es-

tranged person or one who seemed to be unable either to alter

his environment or to adapt himself to it was counted malad-

justed”72. This differentiation is broad and general. The

factors used by Bernreuter, Bell, and various other inventory-

ebuilders used specific factors that.might be used under broad

and general classifications. Likewise, the data available in

the prison record lends itself more readily to qualification

and quantification under the.more broad and general classifi-

cations. ‘With this differentiation of the well-adjusted and the

amaladjusted in mind on the basis of the broad and general clas—

sifications, the records kept at the State Prison of Southern

Imichigan on each individual inmate were examined to glean fac-

tors pertaining to the measurement of degree of adjustment

and.maladjustment.

The number of misconduct reports the.man has on his record

at the end of the first year of incarceration is important in

 

72. John N. washburne; WashburneA§Qcial-Adjustment Inventory,

1936,.manual, p. l. u
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measuring adjustment. Infractions of rules are infractions

of the dictums of the social order of which a man is a part.

Infractions of prison rules are infractions of the prison or-

der. At the S.'£.S.LZ., there are two official types of mis-

conduct reports. The "held" or ”hold" report is a minor in—

fraction which is not filed’against the man, except in the

office of the Deputy Warden, and is not mentioned in the

Progress Report to the Parole Board. The "filed" report is

a misconduct report of fairly significant seriousness, and

which is filed against the man. There is no doubt that the

hold report of a minor infraction is significant in the meas-

urement of adjustment. The filed report of a major infrac-

tion is, of course, more important in degree than the minor

violation.

The type of misconduct report on the record is consider-

ed in the light of its manner, its aggression, and its rela-

tive divergence from the prison-accepted manner of conduct.

Fighting is deemed more serious than gambling from the stand-

point of successful adjustment. Stealing articles, though

a form of aggressive behavior from the psychiatric point of

vieW, is certainly less aggressive and direct than belliger-

ent violence. The Gluecks divided the misconduct reports in-

to two typesvs. One of their types was designated as rebel-

lion against authority, and constituted seventy per cent of

the serious infractions. The other type was designated as

\

 

73. Sheldon and n‘leanor Glueck; 500 CRIMINAL CédiErRS, 1930,
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violence against persons. The former classification would

include gambling, stealing, ”skating" (leaving one's cell;

job, or block without permission), and similar infractions.

The latter classification would probably include only fight-

ing or quarrelling. For purposes of this investigation, the

type of.misconduct report was considered as the Bluecks cone

sidered it--rebellion against authority, and violence against

persons. The degree of seriousness of the infraction.has

been cared for in the system of filing the reports thanselves.

Whether or not a man entered school Was considered to be

a factor in his adjustment. This was taken as an index of

his interest in self-improvement, and his desire to "deal

more effectively with his environment"74. .gn inmateqoan en-

ter school full-time instead of having a work assignment, or

he can attend school part-time, or in extension, in which

case he studies in his cell.

The school supervisoris reports were considered, since

they tell something of the inmate's adjustment in the class-

rooms. The inmate's effort, motivation, attitude, progress,

and general conduct are usually covered.

‘flhether or not a.man.works was considered important.

Stability and good work habits may be indicated by remaining

on the average job a long period of time. If a man is able

to remain on one job for a long period of time, he must be

dealing effectively with his environment.

 

74. John.N. Uashburne; ‘Uashburne Social-Adjustment.Ihyentory,

1936, manual, p. 1.



The work supervisors' reports of an inmate's progress

on the job were considered very important in the measurement

of an inmate's adjustment in prison. The Gluecks considered

work habits one of the most essential characteristics of the

successful parolee 5. The deve10pment of this characteristic

has been an important factor in the adjustment of a man in

prison, or anyWhere, for with good work habits, a man is deal-

ing effectively with his environment.

The chaplain's reports of religious activities must be

considered important in the measurement of adjustment. It

was felt that religion has not enjoyed prominence in adjust-

.ment in prison.with the inmate body as a.whole. ;men.have fre-

quently attended chapel services voluntarily as a means of

getting out of their cells on Sunday. There have been a few

.men.who use religion as an escape.mechanimm, sublimating and

relieving emotional tensionqe. In the cases of the few men

‘who need religious philoSOphy to assist them in accepting

life as it is, and to remain fairly well adjusted in his deal-

ings with other people, the religious factor has assumed over-

whelming prOportions. Because these men exist, the religious

factor.must be considered.

Religion was considered also from another standpoint.

The Hebrew faith exercises strong social control over the con-

ciuct of its adherents. It exercises such strong control that

there are no men of that faith in the sample of 100.men used
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in this study. This control, of course, affects the adjust-

ment of these men to a great extent. The Catholic faith af-

fords its followers a manner of emotional catharsis in the

”Confession”. Relieving emotional tension in this manner has

been considered an important factor in adjustment. The Prot-

estant faiths neither exercise strong social control over,

nor afford emotional catharsis to its followers. The lack of

these benefits would seem.to influence adjustment to sane de-

gree. For this reason, religious faiths were considered rig-

idly in the sampling procedure. The type of religious faith

and the.manner in which it was followed were taken from.the

chaplain's reports, and were accounted in the final.measure-

‘ment of adjustment.

The block officers' reports are the reports of the offi-

cers of the cell-blocks where the inmatealock77. These reports

are rather subjective evaluations, by relatively untrained per-

sons, of the progress and conduct of each inmate. These re-

ports have been considered in the .measurement of the adjust-

ment of a man in prison.

Family ties are important in.the adjustment of an indi-

vidual because they lend stability. Conversely, stability

makes for the.maintenance of family ties. The use of family

bonds as an index to the measurement of adjustment of a.man

in prison, then, is fairly necessary. Two indexes to the meas-

urement of the strength of family bonds are correspondence and

 

77. Prison.slang denoting an.inmate's living in a certain cell.

Used as a verb. r
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visits. The volume of correspondence carried on between the

inmate and his family is a.more adequate measure than the

number of visits. Correspondence is not affected materially

by the distance between post offices. CorreSpondence seams

to be the most satisfactory method of measuring the strength

of family ties. The total volume was considered, both inr

coming and outgoing mail. This was justified by the fact

that the coefficient of correlation between incoming and out-

going mail was +0.80.

Financial budgeting and recognition of legitimate obli-

gations Was deemed by the Gluecks?8 to be important factor in

successful adjustment of men.on parole. analagously, it must

be an meortant factor in successful adjustment almost any-

where. Certainly a.man who canhmanage his account in prison

so that he benefits to the utmost possibility from it is

dealing as effectively with his environment as he can. The

.measurement of budgeting ability in prison has been.impaired

by the fact that the use of finances is controlled. Amman is

allowed to Spend money for library transfers in the purchase

of books, newspapers, and periodicals. He is allowed to Spend

twenty cents per month for radio hook-up in his cell. If he

has at least five dollars in his account, he is allowed to

spend fifty cents a week in the inmate's store. If he has at

least ten.dollars in his account, he is allowed to spend a

dollar and a half a week.~ If he has twentyefive dollars or

 .__v
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more in his account, he is allOWed to spend two dollars and

a half per weeka most inmates buy groceries, such as cup

cakes, jellies, and similar foods at the inmate's store. It

is a commonly accepted opinion that the majority of inmates

Spend all they areallowed to Spend. This method of control

eliminates detection of some.men who would control their

Spending without being forced to do so. even so, some rating

can be.made, and the computation of the adjustment scale in

Chapter VI has indicated that it is significant.

.The Gluecks found a Significant relationship between none

~harmful use of recreation and adjustment or "non.--delinquency"r79

Am S.PNSJn. recreation-is undoubtedly of importance in the ad-

justment situation. Lack of records of a11.men participating

in the athletic program, the band room, and the various games

of skill or chance, made hnpossible the collection.of data on

all forms of recreation. Lack of such uniform data prevented

the use of recreation as a factor in measuring adjustment in

the prison.

IMen.experience significant changes of attitude when they

arrive 1n.prison, and also after a few months of regimented

incarceration. In some cases, these changes of attitude have

resulted in the develOpment of embittered resentment against

the society that condemned them to Spend some of their lives

'behind prison bars. In other instances, the changes of atti-

tudes have resulted in a resignation to the idea that docile

79. Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck; ‘LaTmh CRIMINAL CAREERS, 1937,

P. 799
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adjustment is the easiest and shortest way out. Changes of

attitudes have resulted in many widely divergent modes of

adjustment to the artificial prison situation.! These chang-

ing attitudes undoubtedly have a significant bearing upon

adjustment. The observation and measurement of these chang-

ing attitudes could not be made because of inadequate re-

cording of these changes. {A progress report has been written

only as each man nears the expiration of his minimum sentence.

Iniorder to measure fairly accurately a man's changes in at-

titwde, it should be observed.much.more freduently. Because

of inadeaute records, this factor could not be included in

the criteria for measuring adjustment.

The eXperimenter was aware that a difference exists be-

tween the adjustment of an inmate to the prison's officials

and program and his adjustment to his fellow inmates in the

prison community. One of the basic assumptions of this study

was that the adjustment of an inmate to the prison's officials

and program reflects his adjustment to his fellow inmates suf-

ficiently well to allow conclusions to be drawn as to the de-

gree of his general adjustment. Extreme cases of maladjust-

.ment with fellow inmates are clearly designated by the various

reports received from cell-block officers, and work and school

supervisors. lMisconduct reports such as "fighting' or ”quar-

reling" indicate maladjustment. ~Adjustment to fellow inmates

could hardly be accurately and reliably measured, because of

obvious obstacles. There existed at the time of this investi-

gation no better method of measuring adjustment in prison than
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by indexes of adjustment to the prison's official program.

For this reason, the criteria of adjustment'were based upon

compliance with the prison's progran with a maXimum of coOp-

eration and a.minimum.of irritation.

SUMEARY

In summary, the criteria of adjustment for purposes of

.measurement found uniformly in the records of all inmates

were as follows:

1. The number of misconduct reports an

inmate has on his record at the end

of his first year.

2. The type of misconduct reports.

5. School attendance.

4. School supervisor's report of the

inmate's~progress.

5. work Record.

6. ubrk supervisor's report of the inn

.mate's conduct and progress.

7. Chaplaints report of religious activ-

ities . ,

8. Block officer's reports.

9. Family and outside ties as indicated

by the volume of correspondence.

10. anily and outside ties as indicated

by number of visits.

ll.F1nancial ability according to the.man~

ner with'Which he handles his money.
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The success of this entire project depended upon the

successful construction of a scale for the measurement of

adjustment in prison. Although perfection cannot be

achieved on the basis of existing prison records, it was

felt that a fairly reliable and valid scale could be devel-

Oped. .At least the imperfection of the more subjective ques—

tionnaires and groups similar to Laune's {Eggth‘gggup§" can

be eliminated. A uniformity of application that has not been

found in other methods has been attained by using only pris—

on records that are routinely collected. by using the ex-

isting records, the adjustment of prisoners long since dis—

charged can be evaluated, and then used for further research

if so desired.

Construction

The eleven factors Serving as indexes to the adjustment

of an inmate in prison, discussed in.Chapter V, are the only

universally collected and fairly reliable data dealing with

this problem in the existing prison records. The diagnostic

capacity of some of these records individually might be cues-

tioned. 0n.the whole, however, cases of good adjustment or

maladjustment are detected somewhere. The reports covering

each of the eleven factors attempt to throw light on the same

general factor, that of adjustment of the inmate in prison.

One or.more of the reports should vary enough from the aver-

age quality of the reSpective factor or factors to make the

final adjustment score vary. This variance, though it may be



slight, should be enough to show some difference in final

adjustment as compared with other inmates scored on the same

scale. variation of diagnostic capacity betWeen the eleven

factors exists. To account for these differences, the fac—

tors have been weighted, commensurate With their reSpective

diagnostic capacities.

Prior to weighting, arbitrary values were assigned to

each of the eleven factors as a basis for computation of vary-

ing diagnostic capacities. for each of the factors, a tricho-

tomy was selected for the arbitrary values in order to allow

for good, average, and poor adjustment. Good adjustment was

arbitrarily allowed three points, average adjustment two

points, and poor adjustment one point. There was some diffi-

culty in.determining how visits, correSpondence, and financial

adjustment should be weighted. In order to gain a fair weight-

ing, the letters from and to the immediate family, visits from

.members of the immediate family, and savings were tabulated.

These were roughly divided into thirds by inepection. Three

points were awarded to those men in the upper third, two

points to those in the middle third, and one point to those in

the lower third.

In tabulation for use in this scale, correspondence was

:recorded as the total number of letters going to and coming

:from the immediate family. Familial relationships with an

.individual number is a two-way affair, and to use but one

jhelf of the correspondence indeX'would be to distort the true

situation. The Pearson coefficient of correlation between
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the number of incoming letters with the number of outgoing

letters in the pOpulation included in this project was 4.80.

The correlation, while high, was not perfect, so it was:con-

sidered necessary to use both incoming and outgoing letters.

According to the trichotomy explained above, the eleven

factors were arbitrarily valued as follows:

Misconduct reports.

No.misconduct reports

"Held", or minor reports

"Filed", or serious infraction

points

H

"

H
N
U
}

Type of misconduct reports.

No.misconduct reports

Rebellion against authority

Violence against persons

points

fl

H
M
O
)

7

—‘

School attendance.

Full-time student six or more

months 3 points

Tart-tithe student, of full time

student less than Six months

No school attendance. I
—
‘
z
o

:
3

School report.

Good adjustment

Average adjustment

Maladjustment l
-
‘
N
O
I

Work assignment.

Hcrked six months or more on

one assignment - 3 points

Worked six months or more on

two assignments

wcrked six.months or more on

three assignments, or less

than six.months l "

{
‘
0

W

Hark Supervisor‘s report.

Good adjustment 3

Average adjustment 3

Malad j us tment 1

points

'1
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Chaplain's report of religious activities.

Good religious status 5 points

Fair religious status 2 "

Poor religious status 1 "

Block Officer's report.

Good adjustment 5 points

Average adjustment 2 "

Poor adjustment 1 "

Visits.

10 or over 3 points

1 - 9
3 n

0 visits 1 fl

CorreSpondence.

70 or more letters in and out 3 points

40 - 69 letters in and out . 2 "

O - 39 letters in and out 1 "

Financial adjustmentao.

' Saved a12.oo or more 5 points

Saved a5.00 to ell.99 2 "

Saved less than.§5.00 A l ”

In the case of an inmate who has worked, but has not

Sons to school, or has gone to school or not worked, no

Points can.be given on the school supervisor's report or the

VWDrk supervisor's report, respectively. It would be unfair

t0 the individual to give him a rating of zero for the.miss-

ilug factor. In order neither to penalize nor reward the ins

nlate excessively for not going to school or for not working,

Such missing factors are prorated and assigned a score at

the average of the other ten factors to the nearest one-tenth,

¥

80. This division was based by tabulating the amount saved by

each.man of the sample, and computing the upper, middle,

and lower thirds of the distribution.
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on the basis of the 1—2—3 trichotomyt

In this trichotomy, the condition exists whereinxhis-

conduct, school, work, and familial relationship has double

the value of the block report, chaplain's report, and finan-

cial adjustment. It was felt that this-is justifiable. The

block report has been considered somewhat unreliable among

prison workers, because.many of the inmates find out what

sort of a report is handed in by the block officer. In some

instances they are typed by inmate clerks and signed by the

officers. It is interesting to note that none of the block

officers reports on cases used in this project was below

average, and most of than indicated good adjustment. Every

one of the eighteen average reports, however, were given to

the twentybfive inmates scoring lowest in the other adjust-

ment factors. This, of course, increased materially the

computed diagnostic capacity of the block officer's reports,

as given later in this chapter. ”We hesitate, therefore, in

using it on the same plane as the misconduct report, the

school report, and the work supervisor's report.

Religion in prison is not strong in the inmate body as

a whole. Reports from the religious department can hardly

be eXpected to depict accurately the adjustment of an inmate

in many phases other than the religious. The influence and

potential sensitiveness of the religious department in the

.matter of adjustment of inmates does not appear as great as

school, work, and misconduct reports, coupled with an inmate's

g-

relationship with his own family.



The financial adjustment is important in outside rela-

tionships as well as relationships inside prison. financial

policies of an individual inside prison, however, are some—

what controlled. ‘Jhen the school, where no money is earned,

is considered, financial policies do not give an absolutely

reliable index to how an inmate deals with his environment

from a financial vieWpoint, although a difference of some

significance was noted.

Further, the areas of misconduct, work record,‘School

record, and familial relationships are the areas in which

the inmate has greatest and most universal freedom in the

selection of his mode of adjustment. for these reasons, it

was felt that no undue arbitrary weighting is attached to

these four areas.

Another condition exists in cases of inmates who have

gone to school for a short time, and then.Went to work for

a period of over six months. In this Way, five points are

gained automatically, two for going to school, and three for

working. On the other hand, a person who has gone to school

or worked full time gains but four points, three for work-

ing or going to school, and one for the activity in which

he did not participate. The writer has been unable to find

a method to circumvent this difficulty, and still maintain

a fairly accurate measuring device in other phases of the

problem. This difficulty.may be an uneXpected asset in that

it penalizes slightly the individual Who has neglected eithp

er his work record or self-anrovement through.education.
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In any case, the difference is negligible in view of a pos-

sible total raw score of thirty-three points for perfect

adjustment in all phases.

After the arbitrary weightings had been assigned, all

men in the four groups were scored in all eleven phases or

areas which had been selected as possible indexes of adjust-

ment. The criterion of internal consistency Was used as a

basis for determining the diagnostic ability of each item.

The raw 1-2-3 scores on the eleven items were totalled

for each of the 100.men. These schedules were arranged in

the order of their quantitative scores, regardless of which

of the four groups was represented. The upper quarter, or

25 cases scoring highest, and the lower quarter or 25 cases

scoring lowest, were selected for comparison. The means of

each of the eleven items were computed for both the higher

and the lower groups. Critical ratios81 were determined be-

tween the means of the higher and lower groups on each of

the eleven reSpective items. The resulting critical ratios

indicated the diagnostic capacity of each item in.measuring

the adjustment phenomenon. The resulting critical ratios

for the various items are given below in the order of their

computed significance.

 

81. The formula used for computing the critical ratios is

as follows:

(:1 0.22

”B = +—

nl-I ’12—,

Critical datio :: _£h;;fh_
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2. Misconduct reports 4.5
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5. School reports
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In.determining whether or not the arbitrary weightings

should be used in this investigation, a correlation was com—

puted between the total raw score for each individual and the

correSponding product of the raw scores and critical ratios.

This coefficient of correlation was 40.95, indicating a fair-

ly high.degree of agreement between the two weightings.

Later in this chapter a rank correlation between a so-

ciologists evaluation of the adjustment of twenty-seven in-

tmates and the weighted adjustment scores was shown to be

f.98. The rank correlation between the sociologist's evalua-

tion and the raw adjustment scores was found to be $.93,

Considering the ahallness of the sample, the accuracy of

discrimination needed between the various adjustment scores,

and the higher-agreement of the weighted scores with the so-

ciologist's evaluations, it was decided that the weighting

procedure should be used.

Weighting of the items, then, was done by multiplying

the raw 1-2-3 score or any pro-rated score by the critical

ratio of the reSpective item. For purpose of scientific ac-

curacy within the group studied, the resulting weighted scores

'were not rounded out into whole numbers, but retained their
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value to the nearest tenth. The final scale with its weight-

ed values for the eleven factors is given below:

1‘t‘OI‘k reports 082

Good adjustment 24.3

Average adjustment 16.2

Maladjustment 8.1

Misconduct reports.

No misconduct reports 13.5

”Held" reports 9.0

"Filed” reports 4.5

Block officer's report.

Good adjustment 13.5

Average adjustment 9.0

Maladjustment 4.5

Visits.

10 or over 13.2

1 - 9 visits 8.8

no visits 4.4

83

School reports.

Good adjustment 12.9

Average adjustment 8.6

haladjustment 4.3

Type of misconduct.

,; Nb misconduct reports 11.4

Rebellion.against authority 7.6

Violence against persons 3.8

 

2. If the man has not worked, the raw 1-2—3 score should

be obtained to the nearest tenth pro-rating on the basis

of the other raw 1-2-3 scores. The raw score should

then be multiplied by 8.1.

83. If the.man has not gone to school, the raw 1-2-3 score

should be obtained to the nearest tenth by pro-rating

on the basis of the raw scores of the other items. The

resulting raw score should be multiplied by 4.4.
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Corr63pondence.

7O or.more letters in and out 10.8

40 - 69 letters in and out 7.2

0 - 39 letters in and out 3.6

C haplain' s appraisal.

Good religious status 9.9

Fair religious status 6.6

Poor religious status 3 3

Financial budgeting.

Saved $12.00 or.more 8.7

Saved $5.00 to $11.99 5.8

Saved less than $5.00 2.9

Work as signment.

Worked six or more months on one

assignment 8.4

worked six or more months on two

assignments 5.6

Worked six or more months on more

than two assignments, or less

than six months ~ 2.8

School attendance.

Full-time student six or more months

Part-time student, or full-time

7 2

student less than six months 4.8

No school attendance 2 4

, Reliability and Vgiidity

The reliability of the scale is partially assured by

the internal consistency method of its construction. The

computed critical ratios used as weights make the scale relia-

ble for the given pOpulation by weighting according to the

significance of the factor in question in measuring consist-

ently whatever is to be measured. Further mention of relia-

bility has been made later in this section.

Validity of the adjustment scale was established by a

correlation test. Sewell maintains that three major methods



have been used in.determining the validity of a sociometric

sca1684:

1. Logical test of validity, which is

.merely that the scale is built on a

sound theory.

2. Common-sense test of validity, which

means the scale squares closely with

common-sense observations.

3. Correlation test of validity, which

is that proof of validity be offered

by correlation or comparison with an

accepted independent criterion.

Sewell says that the third method is by far the best.

This being the case, the correlation method was used in test-

ing the validity of this scale.

Twenty-seven cases were selected at random from those

not included in this investigation. ‘Neighted adjustment

scores were computed for each on the basis of the scale for

measuring adjustment. These scores were arranged in the or-

der of their ranks from the highest through the lowest score.

One of the prison sociologists was asked to arrange the cases

in the order of his evaluation of their adjustments without

knowing of the scale for measuring adjustment nor the purpose

of the request. The subjective rankings were then tabulated

in order of their ranks from the best adjustment through the

poorest adjustment. The coefficient of rank correlation.85

between the two rankings was found to be 40.975, or 40.98.

,-

 

84. William H. Sewell; "The Development of a sociometric

Scale". Reprinted from Sociometr , Vbl. V, NO. 3, pp.279-

297.

85.fl snags};
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This high degree of agreement indicates that the scale is

valid.

Eleven cases were taken at random from the twenty-seven

men included in the rank correlation to show by inepection

the agreement between the sociologist's eValuation and the

adjustment scores. The "sociologist's evaluation" sections

of the progress reports have been quoted to complement the

reSpective subjective and adjustment score rankings.

Case #1

Adjustment Score: 117.4 Adjustment score rank 6th

SOCIOLOCIST EVALUATION: Subjective rank 4th

Second prison offender, has adjusted favorably'while here.

Adjusnment out and in is conditioned by his lowered intelli-

gence. Satisfactory family background is noted, including

paternal and sibling delinquency, economic stress and father's

desertion. Admits guilt - stole car to get money for Bus

Fare. Inadequate and suggestible type who is restricted to

unskilled labor. he has no employment plans. Under prOper

supervision and if everything runs smoothly he can adjust,

but under stress, and on his own counsel, may again be in

trouble.

Case #2.

Adjustment Score: 111.6 Adjustment score rank 10th

SOCIOLOGIST EVALUATION: Subjective rank 8th

Prison.record good. Has.made some progress along educational

lines although his work record has not been especially steady.

He is of superior intelligence, has traveled about the coun-

try a good deal. Claims employment as professional entertain-

er and formerly played pro-baseball. he admits drinking ex-

cessively and that he has been arrested a number of times in

this condition. In view of two arrests for indecent eXposure

there appears to be a likelyhood of sexualqmal-adjustment.

 

86. These sociologist's evaluations were quoted verbathn. It

is acknowledged that they contain many errors in English

usage. These have been left uncorrected rather than to

risk even the slightest alteration of intended meaning.
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States he was drunk at time of this offense. he has been in-

volved with an accomplice in a large number of burglaries in

Detroit, prior to their arrest. In view of his past history

of excessive drinking, wandering, and possible sexual abnor—

mality, a psychiatric report might be helpful in this case.

Case ”'3.

Adjustment Score: 109.9 Adjustment score rank 12th

SOCIOLCGIST EVALUATION: Subjective rank 12th

Good prison.adjustment, also on work assignment and in the

school. He has been in previous difficulty, serving a pris-

on term for negligent homicide and a jail term.for assault

and battery. He is the product of a poor background, is of

very low intelligence. he has lived among a group where

knife carrying and assaultive offenses are common-place, and

he appears quite hot-headed and assaultive. worked as a

painter on U.P.A~, in recent years. lacks ability to im-

prove his social status to any extent, although he has done

quite well in prison along educational lines, and with suit-

able employment he may adjust somewhat better in the future.

Case #40

Adjustment Score: 108.6 Adjustment score rank 13th

socxcrcclsr EVALUATION: subjective rank 13th

This man.adjusted well in prison. Has been homo-sexual for

many years, and in recent years has developed alcoholic hab-

its. Inclined to.misbehave sexually during periods when he

is drinking excessively, and at such times is especially in-

clined to molest young persons, both male and female. Un-

likely that imprisonment has changed him in any fundamental

way, and he will no doubt be in further trouble, especially

if he resumes drinking habits. His chances of adjusting in

future can probably best be judged by the Psychiatrist.

Case #5.

adjustment Score: 107.8 adjustment score rank 15th

socroncclsr EVALUATION: Subjective rank 14th

This man has adjusted satisfactorily but has.made no progress

educationally or vocationally. He was in the U. S. Army at

Fort Custer at time of present offense and presumably has been

dishonorably discharged for desertion - since.Army records

show he deserted. Subjectfs gross indecency - present offense

- was committed with Yose #52400. he has no adequate parole

plan. Parole hazards will include excessive drinking, lack
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of reSponsibilities and to his probable possession of homo-

-sexual tendencies.

Case #60

Adjustment Score: 105.5 Adjustment score rank 16th

SOCIOLOGIST EVALUATION: Subjective rank 18th

This.man apparently made a satisfactory prison record, as to

work and conduct, and some progress in school. he has been

nomadic and shirtless for number of years. Number of arrests

for vagrancy and one jail sentence for assault and battery.

Present offense was unusually vicious as well perverted.

Drinking a good deal for a number of years and was apparently

intoxicated when he committed the present offense. Hill like-

1y get into further yrouble if he continues this kind of life.

‘Does not seem a very good parole risk, but Will probably be

{more likely to get into trouble if he is held until his maxi-

.mum expires next year, and then released on.discharge. .As

Judge Murphy mentions in his statement: "The assault he.made

is vicious, and it is unfortunate for society that he was not

convicted for a more serious offense”.

Case #7.

Adjustment Score: 96.7 Adjustment score rank 20th

SOCIOLDGIST EVALUATION: . subjective rank 19th ,

Fair prison record. Has been on no assignment for any length

of time except the Root Farm, where he worked for about two

‘months. work record has been from poor to average.. He seems

to have about four wives, at least two of them simultaneously.

He drank excessively and was especially inclined to become

entangled with women in connection with drinking. He has

lived an unstable life, joined the Navy at an early age and

was given a bad conduct discharge after severa1.minor diffi-

culties and A» w. 0. 1m Very impulsive when.drinking'Which

caused him serious difficulties other than marital entangle-

.ments. His return to drinking habits will probably result

in further difficulties. rlacement in the Army might be

good for him, although there is some question as to whether

he is sufficiently stable to adjust in the.Army.

Case #80

adjustment Score: 91.9 Adjustment score rank 23rd

SOCIOLOGIST EVALUATION: Subjective rank 22nd

Poor institutional record to date. Ionia record shows repeat-

ed misconduct reports of the.more serious type and is regarded



as both assaultive and homo-sexual. Criminal record is quite

extensive for a youth his age, and if present trend continues

he seems to be becoming worse, rather than a better parole

risk. He has been in the institution too short a time to

demonstrate any change.

Case #9 o

adjustment Score: 86.6 Adjustment score rank 25th

SOCIOLCGIST EVAIUATION: Subjective rank 24th

He has had one misconduct report for stealing, has had two

work assignments and has made a good adjustment as a‘worker.

Not interested in self-improvement, educationally or voca-

tionally. Has handled earnings poorly. his wife has di-

vorced hhn. This is his second conviction, and infonmation

from Trobation deport states he has previously deliberately

planned thefts. harried nine years, wife testified their

.married life had been very unhappy, on account of his drink-

ing and lack of consideration.for her and their daughter

eight years old. He is Willing to serve in the armed forces

and might profit from the rigid discipline and supervision

derived from it. larole hazards - drinking excessively,

cultivating undesirable associates, to act in his own selfish

interest without sufficiently considering the rights and feel-

ings of others.

0388 ”10.

Adjustment Score: 75.3 Adjustment score rank 26th

SOCICLOGIST HVRLUATIOK: subjective rank 26th

This.man.has become steadily worse in his attitude toward his

incarceration and authority in general. he personally express-

es resentment toward all authority, and mentions the fact that

people are educated so they can more efficiently cheat their

fellow men. He has refused to return to Vbcational School be-

cause he does not want to work in a factory upon his release.

ZDOes not care if he gets a parole or not. Should receive psy-

chiatric attention.

Case ##11.

.ndjustment Score: 60.1 Adjustment score rank 27th

SOCIOLOGIST nvxrturron: Subjective rank 27th

as has amassed more misconduct reports than I have seen in any

other cases, I believe. Transferred to Ionia shortly after

classified here, and in that institution ran up six.misconduct

reports. Finally returned to this institution.to be considered
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a serious behavior problem. He has been such for many years,

beginning when a child. has had Boys vocational School and

Ionia experience. Father a respected citiZen in hiddletown,

Ohio, being in the Sheetltetal Business. .AIways running a-

way from home and Spent some time in.soys School at lancaster,

Ohio. Nomadic. ‘A letter from the American Legion inlaiddle-

town, Ohio, suggests the Army for rehabilitation. He express-

es an interest in getting into the Army or the havy. he ad-

‘mits a bad record and thinks the Army would.make him behave.

Personally, I think he would be no asset to the armed ser-

vices of our country. '

The high rank correlation between adjustment scores and

subjective evaluations, and the above comparison.of adjust~

.ment scores with sociologists' evaluations on progress reports

indicated that the scale has validity - that it does measure

adjustment. These same facts, the high coefficient of rank

correlation and the close progressive agreement between the

results of the scale and the sociologists' evaluations, also

support the reliability of the scale. This agreement indi-

cates by inspection and by statistical computation a high de-

gree of consistency of.measurement.

With the scale for measuring adjustment in prison con-

structed and the test for reliability and validity described,

attention is turned in the following chapters to a statisti-

cal analysis of the varying adjushments.made by the one hun-

dred men finally considered in this study.
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Chapter VII

THE AJJ‘US'LLIQNT Oi? ILLIaTES COLZING

DILUC TLY FACE; BLV. S. 'muspjfiili.

Group I includes twenty-five.men who have been in B.V.S.,

have not been in the E.S.R. and have come to the S.P.3;h. for

the first time. These men.met the requirements specified in

Chapter IV. Group I was the smallest selection group availa-

ble. The difficulty was that many of the boys who had been in

B.V.S. had also been in prisons of other States or the Federal

government. There had been.many boys who had had their juve-

nile careers in other States. Those boys were not available

for this study because their use would have entailed the loss

of control over such factors as residence and Cultural back-

ground, and introduce such complex factors as inter-State.mo-

bility. Of the 10,484 records examined, only twenty-seven

.men.could meet the sampling Specifications for Group I in a

clear-cut manner. Two of these were eliminated in the course

of individual.matching with other groups.

are Distribution
 

The ages of commitment of the.man in this group range

from.seventeen to thirtybtwo, with an average age of 25.1, a

standard deviation of 2.1, and a probable error of the stand-

ard deviation87 of .2. It is noted that the standard devia-

tion is relatively small. This indicates that the.majority

of the cases in group I are well within the age limits ar-
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bitrarily set for controlling the age factor.

Crimes

The most serious crime represented in this group is rob-

bery armed, for which one man was sentenced. Six.men were

sentenced for breaking and entering in the night thme, and one

for breaking and entering in the night time, second felony.

Two were convicted and sentenced for violating the narcotic

law. One man was sentenced for each of the following crimes;

larceny; assault with intent to rape; assault to rob unarmed;

assault with intent to rob; larceny of prOperty of over fifty

dollars value, second felony; attempted larceny of an automo—

bile; carrying concealed weapons; carrying concealed weapons,

second felony; non-support, third offense; robbery not armed;

conversion of mortgaged prOperty; larceny from.motor vehicle;

and assault without a weapon and without intent of felonious

assault.

Sentences

The sentences in this group varied from 1 to 188 years

for assault without a weapon and without intent of felonious

assault to 7% to 22% years for breaking and entering in the

night time, second felony. The meanhminimum sentence was 2

years and 28 days. The mean maximum sentence Was 9 years,

6.months, and 7 days. The mean sentence was roughly 2 years

to 9% years.

Nativity and Paren age

All of the.men in the group were native—born Americans.

 

88..A legal "indeterminate" sentence inlaichigan for this par-

ticular crime.
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four of the group were Negroes. Three of the.men were of

Italianeborn parentage. Three were of rolish parentage.

One was of Canadian, one of Lithuanian, and one of German

parentage. Sixteen of the men, including the four Negroes,

were of native American parentage. Of this group, then, 56

per cent are of foreigh-born parentage.

harital dtatug
 

1 1

night of the men in this group had never married. Sev-

enteen men had been.marricd, and of these, two had been di-

vorced, and one separated, by the time of their arrests.

Fourteen.men.of this group were still married at the time of

their arrests.

. .QEEQE Placement

Tests89 given by the educational department when the men

of group I entered the prison indicated that the mean grade

placement was 5.4, or fifth grade. The standard deviation

was 2.1 with a probable error of .2. Grade placement and in-

telligence quotients at s.r.e.u. have shown a coefficient of

correlation of {0.65. By controlling intelligence, some con-

trol of grade placement has been exercised.

Statistical Agalysis pf Adjustment Scores

The frequency distribution of the adjustment scores de-

rived from this group is shown in the graph on page 91. Scores

in this group range from 64.0 to 125.4, and have been grouped

in class intervals of five. It is recogniZed that the sample

 

89. Stanford achievement tests.
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of twenty-five cases is email for satisfactory statistical

manipulation. For reasons explained in chapter IV a group

larger than twenty-five was not available. Statistical and

case method combined has been used to find a solution in the

present investigation, and so the burden of analysis is not

with statistics alone.

The.mean adjustment score in this group is 105.0, With

a probable error of the mean of 2.2.

The.median adjustment score in the distribution is 103.5.

Themode90 of this distribution is at 100.0, which indi-

cates that this is the point of maximum frequency. Its prox—

imity to the mean and median is indication that the distribu-

tion is fairly symmetrical.

The standard deviation of the frequency distribution of

adjustment scores in group I is 16.2, with a probable error

of 1.5. The standard deviation in this case is fairly wide,

showing broad dispersion.

The frequency distribution is fairly symmetrical. Com-

puted skewnessgl resulted in -.09, or -.1. with negligible

skewness, the curve representing the adjustment scores for

this group has no extreme values not balanced on the other

end of the curve.

The degree of "flat toppedness" of the freguency'distri-

 

. _ .__rL._.i
90.1.10... L+ fi+fu

91. The formula Sk =sflZE¥mpwas used to measure skewness.
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bution is shown by kurtosisgz. Computation.of kurtosis re-

sulted in a score of —.74, or -1. This computation indicates

that the distribution is flat-topped, or platykurtic.

0n the basis of the foregoing facts, it may be reason-

able to suppose that individuals who have been institutional-

ized as juveniles tend to react to subsequent institutional-

ization as shown by their adjustnent scores, namely incarcer-

ation in prison, in.widely divergent manners. In some cases,

a better adjustment might be because the man has learned how

to live in an institution and get along well. A.worse ad-

justment.might be made because of the differences between cus-

todial policies of the juvenile institution and the prison.

Further, the juvenile and penal system.may be selecting some

of those men who are unable to adjust adequately anywhere.

{At any rate, statistical analysis of group I shows a broad

variation in the adjustment scores derived from the institu-

tional records of the cases included in the group.

Case Material
 

In order to observe some of the processes involved in

adjustment in prison after a juvenile institutionalization,

two cases have been selected for interviewing. These.men

were interviewed to find their attitudes toward any aXper-

ience in B.V.S. and the effect of that eXperience and attitude

 

92. In the computation of kurtosis, it was necessary to use a

formula involving the use of the moments. The formula

used was:

Kurtosis = a --3
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upon their adjustments at S.:.5.m. factors outside B.V.3.

and 3.}.ng. were not considered, since the purpose of this

investigation involves only institutional life.

Inmate "A” was sent to the B.V.5. in h0vember, 1932, at

the age of fourteen, for larceny of a bicycle and truancy.

Upon his arrival at the B.V.5., he entered the "quarantine

cottage", which was.managed by a.Mr. D. During his thirty

days in the quarantine cottage, he learned the sort of regi-

.mentation and discipline he was to eXpect when he was re-

leased into the general group. The discipline meted out bylhr.

D. was more rigid and stern than any he had eXperienced at

home or school. The effect was an immediate intimidation

through fear of consequences.

When inmate "a” was released into the general group, he

entered cottage D. he found that the type of discipline used

by Mr. D. was used throughout the institution. Although each

cottage.manager used his own methods, the same general types

of punishment were used throughout the entire institution,

particularly "standing on the line" and "knee stOOps". In

"standing on the line" for an offense, the boy stood facing

the wall, with his hands folded behind him. he Was to stand

there all the time he was in the cottage. "knee stoops"

were a series of sitting knee bends. These varied from 50

to 500 st00ps, averaging about 500, all done in one series.

After he had bash in B.V.S. for a few months, he began

to like it. The food was good, he had watched his behavior

very carefully, and had avoided punishment of any sort. After
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he had been at n.V.S. for nearly a year, he became a "line

boy". There were two "line boys" in each cottage, and it

was their duty to assist the cottage managers in the disci-

pline and regbnentation of the other boys. Inmate "5" said

that quite often these duties cause friction between the

"line boys" and the other boys.

He did not like the educational facilities at e.v.s. be-

cause he could go only to the tenth grade. he wanted to grad-

uate from high school.

Since he accepted the routine without a question, his

adjustment at B.V.S. was good. Consequently he was a line boy

for only a short time when he was.made ”officer's kitchen boy".

In this capacity, he Was in charge of the dining room and kit-

chen of cottage D for his last two years at n.v.s. he was re-

leased from B.V.5. in.Cctober, 1955, at the age of seventeen.

Inmate "A"'was sentenced to S,l.3.h. in early 1941 to

a to 15 years for robbery armed. Upon his arrival in prison,

he did not know what to eXpect in routine and supervision.

According to the record, he wanted to learn tailoring, so

the classification committee assigned hhn to the prison's

tailor shOp. .nt the same time, he studied part-time inflthe

commercial school, learning typewriting and stenotypy. At

his request, after a year and a half in prison, he was assign-

ed to the classification department as an inmate stenographer.

His prison adjustment has been evaluated as good.

Inmate "Afi's major observation upon coming to prison Was

that more reaponsibility is placed upon the inmate at s.r.sna.
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than upon a boy at J.V.S. At n.v.s. the boy is made to ad-

just by threat or sheer force. at s.r.s.m. the inmate is

merely expected to adjust. This leaves a man with.B.V.3.

background somewhat at a loss as to how to handle his un—

expected freedom. On occasion, infractions of rules have

been.made before the limitations of the freer institution

were firmly in mind.

In one Way, inmate "A” feels that his e.v.s. experience

has helped him to adjust at s.r.s.n. he found that a large

number of boys he knew at B.V.S. were at S.P.3.M. With old

associations present, he found adjustment in a new situa-

tion.much easier.

In some cases, old associations have not been a help

in adjustment in prison. In some cases of friction at B.V.

S. the friction continues at S.P.Sgh. in the form.of old

grudges. .Also,.mutual friends from B.V.S. meeting at 5.}.

sam., has tended to exaggerate social injustices, and adjust-

ment, in turn, has been influenced.

Inmate "AP placed some emphasis upon the fact that pre-

vious eXperience in an institution of any sort makes a.man

better oriented to institutional life. He is not so will-

ing to be intimidated in a known situation as he is in an

unknown area. Inmate "A" feels that a man coming into pris-

on without previous aXperience is at a loss to protect hhn-

self against eXploitation by officials and other inmates,

and is easily intimidated.

"Afl.minimized the factor of selection by the prison of
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those who were unable to adjust adecuately anywhere, as com-

pared with first termers. He felt that to lay maladjustment

to selection was the sociologists"way of diverting atten-

tion from the fact that b.V.d. experience did affect in a

derogatory manner adjustment in any subsequent institutional-

ization.

Inmate ”B" went to B.V.S. in 1934. He spent thirty days

in cottage 3, the "quarantine cottage". His first impression

was that the discipline was much more severe than he had ever

experienced before. Because of this he developed an intense

dislike forfiMr. D., the cottage.manager.

.After leaving the "quarantine cottage", inmate "B" lived

in cottage B, where he remained for his entire two years.

IDuring the time he worked in the officer's dining room. He

feels that the food was all right, but that the "line boy"

system was a constant source of friction. On one occasion,

he received 80 slaps across the face with the Open hand by

1dr. 8., the cottage manager. He then.deve10ped an intense

dislike forer. 8., since he felt the punishment was exces-

sive for violation.cf the ”Silence system? used in the cot-

tage. He was released from B.V.S. in the spring of 1936.

Inmate "B" Was returned to B.V.S. in the fall of 1936.

Ihaving previously gained some knowledge of the discipline

of hr. D., he adjusted a little better in cottage 3, the

"quarantine cottage", the second time. During his one-year

Stay the second time, he worked in.the bake shop, and lived

:in cottage 3. On one occasion he'Was punished for fighting,
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and had to "stand on the line". For thirty days, he stood

for fourteen hours a day, facing the wall with his arms fold-

ed at his back. when he left e.V.b. in 1937, he was filled

with resentment not only against B.V.o., but against society

as a whole.

Inmate "B" came to S.P.S.M. in February, 1940, for break-

ing and entering. He.made a goon record until he graduated

from the sixthgz5 grade, and Was placed on a trusty assignment

on the thdercook farm. he escaped from the farm during the

fall of 1941, and Was gone for two days. Upon his return,

he Was placed in the punishment cell—block. He was assigned

to the textile factory when he was released from punishment

in.February, 1942. His adjustment for the two months follow-

ing was unsatisfactory. Since April 1942, however, his gen-

eral aejustment has been considered satisfactory.

Inmate "B" felt that a.man coming from B.V.S. harbors an

intense grudge against society and the penal system. he add-

ed that any subsequent institutionaliZation is aggravated in

its severity - that it is like scratching Open an old wound.

This feeling causes an inmate to become irritable, so that

he does not adjust as well as he would otherwise.

Some contacts made at B.V.5. tend to make adjustment more

difficult. .Association with others who harbor the same feel-

ings of injustice and resentment tend to intensify these feel-

ings. The intensification of these feelings interferes with

93. Equivalent to the eighth grade in public schools.



adequate adjustment to the prison's program. some of the

men in S.P.S.M. were "line boys" with whom inmate "B” had

difficulty in B.V.S. Although he had thus far ignored them,

he felt that trouble with them could easily develop.

Inmate ”B” indicated that more responsibility is placed

on an inmateat s.r.s.n. than at s.v.s. He felt that B.v.s.

"took advantage of kids“, but S.P.S.M. treats inmates like

men.

when a man has had B.V.S. exPerience, he does not obey

officers without question. B.V.S. experience conditions a

man to be more on the defensive, more resentful, and more

discriminating as to the type of orders he will obey willing-

ly. '

Inmate ”B" felt that first-termers were meek and afraid,

but men with B.V.S. eXperience are better oriented. If a man

is not meek and afraid, if he knows the "ways of the prison",

his adjustment might not look so good to the officials, but.

the inmate "does easier time”.

"B" did not feel that selection of maladjusted individ-

uals as‘those with previous institutional experience, as com-

pared with first offenders, was a very important factor, and

pointed out the fact that some men with previous experience

adjust better in prison than many first termers.

Summary

Statistical analysis of the distribution of adjustment

 

94. Gets along more happily.
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scores in Group I indicates a fairly wide diversity in modes

of adjustment in prison. Case material tends to show that

more responsibility is placed on the innate at 5.}.543. than

at B.V.S. Adjustment at s.r.s;m. appears to be hindered to

some extent by anti-social grudges developed at 5.V.S. Some

friction caused by the "line boys" system at s.V.3. carries

over to the prison when former "line boys" are sent to 5.}.

Sdfl., though in most cases does not culminate in violence.

Previous institutional eXperience seems to help an inmate to

become oriented though not necessarily well adjusted, to the

penal situation, and to make him less easily intimidated by

prison officials and other inmates.



Chapter VIII

new RITE h‘.V.3. $.15) Li.3.xi.

ELPExIJN agwho thd cons TU 5.}.3Jd.

Group II is the group of twenty-five men who had been in

both the e.v.s., and h.s.a., and who were admitted to the

StP.S.n. for the first time. The.men in Group II were se-

lected by.matching each individual in Group I with an in-

dividual from Group II on the basis of residence background,

race, religion and intelligence. These men have also met all

the primary specifications set up in Chapter IV.

agetbistribution

The ages represented in this group range from 18 to 34.

The average age is 24.4 with a standard deviation of 3.5 4.5.

The small standard deviation indicates a fairly narrow range

of ages. Little dispersion is indicated.

' Crimes

The.most serious crime represented is robbery armed, for

'which two of this group were sentenced. seven were sentenced

for breaking and entering in the night time, two for Larceny

from a store, and two for forgery. the.man was sentenced for

each of the follOWing offenses; attempted unlawfully driving

away an automobile, breaking and entering in the day time,

carrying concealed weapons, felonious assault, robbery not

armed, forgery, and escape. Nine.men were sentenced to the

S.P.S;M. for the same type of crime for which they had been

:previousl y sentenced to h.s.n. Six of these were breaking

zind entering in the night time and three were unlawfully driv-

ing away an automobile.
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Sentences

The sentences in this group varied from one to two years

for larceny from a store to fifteen to thirty years for rob-

bery armed. The.mean minimum sentence was three years, four

months, seventeen.days. The mean maximum sentence in this

group was ten years, ten months, two days. She mean sentence,

then, was found to be three years, four months, seventeen

days, to ten years, ten months, two days, or roughly three-

-and-one-half to eleven years. This rather high mean sentence

can be eXpected, since all men in this group were second of-

fenders, having served previously at the n.s.a.

Nativity.§gg Parentage

.All of the.men in this group are native born.hmericans.

Of the group, four are negroes. of the residents of metropol—

itan.Detroit, two are of lolish parents, one Swedish, one Ital-

ian, and one of French-Canadian parentage. The remainder of

the entire sample are of native born American parentage.

harital Status

Seventybtwo per cent, or eighteen, have never.married.

0f the seven remaining.men who married, only one had a marital

adjustment satisfactory enough to have been living with his

‘wife at the time of his arrest. Three were divorced, and

three were separated. The high percentage of single men in

this group is to be expected, since the men were institution-

alized in the B.V.S. during their early or middle adolescence,

incarcerated in the S,£.5.m. during their early manhood. The

average age of men committed to the prison.within this group
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being 24.4, and having one previous incarceration, and one

previous juvenile institutionalization, few men would have

had time to progress through courtship and marry.

Grade rlacement

‘According to tests when the.men entered the institution,

the mean grade placement was 5.5, or fifth grade. The standard

deviation is 1.8, with a probable error of .17. Grade place-

ment in this group ranged from second to tenth.

Statistical Analysis 2§_Adjpstmont Scores
 

The frequency distribution of the adjustment scores de-

rived from the records of the men in group II is shown in the

graph on page 104. Scores in this group range frmn 80.5 to

120.5.

The mean adjustment score in this distribution is 102.9,

with a probable error of the mean of 1.5.

The.median adjustment score in the distribution is 104.2.

The median is shown on the graph as a vertical line labelled

hd.

The.mode 95, or point of maximum frequency, of this dis-

tribution is at 107.5. This indicates a grouping of scores

4.6 units above the mean.

 

95. Mo = L 4' fzflf, '5 It is noted that in the frecuency dis—

tribution are two highest points of e-

qual value. The use of the moments indicated that the mode

was at 108.5 .Although this is the more accurate value of

the mode, it was not used.mainly because the moments above

the second one are unstable, as compared with mean and

standard deviation, in samples below 100. The result of

the computation were used, however, in the location of the

more accurate modal class in determining the mode by the

latter method.
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The standard deviation of the frequency distribution of

adjustment scores in group II is 12.8, with a probable error

of 1.5.

The distribution is somewhat skewed to the left, as is

indicated by the computed skewness of - .5. This indicates

that there is a tendency for a few low scores to exist with-

out equivalent high scores.

Computation of kurtosis shows that the distribution is

flat—topped, or platykurtic, to the extent of -1.1. ”his in-

dicates that the scores do not tend to gather about the point

of.maximum frequency.

This distribution is rather smooth when compared with

the others. Aside from this, and the fact that the diaper-

sion is not so wide, the curve is somewhat like that of group

I.

gage Laterial

Inmate "C", a Negro, was sent to B.V.S. when he was fif—

teen years of age, in.Bebruary, 1957, for breaking and enter-

ing a building. he spent his first thirty days in the recep-

tion cottage, Cottage 5. hr. D. the cottage.manager, was a

difficult man to get along with, for his discipline was rigid.

Inmate "C“ felt txat hr. h. was interested in boys' futures,

however, and prepared them adequately for the regimentation

they were to emperience in the general group.

After leaving the quarantine cottage, he went to cottage

E, and worked in the print shop. he went to school aid Worked

on alternate days with the exception of Sundays. uiscipline in
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I

cottage e was rigid at that time. Inmate "C" said that on one

occasion he had been "beaten with a chair" for disobeying or-

ders. on several occasions for minor offenses he had been made

to"stand on the line", facing the wall, and arms folded at his

back. when his arms drooped, light weights were placed in his

hands. If he turned his head, as he did once, a wastepaper

basket was inverted over his head. when he hunched his should-

ers to take the weight off his head, Specially made weights

had been added to the basket.

The food at B.V.S. was considered good. The rigid regi-

mentation and discipline, however, was not conducive to mental

contentment. During his stay at B.V.5., inmate "C" develOped

the determination to "get even with society". He left B.V.S.

in.August, 1957.

Inmate "C“ was sentenced to the n.s.n. in the early part

of 1940 for contributing to the delinouency of a minor. He

Spent a "quarantine period" at the receiving depot at 5.P.de.

before being transferred a; 121.3.3. when he arrived at n.s.n.,

he noted that the food was poorer than at B.V.S., that the

Genera used for "Quarantine" was old-fashioned, and that he

had developed a gloomy and depressed feeling, although the

discipline was less rigid at n.s.a. than at 3.7.3.

After being released into the general group, he was lock-

ed in I block96, tier 4. He went to school for four months,

after which he worked in the extension department of the school

 

96. Cell-block designated by the letter I, and fourth tier of

ce 3.
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for about a year. After making a satisfactory adjustment, he

was released in.the summer of 1941.

Inmate "C" was sent to s.r.s.n. in the summer of 1942, for

breaking and entering a building. .After spending about a month

in ”Quarantine", he was placed on the textile factory assign—

ment. His adjustment has been average during his stay at S.P.

3m: .

He feels that the discipline is much.more lax at S.P.Sdn.

than in B.V.S. or m.s.a. he felt that n.s.n. vas a compromise

between the rigid regimentation at B.V.S. and the loose disci-

pline at s.r.s.m. He feels that the looser control of the in-

mate body allows the "prison politicians" to Operate among

the inmate body. These inmate "prison politicians" often held,

or control in some underhanded.manner, the "key" inmate cleri-

cal positions. The men in these "key" clerical positions can

obtain Special details, good or bad reports, and in other ways

icontrol a phase of inmate life by reporting as needs their

Opinions or desires to the civilian supervisor. when these

needs are filled, or the report on a man is made, the influence

of the "prison politician” is felt. This influence can be

bought with ”packs"97 or by innumerable other means. This sys-

98

tom of inmate politics and "conniving" gives rise to the

 

97. Packages of cigarettes.

98. "Conniving" is prison slang used to describe an inmate who

gains his ends by participation in the system of "inmate

politics" or by approaching selected civilian employees,

expressing noble, unselfish, and untrue reasons to gain

his ends. fossible ends could be some special privilege.
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statement frequently heard in the inmate body that "the of-

ficials work at the prison, but the 'cons' run the joint".

That this system of prison politics is learned by pris-

on experience is indicated by the fact that few first-termers

without previous eXperience are in the key positions. Inmate

”C" said that this system is learned to some extent at m.s.a.,

and by the time a man reaches S.P.5.M., he has deve10ped into

a "conniver" or one who participates in the System. Contin-

ued participation in this system deveIOps a feeling among the

officers and supervisors that an inmate is "unreliable", al-

though usually nothing more tangible than this is reported.

Generally poorer adjustment according to the records, however,

appears to be quite often the result, eSpecially in instances

where the ”politicians” and/or "conniver" attempts to exert

influence to such an extent that it is discovered by an offi-

cial.

Inmate ”D" was sent to 3.7.3. in 1951, at the age of fif-

teen, for stealing a canoe. Upon his arrival, he was placed

in cottage 7, then the reception cottage. His first impres-

sions were that the discipline was unnecessarily severe. ;Dur-

ing his thirty days at the reception cottage, he deveIOped an

intense fear and hatred for Mr. D., the cottage manager.

After leaving the reception cottage, he was placed in cot-

tage 5. He found that the discipline used by Mr. D. was used

throughout the entire institution, and was even intensified

‘by'hru 3., cottage manager of cottage E. He felt that the ad-

xninistration was trying to scare the boys. He said that he
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was frightened at first, but then began to acclimate himself

to the B.V.S. and "didn't scare worth a d-—n". He had to

"stand on the line" on Several occasions for not sleeping on

his back with his hands outside the covers, and was punished

on other occasions by being forced to do knee steeps. He was

particularly shocked at the extent of the homo-sexual activi-

ties which prevailed at B.V.S. Inmate "D” Said that much

more homo-sexual activities were practiced at 5.7.3. than at

M.S.R. or at S.P.$.h., and added that many boys learn the

practice at 5.7.3.

During his stay at B.V.S., inmate "D” worked on WDakin's

line", doing farm labor every other day. .On the alternate 9

days, he went to.machine shop for vocational training.

His adjustment at o.V.S. was not good. He was often

truant from the institution. Frequently he "stood on the

line” for various offenses. On one occasion, he spent seven

.months in the disciplinary cottage for truancy. Inmate "D"

felt that s.V.S. was too severe, and that the boys were worked

too hard. "Ridiculous” rules were said to be abundant.

In Spite of all this, innate TD" felt that life at B.V.S.

‘was not as difficult as it probably was in many other institu-

tions. The food was good, and there was enough of it. His

Inain criticism was that life in B.V.S. was too drab--too roue

tine. He added that he violated rules for excitement. He

‘was released from B.V.S. in 1953.

Inmate "D" was sentenced to eight months to five years

in.theIM.S.R. in 1954 for unlawfully driving away an automobile.
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He Spent fourteen.days in.G-ward during the quarantine per-

iod. He accepted this incarceration in a.matter-of—fact many

ner, having become accustomed to institutionalization in the

juvenile school. He was locked in J-block, and worked on the

outside lumber gang as a trusty. he said that he "took the

time in stride",.made a good adjustment, andlm.s.x. had no

effect upon him the first time. He was paroled after a six-

-months' stay, receiving his Special good time off for good

behavior. .

Inmate "D” was again sentenced to n.s.n. to one to fif-

teen years in.1955 for breaking and entering in the night

time. He Spent another fourteenrday period in G—ward for

quarantine. This time, he said he did not "take it in stride".

He associated with the other prisoners more inthnately, and I

learned the Ways of the reformatory.

He was locked in E—ward, and worked in the rag Shep this

time. In the rag shep, each.man had to "make task", or pro-

duce a set quota of production. If an inmate failed to "make

task", he had to "stand on the line”. If he failed to "make

task" three times, he was placed in solitary confinanent for

thirty days on a limited diet. nuring his period of stay in

the rag shop, the act was passed by the State legislature

prohibiting the sale of prisonnmade conmodities on the open

znarket. He became very vindictive when he related how "the

Itofficials sneaked stuff out" for sale on the Open market af-

ter the law became effective, and kept the profit. He added

'that the offenders were caught, and a change of wardens Was

effected.
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Inmate "D” worked for a year on.WHelley'S cleanrup gang",

and was locked in I-block. This work was hard and tedious.

During his last three months at h.5.n., he worked outside the

walls at the greenhouse. After twenty-six months in the re-

formatory, he was paroled in 1957.

He began to see the beginnings of "prison politics" at

M.S.R., but the situation was not bad. Supervision atIn.3.R.

was nearly as rigid as that at 5.7.5., but the treatment at

B.V.S. Was wholly group treatment. At h.3.d., however, there

were the beginnings of individualized treatment. Inmate "D"

said that one notable difference between B.V.S. and h.s.n. 0

was that the inmates "had to bribe the custodial officers at

M.S.R. with cigarettes, handymade articles", or other media

of exchange, in order to be allowed to enjoy any Special priv-

ileges unmolested. .

Inmate "D" was sent to the 5,P.Som. for the remainder of

his natural life in early 1938 for robbery armed. After Spend-

ing one month in the vocational school, he worked in the can;

tral stores, where he remained for two years. In the summer

of 1940, he began to work at the identification bureau of the

prison. He took an interest in fingerprinting and identifi-

cation in 1941 to such an extent that by 1943 he had deveIOp-

ed a simplified System of fingerprint classification, and had

a contract with a Chicago publisher for a book.

Inmate "D" said he had deveIOped an intense hatred for

the administration at B.V.S., and had identified with it gen-

eral society. He had develOped an intense hatred for society
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and disreSPect for law that was not to be overcome for eight

years. The inequalities and injustices of society were mag-

nified in his adolescent.mind. He feels that he harbored this

intense anti-social bitterness for a long while. By the thne

he had had eXperience at 4.3.R., these grudges had dulled some-

what in their intensity, and he had become more cynical than

bitter. HiSIn.S.R. experience taught him to accept these so-

cial injustices, and.make the best of an unfortunate situation.

Inmate 9D" was particularly impressed by the lack of rig-

id supervision at 3,}.S.M. As compared with n.V.S. andiu.S.R.

he termed s.r.s.n. a "playhouse". Because of the less rigid

supervision, men are able to violate rules more frequently

without being caught than they were able to at n.V.S. orig.

S.R. Previous institutional experience helps the inmate to

recognize this situation, and he usually takes advantage of

it. First-tanners, he said, are ”dazed", and don't do any-

thing wrong because "they don't know the score". F

at S.E.SJA., inmate "D" said that the inmate generally

has to deal With other inmates in key positions to advance

anywhere, or to get a good job, Special detail, or Special

privileges. These transactions are usually enhanced by of-

fers of cigarettes, currency, or some personal service. This

type of transaction has been termed "conniving".

. Inmate "D" said that his experience at M.S.R. convinced

him that the parole board does not consider a.man's record

seriously. If he has a bad record, then he has not adjusted

‘well enough to be paroled. If his conduct record is clear,
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he said the parole board feels the inmate is "stir-Wise"99,

For this reason, inmate "D” felt that men with reformatory

experience do not consider their records seriously. First-

-termers, however, "are always pussyfooting around about their

records”, so that they can impress the parole board favorably.

Summary

Statistical analysis indicates a fairly wide diversity of

adjustment scores in that the distribution is platykurtic to

the extent of -l.l. The diapersion is not as wide as that of

group I. The case material tends to show that the adjustnent

pattern of the members of group II is probably based more upon

orientation to penal life than the more highly emotionaliZed

and idealistic foundations for adjustment found in group I.

It is noted that both factors are present in Group II. The

one does not replace the other, but, rather, complements it.

 

99. Well enough oriented in the prison routine so that he has

become a "prison politician" or "conniver".



Chapter Ii

 

DISCUSSION .5le All‘sLYo‘IS (Jr‘ GUUP 1.1;

Group III is the group of twenty-five men Who have not

been in the B.V.5., who have been incarcerated in theln.5.k.,

and who have come to the 3.x.sgn. for the first time. The

cases in group III were matched with those in groups I and II

on the basis of residence background, race, religion, and in—

telligence. They had previously met the requirements pre-

scribed in chapter IV.

.age.n1stribution

The ages represented by this group run from eighteen to

thirtyafive. The average age is 23.1, With a standard devia-

tion of 7.7. The standard deviation has a probable error of

2.5. This standard deviation is exceptionaliy'wide as com-

pared with those in groups I and II. A broad dispersion of

ages is indicated. It is reasonable to suppose that the age

distribution in this group is considerably affected by the

arbitrary limits set.

The‘Wide standard deviation indicates that the sample

does not represent well the age group of the men without B.

'V.S. eXperience, with reformatory eXperience, and later com-

rnitted to prison. Itineans that as far as age is concerned,

the limits for the group have been set arbitrarily without

consideration of the actual age range.

Crimes

The most serious crime represented in the group is sec-

ond degree murder, for which one.man was sentenced. five of
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the men were sentenced for robbery armed. all six of these

men sentenced for the more serious crimes are residents of

metropolitan.hetroit. One man was sentenced for assault

With intent to rob armed. Four men were sentenced for unlaw-

fully driving away an automobile. Two were sentenced for

breaking and entering in the night thne, second felony. four

were sentenced for breaking and entering in the night time,

and one receiving a concurrent sentence for larceny in a

building. One was sentenced for attempted breaking and en-

tering in the night time. One was sentenced on two concur-

rent sentences for larceny in a building. One may was sen-

tenced for each of the following: larceny from a dwelling,

larceny from a store, assault with intent to rape, felonious

assault, and unlawfully driving away an automobile without

intent to steal. Because two of the men.were sentenced on

two concurrent charges, there are twenty-seven sentences in

this group rather than twenty-five. Ten of the men.were

sentenced to the S.P.3Jn. for the same type of charge for

which they were sentenced to thelh.S.R.

Sentences
 

The sentences in this group varied from one to two

years for un awfully driving away an automobile without in-

tent to steal to fifteen to thirty years for second degree

Inurder. The mean.minimum sentence was four years, six months,

and four days. The mean maximum sentence was twelve years,

one.month, and twenty-nine days. The mean sentence, then,

'was roughly four-and-a-half to twelve years. The rather high
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mean sentence is to be expected, since all men in this group

are second offenders, having served previously at theie.s.n.

and cince second-termers are given longer sentences by stat-

ute.

flgtivity and Earentage

All of the.men.of this group are native-born Americans.

Of the group, four are Negroes. Of the residents of metropol-

itan.Detroit, two were of Polish parentage, and one of Italian.

The remainder of the group had American~born parentage. Eight-

y eight per cent of the men of group III were of native Amer-

ican parentage.

Marital Status

Fourteen, or fifty-six per cent, of the group had never

‘married, although two, both.Negroes from metropolitan.Detroit,

had been living in commonplaw relationship. Eleven men had

‘been married. One of this group was separated, two divorced,

and eight enjoyed marital relationships sufficiently congen-

ial to be still living with their wives at the times of their

arrests.

Grade Placement

The average grade placement of the men in group III, ac-

cording to the educational tests, is 5.7, or fifth grade. The'

standard deviation is 1.9, With a probable error of .2. The

grades range from third to tenth.

Statistical.analysis 9;.Adjpstment §cores

The frequency distribution of the adjustment scores de-

:rived from group III are shown in the graph on page 117. The
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scores in this group range from 61.9 to 118.0.

The mean adjustment score in this group is 101.2, with

a probable error of the mean of 1.7.

The median adjustment score in the distribution of ad-

justment scores of group III is 103.8.

The mode of this frequency distribution is at 108.0.

This indicates that there is a tendency for the scores to

group 6.8 units above the mean.

The standard deviation of the frequency distribution of

adjustment scores in group III is 12.9, with a probable error

of 1.2.

Computation of skewness of the adjustment scores of group

III Show a tendency to skew to the left to the extent of -.2.

I The kurtosis of the frequency distribution of adjustment

scores in group III is 1.0. This indicates that the distri-

bution is peaked, or leptokurtic, and that the degree of con-

centration about the point of.maximum frequency is high.

This is a curve in which a large number of cases gather

around the point of.maximum frequency. The dispersion is av-

erage. .An extremely low score is found at the lower end of

the scale, but other than this, the distribution is fairly

smooth.

9.2.3293 It'aterig

Inmate "E" was sentenced to theln.3.d. to 1% to 5 years

for unlawfully driving away an automobile, in 1936. Upon his

arrival at a.s.n., he was placed in Gaward for a thirty ay

quarantine period. During this time he was given.medical and
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psychological tests.

Inmate ”3" was afraid of penal incarceration when he

went to Ionia.i The old-fashioned, gloomy, two-tier cell-

-block called G-ward met with his expectations of prison.

The "silence system" found throughoutlh.5.d. seemed depress-

ing.

After the quarantine period was over, he was released

into the general group, and locked100 in I-SlOl. I-S was

known.to the inmate as ”Hellywood", or the block and tier

of cells set aside for the younger men, referred to by the

inmates as "beautiful boys and punks"102. He did not like

to lock in this block because of the segregation. He felt

that he was able to cope With his own adjustment problems

in 2.1.3.11.

Inmate "3" attended school for four months. At the end

of that time the educational department had wanted him for

a teacher. He refused because his inmate supervisor would

have been a man commonly known as "a rat, a fingerer, a

stoolie"103.

He Worked in the print shop for two months, but his

work was considered unsatisfactory, and he'Was removed from

the assignment. He‘Worked as a Hall Boy in I-block,‘4th

100. ”lock“ in prison parlance is a verb designating the cell

where an inmate lives or is locked.

lOl. I-block, 5th gallery. "I" is the letter designating the

cell-block. "Gallery" is the number assigned to the tier

of cells in a cell-block.

102. "Beautiful boys and punks" Were those young.men consider—

ed as potential or actual passive partners in homosexual-

itYo

103..en inmate who informs prison officials of the illigitimate

activities of other inmates.
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gallery for 1 month.. Textile and Kitchen'workers locked on

the 4th gallery of I-block. Because of stricter custodial

officers on I-4104 than on 1-5105 adjustment was unsatisfact-

ory and he was removed from the assignment.

He moved to J-block, looking on 5th gallery, where the

officers were considered good, in that supervision was less

stringent. He worked in the chair factory under macimum

superviSion. "Task” was allotted in the chair factory, and

if one did not “make task", he would "stand on the floor".

Task Was usually figured on the basis of best performance

in the day. Standing on the floor because of failure to

make task, meant standing facing the wall with hands folded

at the back, through the supper hour and after supper until

bed time. The inmate being punished did not get the evening

.meal. Inmate "E" spent six months in the chair factory.

During his stay at n.s.a., he had one misconduct report for

shouting and one for failure to make task. his general ad-

justment was not satisfactory, a condition which inmate "m"

attributes to his failure to like regimentation. all of his

time in.h.3.d. was scheduled. The most monotonous routine

was the ball game every Sunday which all inmates Were requir-

ed to attend. He‘WaS released on.parole in 1958.

Later in 1938, he was sentenced to S.P.SJA. from Ingham

County, for robbery armed, for a period of 5 to 10 years,

with an accomplice. .After leaving quarantine, he worked in

104. 4th gallery of I—block.

105. 5th gallery Of I-blOCko
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the laundry for six months, With an unsatisfactory record.

Because of this, he was removed from the assignment. he re-

mained idle for nine months. at this time, he entered the

commerc'al school, and learned shorthand and typewriting.

his first year of adjustment was unfavorable, but his conduct,

work record, and general adjustment has continued to improve

from his second year until the present time.

Upon his arrival at 5.}.S.h. his impressions were that

the supervision was far less stringent than at;m.d.fi. he

feels that his m.3.d. eXperience made him more cautious, and

taught him how to avoid work assignments which have maximum

supervision. he felt he was a better “prison politician or

conniver” because of his n.5.a. eXperience. he considered

the heaviest supervision at 3.}.S.M. even less stringent than

the light supervision at Ionia. The racial question seemed

.more serious at 3,}.d.m. than atla.S¢R. because.m.5.d. segre-

gated colored men by all tiers, although they are found in

every cell block. .At S.P.S,h. there is no segregation, and

at times this question interferes with adjustment. Inmate "h"

pointed out that the "sex game of wolves and punks"106 is far

more intensified at s.r.s;n. than at.m.5.R. He said, that

Ionia teaches many inmates the art.

ins discipline at 5.}.sna. is different from Ionia. At

Ionia the discipline consists.mainly of "standing on the floor".

For a major offense, the "bull pen", or solitary confinement

 

106. Homo-sexual practices.
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is used. Two slices of bread and a cup of water, called

"cake and wine" by the inmates, were fed to the men in the

"bull pen", or solitary confinement, for.the first 5 days.

0n the fifth.day and thereafter one meal a day is served.

The.maximum period of sentence in the "bull pen" at n.s.a.

was twenty-one days. At 5.}.Shn. the maximum period of Ben-

tence in the "bull pen” was ninety days, bread and water is

sometimes served the first three days, and one meal per day

served thereafter. Sometimes one meal a day is served

throughout, and occasionally three meals a day. for minor

offenses a man is "top-locked"107 in his own cell.

Inmate "E" felt that the.main reason for the difference

in adjustment of men.with and withoutia.8.n. experience, is

that those with.h.3.a. eXperience are better oriented in

prison routine and are less easily intimidated by the offi-

cials and other inmates. he added that many of the men he

knew atln.d.d. had come to 8.1.3Ja., and his association with

than tends to place undue emphasis upon social injustices,

and tends to create resentment, which, in turn, affects ad-

justment at 3.19.5354.

Inmate "F" was sentenced to.m.s.d. in 1956 to one to fif-

teen years for breaking and entering in the night time. he

spent about two weeks in Gaward, this constituting his "quar-

antine” period. During this time.medical and psychological

L

w

107. ”Top-locked" is where the.mechanism is adjusted so that

a man cannot Open his cell door, while other men on the

same tier can leave their cells.
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exanination.were given him. his reaction to the quarantine

block was merely that it was "strange", and nothing like any-

thing to which he had been accustomed.

When he was released into the general group, he locked

on I-5. This was known as "Hollywood". he worked at the

powerhouse during his entire stay at h.3.fi. Much of the time

was spent locked in his cell. Discipline was strict, regbnen—

tation.was rigid, and food was unsatisfactory to the immate.

He played ball on Sundays with the M.S.n. team when it played

teams from outside the walls. He was released from M.S.R.

in the latter part of 1938.

Inmate "F" was sentenced to S.P.$Jn. for breaking and

entering in the night time, second felony, in the latter part

of 1941. ‘After leaving quarantine, he worked in the shoe

factory one month. He worked two.months in the textile plant,

and eleven months at the gymnasium. his adjustment in prison

was average.

Inmate "F" mentioned that.many more boast of their long

criminal records at 8.}.S.M. than atln.s.d. There were older

men.at S,P.SJM., as well as younger.men who were not consid-

ered by the classification committee as being "reformatory

Inaterial". .As a result, the inmate body of s.r.s;m. is made

up of cases whose prognoses are generally less favorable

than those atjm.3.fi.

Inmate "E" found that the supervision at s,r.s.n. was

xnuch less stringent than at.h.o.n. he felt that the inmate

'Was allOWed too much time outside his cell at 5.}.sgm. fiver



since his arrival, he has been impressed by the Lnnense size

of the prison. This he felt is the reason for the lax super-

vision. he said that 5.}.o.m. is so large it is crumbling by

its own.weight through inability of the custodial force to

supervise the prOgram adequately. In order to get a good in-

mate job, he felt that a.man must buy the influence of the

inmate clerks or the "prison politicians". Some of this was

done at h.5.k., but he said that was “merely a Spring warm-up"

compared to conditions at 6.3.0.4. The.men who have had pre-'

vious penal eXperience are better at playing inmate politics

and at ”conniving" than the first-termers. The.more eXper—

ienced inmate, the "conniver", gets the good jobs. This inp

fluences the inmate body to develop slyness, treachery, and

cunning. This, of course, leads to maladjusanent as far as

the officials are concerned when an inmate is caught.

Inmate "E" felt that at.h.5.4., the inmate body was well

supervised, and each inmate was advanced in the reformatory

according to his.merit. .at S,I.3.h., however, inmate "E"

felt that the supervision was so lax that it was a case of

every man for himself. Those with previous institutional

exPerience tended to recognize the situation quicker, take ad-

vantage of it, and either get an "easy go"108, or carry it so

far that the situation is recognized by the prison officials.

Inmate "F" said that first-termers do not get into trouble

because of "conniving", for they do not know the situation

_

108. Good job.
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as well as the more eXperienoed men.

The case.material indicates that the difference between

3.}.o.h. and.m.3.k. are the direct or indirect results of size

and the more hopeful types of cases sent to n.s.x. soth.men

minimiZed the importance of the factor of selection, and em-

phasized the opinion that difference of adjustment in prison

between various groups of inmates may be attributed to dif-

ferences in the quantity and q ality of past institutional

experience.



Chapter.I

FIRST crammnis "JIThOUT

JUVENILE IKSTITUWIQNaLLLATICN

Group IV is the group of twenty-five men who had come

to the S.P.Sdn. for the first time, without having been in

either the B.V.S. or theifi.3.fi. The men of Group IV were

selected by individual matching with cases of Groups I, II,

and III on the basis of residence background, race, religion,

and intelligence.

egg Distribution
 

The ages represented by the group range from nineteen

to thirty-four. The mean age is 26.1, with a standard devi-

ation of 7.8. ”he standard deviation has a probable error

of 2.5. This is a very wide standard deviation as compared

to Groups I and II. It is very close to that of Group III.

The Wide standard deviation indicates that the sample isi

controlled only by arbitrarily set limits, and does not rep-

resent the actual age range.

Crimes

The most serious crime represented.in this group is sec—

ond degree murder, for which one man was sentenced. Five.men

were sentenced for breaking and entering in the night time,

one of whom was also sentenced for rape. One other man.was

sentenced for rape only. TWO men were sentenced for larceny

by conversion. One man Was sentenced for each of the follow-

ing crimes; breaking and entering in the day time, attempted

larceny from the person, leaving scene of an accident, larceny

in a store, possession of stench bomb, felonious assault, as-
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sault with intent to do great bodily harm.less than the

crime of murder, robbery not armed, robbery armed, Pander-

ing, breaking and entering an automobile, unlanully driv-

ing away an automobile, receiving stolen property of the val-

ue of e75.00, keeping gaming table, lewd and lascivious co-

habitation, and cruel and unlawful punishment of children.

There are twenty-six sentences, one man having been sentenced

for breaking and entering in the night time and rape, concur-

rently.

Sentences
 

, ‘ , 109

The sentences in this group varied from one to one year

for lewd and lascivious cohabitation to fifteen to thirty

years for rape. The.mean.minimum sentence is three years,

six months, and seven days. The.mean maximum sentence is ten

years, one.month, five days. The average is roughly three-

-and-a-half to ten years. These men are first—termers, but

they are, on the average, older.men. The rather low mean.max-

imum sentence and the medium mean minimum sentence may be

caused by legal statute setting the.maximum, and judges set-

ting the.minimum, thereby allowing judges to accommodate their

sentencing with their idea of what should be done with those

persons ”old enough to know better".

gativity and Parentage

.All of the men of this group are native-born Americans.

Of this group four are Negroes. 0f the residents of metropol-

109. Legal "indeterminate" sentence inInichigan for this par-

ticular crime.
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itan Detroit, one is of Polish parentage and one is of Ital-

ianeborn parentage. One of the men fromlnidhigan's "second"

cities was of Canadianeborn parentage. The remaining twenty-

-two cases in this group, including the four Negroes, had

Americaneborn parentage.

Marital épgggg

Sixty-four per cent, or sixteen, of the cases in Group

IV had never.married, although one of the Negroes from metro-

politan Detroit had been living in common-law relationship.

Nine of the men.had been married. Of these nine, two were

separated, and one was widowed by his crime. Six of thexnen

were married, and had maintained relationships sufficiently

congenial to be still living with their wives at the time of

their arrests.

Egad2.k1acement

The average grade placement of the men in Group IV upon

their admissions is 5.8, or fifth grade. The standard devia-

tion is 2.1, with a probable error of .2. The grade placement

ranged from first to ninth.

Statistical.Analysis 9§_Adjnstment Scores
 

The frequency distribution of the adjustment scores de-

rived from the records of the men of Group IV is bimodal, as

Shown in the graph on page 129. Scores in.this group ange

from 82.6 to 124.6. .

The mean adjustment in this group is 107.5, with a prob-

able error of 1.6.

The median adjustment score in this distribution is 109.6.

This would indicate a slightly smmnetrical distribution when
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compared With the mean.

The.mode of this entire distribution is at 110.0. This

shows a tendency for the scores in this group to gather 2.7

units above the.mean, and is indicative of an asymmetrical

curve, negatively skewed.

The standard deviation of the frequency distribution

of adjustment scores in Group IV is 11.6, With a probable er—

ror of 1.1. This diSpersion is a little narrower than the

other groups.

Computation of skewness shows that the distribution is

skewed to the left to the extent of -.6. This is indicative

that the curve is significantly skewed to the left.

Kurtosis of the adjustment scores is -.4. This indicates

that the distribution is mesokurtic, or that the incidence of

cases occurring at the point of maximum freouency is about

average.

This is a bimodal curve, the two parts of which are sep-

arated by two entire class intervals. In the lower curve are

six cases of poor adjustment which bring the mean of the en-

tire distribution down appreciably. .At the other extreme,

the curve representing the better adjusted group, every one

of the nineteen cases represented have higher adjustment

scores than the mean or.median.adjustment score of any of the

other three groups. This would indicate that there are at

least two distinct.modes of reaction as to adjustment in pris-

on among those men Without previous institutional experience.

The reasons for this variation may be involved in individually
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different mental sets and adaptabilities when coming to pris-

on.

Case hateria
 

Inmate "G" sentenced to $.:.d.m. in the latter part of

1940, for grand larceny. he Spent thirty days in "guarantine",

during‘Which tine he went through the educational, medical,

and psychological examinations. When he was classified, he

was assigned to work as a stenographer in the classification

department, where he remained during his entire period of

incarceration. I

Prison was not as he imagined it. uhen he came, he Was

surprised at the freedom from inhumane punishment, general

freedom in the prison yard and unusually congenial treatment

from the officers, prison authorities, and the inmates. neth-

er than being placed in lock-step andregimented severely, as

he had eXpected, he was placed on his own reaponsibility from

the time he came in. The contrast between what he had eXpect-

ed and What he experienced after coming to prison reconciled

him to reciprocate by.making a good adjustment.

He felt that some of the factors which contribute to vary-

ing adjustments.may be involved in selection. The.men‘With

previous institutional eXperience.might probably be those who

were unable to adjust in their own community, unable to adjust

in juvenile institutions, or reformatories. This maladjust-

ment becoming a habit, it would be continued in the s,r.snn.

or any other prison.

One hindrance he found in prison is the inability to take
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orders without resentment, after having.na aged his own af-

fairs for so many years on the outside.

Inmate "G” was of the opinion that first—termers adjust

better than inmates with previous experience because of a gen-

uine attempt to return cooperation for the uneXpected humane

t reatment received in prison. he felt that the better orien-

tation of the repeater prepared him to eXpect humane treatment

anyway, and so he would not be as much diaposed with COOpera-

tion as would the first-termer.

Innate "HF Was sentenced to s.r.snt. in the latter part

of 1941 for robbery armed. After spending forty-seven.days in

”Quarantine”, he was released into the general group. he Work-

ed in the kitchen for thirteen months. lnmate"HF worked in the

classification department as a clerk for eleven months. He

then returned to the kitchen.

Inmate "H3 eXpected severe discipline and rigid regimenta-

tion in prison. Upon his arrival, however, he was surprised

at the freedom within the Walls. .AS he became better acquaint-

ed, he was shocked at the prevailing homo-sexual activities

found in the inmate body, particularly in the colored group.

He said that pocket knives and currency were in abundance with-

in the walls of the prison.

Tb inmate "H", the most surprising activity was the eye-

tem of "prison politics”, in which inmates buy the influence

of other inmates in.key positions. An.inmate clerk can.make

out an order for a privilege, inform his supervisor that the

privilege is needed for some reason or other, and the super—

visor signs it. Upon the word of the supervisor, the deputy
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warden signs the order, and it becomes valid. On one assign-

ment, for example, a prevailing rate had been five packages

of cigarettes for an "eight fifteen detail"llo, eight "packs"

111 for a nine-thirty detail, and a carton for an eleven

o'clock detail.

Inmate "H" was surprised that Jany things had to be

bought among inmates. Haircuts cost one ”paCk", for example.

The payments have been usually in "packs". Sometimes currency

has been used. Currency has been valued more highly than

"packs" because it is.more scarce. The ratio of exchange

has been one Vpack" as equal to ten cents in currency. 0n oc-

casion illicit ganbling debts have been paid by personal homo-

sexual services.

Because of these practices within the prison walls, in-

mate "h? felt that many first-termers have been figuratively

dazed with surprise at not finding what they had eXpected in

prison. Inany first-termers have been bewildered, frightened,

and lost in the large prison. Thexnen'with previous institu-

tional eXperience are better oriented.

Inmate ”H" pointed out that.many of the.men with B.V.S.

experience have developed strong feelings of resentment against

society in general. These feelings of resentment have inten-

sified greatly with subsequent incarcerations. The first-ter-

mer, however, usually has not develOped this resentnent until

 

110. An eight-fifteen detail means that the inmate does not

have to be in his cell for periodic counts until the

one at eight-fifteen.

lll. Package of cigarettes.
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he has been incarcerated for two or three years.

Sometimes, inmate "h” added, a first-termer has "tried

to act like an eXperienced criminal", becomes surly, and is

in general maladjusted. This has occurred in only a few

cases°

Inmate "H" felt that first—termers are more concerned

about their records than are those men.who have had B.V.S.

and/or M.S.R. eXperience. he felt that the group from b.V.

3. have been particularly careless about their records. Some

of the men with E.S.n. experience consider their records ser-

iously because they may not know that the parole board is in-

terested in.good records. first-termers, however, inmate "H"

felt, are fairly universally considerate of their records.‘

Surmarv

The case material indicates that first—termers have been

surprised by the difference between what they had 6Xp60t6d to

find in prison and what actually existed. both cases inter-

viewed for this chapter were affected significantly by this

difference between mental set and actual conditionS. hoth

were impressed by the freedom in the.modern prison. One ex—

pressed a determination to reciprocate COOperation for the

humane treatment he had received in prison. whe other said

he had been.dazed and bewildered by the difference. In either

case, the result Was improved adjustment to the prison program.



Chapter LI

ELM-"CT or rafting-Jinx gr; milmli'sm
.—-——— * .- 

“he effect of the intermediate reformatory experience

upon the adjustment of an inmate in prison'Was investigated

in order to compare it with the effect of juvenile incarcer-

ation alone upon the adjustment in prison. The essential dif-

ferences and similarities between the effects of juvenile in-

stitutionalization and reformarory experience can be found

on the basis of this information. In this way the influences

Which are peculiar to the juvenile institutionaliZation and

to the reformatory eXperience could be someWhat isolated, and

a more objective and true idea of the effect of juvenile in-

carceration could be found. To determine the effect of reform-

atory xperience taken by itself upon the adjustment of an

inmate in prison. Groups III and IV were studied comparative-

ly, and cases with.m.d.d. eXperience have been discussed.

Statistical ngparison.g§ Groups III and II

The frequency distributions of the adjustment scores of

Groups III and IV are depicted on the graph on page 136.

The mean adjustment score of Group III is 101.2. fhe

mean score of Group 1V is 107.3 Ihe critical ratio between

these two means is 1.7. This critical ratio probably rep-

resents a Significant difference because it approaches close-

ly to 2.0 despite the smallness of the sample. It Was noted

that this seemingly low critical ratio is fairly high when

compared to the critical ratios between the means of Groups

I, II, and III. mach of the critical ratios between the mean
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of Group IV and that of any other group is relatively high.

Critical ratios between the mean Group IV and that of each

of the other groups range from 1.1 to 1.7, as compared with

the range from 0.0 to 0.4 Which represents the critical ra—

tios between any two means of Groups I, II, and III. For

these reasons, it was felt that the difference between the

mean adjustment scores of Groups III and IV are consistently,

if not significantly, different.

The median adjustment score of Group III is 105.8, as

compared with a 109.6 median score for Group IV. This differ-

ence appeared fairly wide,

The mode of the Group III distribution was 108.0. The

mode of the Group IV distribution was at 110.0. This indi-

cates a tendency in both distributions for scores to gather

above the mean.

The standard deviation of the frequency distribution of

adjustment scores in Group III is 12.9, as compared with a

standard deviation of 11.6 in Group IV.

Both distributions are skewed to the left group III to

the extent of -0.2, and Group IV to —0.6.

Group III's distribution is leptokurtic to the extent

of 1.0. The Group 11 scores are mesokurtic, having a comput-

ed kurtosis of -O.4. This indicates that the score 0
)

in Group

III have a greater tendency to gather about the point of max-

Dawn frequency.

This statistical analysis shows that the shape of the

frequency distributions of Groups III and IV tend to be similar,
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with the exception of skewness. Statisticians do not gener—

ally .erct a shewness of.more than 1. In view of this, the

difference in skewness of -.2 did -.6 for groups III and IV,

reSpectively, nay be significant. The adjustment values rep-

reSenting group IV, however, are consistently higher, the

difference approaching a significant critical ratio despite

the smallness of the sample.

The four-fold Chi-square method of determining signifi-

112 -
cance gave a Chi-sguare value of 4.556 with one degree of

freedom. The Chi-seuare value was computed by comparing the

adjustments scores of 105 and above with those below 105 in

each distribution. Each distribution was compared with the

other. This resulted in a E of about .04, signifying that

there existed but four chances out of one hundred that the

difference in the frequency distribution was due to chance.

The four per cent level of significance is considered reli-

able, even in random and unmatched samples. The Chi-square

test, then, indicated that a significant ‘ifference exists.

Irocesses Involved iELDifferential adjusnnent
 
 

The case material ineicated rather definite processes in

the adjustment of inmate in prison on the basis of condition—

ing in the reformatory. These processes have been summarized

in this 3 action with the intent of discovering some reasons

for the generally poorer adjustment of those inmates with

previous reformatory experience.

—__‘

112. J.P.Guilford; IDYGHOLLJ’IRIC 1*.LE’I‘1LDS, 1956, p. 354-7.
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It is acknowledged that some of this lifferential ad-

justment.must be due to selection of cases which are constant-

ly maladjusted wherever they.may be. This.factor is, of,

course, minimiZed by most innates for obvious reasons. They

would not want to class themselves in a category of the chron-

ically maladjusted. It cannot be known at this time the ex-

tent to which the factor of selection is operatizg, but it

is felt that it does not constitute a large enough proportion

of the sample used to negate the findings of this investiga-

tion.

.A notable observation of inmates with refonnatory eXper—

ience is that the 3.}.S.h. is so large that supervision of

the inmate body is of necessity far less rigid than supervi-

sion at M.S.R. One of the cases interviewed, and other in-

mates in friendly conversation, have referred to SIP.S.M. as

a "playhouse", or the "Deeper Street Country Ciub",for this

reason. In the opinion of the inmates in general, b.r.Snu.‘

is known as "an easy place to do time". The food has been

considered better than at m.3.d. Enore privileges are avail-

able at S,P.3Jd.

The laxity of custodial supervision at s.r.S;n. leads

to the system of "inmate politics" and "conniving". In this

system, inmates in key clerical positions have been able to

influence the granting of details and Special privileges.

One of the cases interviewed for this investigation indicated

that through lax custody, s.r.shn. allows some inmates to in-

timidate other inmates for various purposes - often homosexual.
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physical vio-
J.

This may be done in numerouS‘ways. Threat of

lence has been used, the viCtim being intimidated because he

thinks his potential assailant would have ample opportunity

to make good his threat. Because work and school supervisors

often depend upon inmate clerks or teachers to report to than

other inmates' adjustments when reports are to be written,

intimidation has been done in this manner. erades in school

and reports have been known to be bought with cigarettes and

personal services of varying natures.

This system of "inmate politics" is not flagrantly Open

in S.P.S;M. for it is repressed by the custodial force in

all areas where it is discovered. Being a hidden and under-

cover system, it is not generally recognized readily in its

full perSpective by first—termers during the first few months

of incarceration. Inen‘withig.S.R. eXperience, having had

some previous knowledge of a less stable system of "inmate

politics", recognize the situation.more Quickly, and many

begin to participate in it. Freguently, participants in the

system to any appreciable extent are regarded as "unreliable"

by the custodial officers. Though the evaluation is often

intangible, it finds its may into the record through various

reports.

More widespread practice of homosexual activities seems

to exist at 3.}.5Jn. than atLM.3.d. huch of it has been

learned at M.S.K., but the practice is apparently'more in-

tensified at s.r.s,n. One inmate has said that some long-

-termers, who are not ordinarily homosexual, indulge in homo—
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sexual practices because they are resigned to the idea that

all of their possible heterosexual relationships are past,

and they might as well take advantage of the nearest substi—

ture.

Reformatory eXperience acclimates a man to prison rou-

tine. This tends to allow the inmate to take his attention

away from the routine and follow it automatically. In this

way more effort can be applied to improving his status among

the inmates and to get to the easiest position in prison that

he can. h.5.d. eXperience tends to make inmates wary of some

work assignments. They avoid, if possible, work assigmnents

where the supervision is rigid. host of the work assignments

at s.r.d.m., however, are considered easier than those at m.

S.d. There is no "task" system at s.r.6.n., and the supervi-

sion is generally less rigid.

hen.With.m.S.d. eXperience are Well oriented in the pen—

al situation, and are less easily intimidated by prison offi-

cials and other inmates. They are always on the defensive,

requing to be eXploited. SlOWing down in their work, physi-

cal violence, or irritability may be overt manisfestations

of this attitude. These conditions find they way into the

various reports, and influence the man's measured and evalu-

ated adjustment.

.A noticeable difference between first-termers and inmates

With reformatory eXperience is in their attitudes toward their

records. First-termers tend to pride themselves on a clear

I‘<-3C:ord, while men with previous experience tend to.minimize
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their records. 1hi s may be exol:ined on the basis of retion—

alization on the part of the inmate with the poorer record,

nanely the repeater. It has been more often er.plained by

rapeaters in terms of their idea oi‘ the reaction oi“ the parole

113

board . It has been indicated that.men with previous penal

experience feel that the parole board passes by the men with

poor records as being maladjusted in prison - having made a

poor institutional adjustment. On the other hand, the claim

has been.made that the parole board has failed to honor clear

institutional records by attributing the clear record to be—

ing "stir-Wise“, or being a good "conniver". This differene

tial attitude toward their records would tend to influence

the adjustment in prison of inmates with and without the con-

ditioning reformatory eXperience.

Swan{11‘ y

In conclusion, it is noted that the statistical analysis

indicates that n.s.a. eXperience is associated with poorer ad-

jusmnent of an inmate in prison, as compared with first-termers.

The case material suggests the adjustmeent of an ”anto in pris—

115. The investigator felt that these are cases where inmates

have participated in the system of "inmate politics", and

'have been considered "unreliable" by the custodial force

or work supervisors. These evaluations have been report-

ed, and included in the progress reports to the parole

board. iilhe parole board acted as it deemed wise, and the

inmate felt wronged because his record has been clear of

actual misconduct rep01ts. ”he result 1as that he came to

minimize the value of the record, not rel;liZing that his

participation in the "i.mate political" system and his

"conniving" had not gone by entirely unnoticed.
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on is affected in a derogatary ma.ner by reformatory eXper-

ience. .A.major basis for the difference in adjustment seems

to be that refornatory eXperience orients men to the penal

situation. .As a result, the inmate is less easily intimidated

and refuses to be eXploitc . he also recognizes the systen

of "inmate politics" more readily, and is prone to partici-

pate in it. he minimizes the importance of his record while

the first-termers generally tries hard to maintain a good

institutional record.
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RiflfclddaibnY 1131111513035 '01 015 1.21.10” 01’?

JUVdLILJ ILSfIfUTIbanIpaJIpN

In,determining the effect of juvenile institutionaliza-

tion upon the adjustment of an inmate in prison, the modify-

ing effect of the intermediate reformatory incarceration

must be considered. There is no doubt that a reformatory

eXperience.modifies somewhat the influences of the juvenile

institutionaliZation. The extent of this modification is

the consideration of this chapter.

Comparison of Adjustment scores

ofCRmmslzmdlI

The adjustment score distribution of Groups I and II have

been compared in an effort to determine whether or not reform-

atory eXperience significantly modifies the effect of juvenile

institutionalization upon adjustment in prison. This compari-

son was justifiable since both groups had ha“ juvenile insti-

tutionaliZation, and but one had experienced reformatory in-

carceration. The differences in adjustment scores and mode

of adjustment may be attributed to the.modifying influence of

the reformatory eXperience.

The frequency distributions of adjustment scores for

Groups I and II are Shawn on page 145.

The.mean adjustment score for Group I is 103.0, as com-

pared With a mean score of 102.9 for Group II. The critical

ratio of 0.0 between the two means indicates that no signifi-

cant quantitative difference exists.

T1e.median adjustment score of Group I is 103.5. The
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median of Group II is at 104.2.

The.mode of the Group I distribution is at 100.0, as

compared with the Group II mode at 107.5.

some difference may be indicated in the wider diSperSion

of the Group I scores. fhe standard deviation of the Group I

scores is 16.2. This is a somewhat wider dispersion than is

indicated by the Group IV standard deviation of 12.8.

Group I and II distributions are slightly skewed to the

left, to the extent of -0.1 and -O.5, reSpectively.

Both frequency distributions of adjustment scores are

platykurtic. Group I shows a kurtosis of -l.0, as compared

With the group II kurtosis of -1.1.

A Chi-square value of .0704 was computed between these

two distributions according to the fourfold Chi-square test

of significance, P is .79. In seventy-nine cases out of a

hundred, any difi'erez‘ce between the frequency distributions

of groups I and II would be due to chance. fhis indicated

that the distributions are similar, and that no significant

difference exists.

The statistical analysis of groups I and II in icate

that there is a similarity in the reSpective frequency dis-

tributions of adjustment scores. ho significant statistical

differenCe is shown by the critical ratio of 0.0 between the

two means nor by the Chi-scuare test of significance.

lrpcesses Involved in.hodificat'o :
3

  Jt

The statistical analysis tends to indicate that refori-

atory experience does not quantitatively modify to any ap—
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preciable extent the effect of juvenile institutionalization

upon the degree of adjustment of the prison inmate. There

are no significant quantitative differences between the mean

adjustment scores of Groups I and II. The case material sug-

gested, however, that a difference does exist, though perhaps

not in degree of adjustment as measured or evaluated. The

difference appears to be in the reasons for, or processes in-

volved, in.differential inmate adjustment to the prison pro-

gram.

It is noted that the cases with s.V.5. experience tended

to emphasize the emotional aSpects of personality in their

explanations of adjustment.

lnen within.3.x. experience tended to attribute difference

in adjustment to orientation. The boys at h.V.J. become ap~

prehensive of gross social inequalities of wealth and opportun-

ity. They develop intense anti-social grudges. These feel—

ings of bitterness tend to evolve into attitudes of cynicism

and resignation by the time the boy'experiences reformatory

incarceration.

These changes may be due to maturation. The Gluecks

maintained that improvement of conduct and improving anti-

-social attitudes is chiefly due to physical and mental changes

114

that comprise the natural processes of maturation . The

changes.may be due to the indiv'dual's becoming accustomed to

anti-social feelings, and the feelings in turn, losing some

114. Sheldon and Eleanor alueck; JUVLJILd.u411L¢UnKTd GxLJK
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of their intensity.

It is noted that all of the cases with 5.V.$. emperience

who were interviewed at least mentioned the anti—social feel-

ing develOped at h.V.a. It is further noted that the inmates

interviewed who did not he e J.V.d, caperience failed to men-

tion these anti-socia1 grudges. unether this alteration of

emphasis is the result of maturation or of conditioning in a

correctional or penal institution, the fact remains that the

change exists.

This apparent improvement in social attitude is offset

by the orientation to penal programs and the introduction to

"innate politics" offered by the reformatory. In the proces-

ses of orientation to the penal programs lay the.modifying

influences of the reformatory experience. ‘dhen.a.man r.ith

previous juvenile institutionalization is incarcerated in the

reformatory, he tends to lose their highly enotionalized anti-

-social feelings. They become resigned to prison routine and

many are introduced to "prison politics". Being fairly well

oriented in prison routine, they are less easily intimidated

when they are sent to prison.

du:ar1
    

Statistical comparison by critical ratio and by Chi-Square

test of the adjustment of Groups I and II shows that there is

no sifsnificnt difference between their respective quantitative

adjustments. The case material indicates that the.modifying

influence of the recformatory factor upon the e1fe ct of juvenile

institutionalization apparently is in changinb attitudes and
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introduction to penal routine. The highly emotionalized anti-

—social feelings develOped at g.J.J. are rendered less intense

at;d.5.i., the attitude chaning to one of futility, cynicism,

and resignation. better orientation to peial practices atla.

3.h..mahes an inmate more difficult to intimidate than fi‘st-

-termers when they arrive at 3.1.5.h.
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The nrimary murpose of this investigation'wns to deter-

alization on the de—.
‘
3

nine the effect of a juvenile institutio

gree of adjustment of the prison inmate. for this purpose,

the two best control groups are those in which the reforma-

tory factor is eliminated, and in which no institutionsliZa—

tion occurs except in the juvenile inatitution and the pris-

on. ‘roup I includes those men who have been in B.V.S., 'ave

not had reformatory experience, and have come to the 5.1.5.»...

for the first time. Group IV includes those men who have

come to the 3.x.5.h. for the first time, without having had

previous institutional experience of any sort.

fitatistical:5nalysis of Groups I and 11
 

The comparative frequency distributions of adjustment

scores made by the men of Groups I and IV are shown on pa as

151.

The mean adjustment score of Group I is 103.0. The.mean

of Group IV is 107.5. The critical ratio between the two

means was but 1.1.

It was noted that the critical ratio between the mean

of Group IV and the mean of the combined Groups I, II and III,

was 1.7. Since the difference between the means or any com-

bination of means of Groups 1, II and III were not signifi-

cantly different, but some noticeaole difference was found

between Group IV and the other groups, it seemed reasonusle

to suppose that the low critical ratio between the means of
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Groups 1V and the otder groups may be due to the small number

of cases involved in the computation, and actually may be in-

fi 0

icating an umierlying diff (
I
:

rence in adjustment.

In order to determine whether the low critical ratio of

1.1 was due to lack of any significant difference in azjust-

ment, or Whether it was due to the smallness of the Sample,

the question was tested, by further computation. Two hundred

additional cases which met all specifications for Group IV,

but which were not individually.matched, were tabulated. Ad-

justment scores were derived for each of these cases. These

adjustment scores were added to the twenty—five scores al-

ready included in Group IV. The mean and standard deviation

of this group was not significantly different from those of

115 ,

the original twenty-five . The critical ratio between

these 225 Group IV scores and the twenty-five Group I scores

was found to be only 1.4, and therefore the difference could

not be considered statistically significant. frobably the

reason for a critical ratio no higher is the very fact that

the cases in this new sample are unmatched.

The critical ratio between the mean of the 235 Group IV

type adjustment scores and the mean of Groups 1, II, and 111

was found to be 2.9. This high critical ratio indicated

that there is a statistically significant difference between

the prison adjustnents or first-termers and adjustment of

 

115. The.mean of 295 cases was 107.6, as compared with 107.3

for the original twenty—five. The standard deviation

of the 224 cases was 11.9, as compared to 11.6 for the

original twenty-five.



a

inmates With previous juvenile institutionalization and re-

formatory experience.

Since the critical ratios between any two means from

116

Groups I, II, and III does not exceed 0.4 , it seemed rea-

sonable to suppose the group of men having records of juve-

nile institutionalization was fairly representative, with

reSpect to adjustment of the entire group having previous

juvenile institutional experience. If this were true, as it

is shown to be by the extremely low critical ratios, then a

statistically significant difference has been shown to exist

between the prison adjustments of those groups with and with-

out previous juvenile institutionalization.

The critical ratios between any of the means of Groups

I, II, and III are only 0.4, and lower. The critical ratios

between the means of Group IV and each of the means of Groups

I, II, and III are 1.1 and higher. The critical ratio between

the means of large nunbers of adjustment scores of men with-

out previous correctional and penal eXperience and those with

that eXperience shows a statistically significant difference.

For these reasons, the difference is adjuSLment in prison be-

tween those With and Without juvenile institutionaliZation

have been considered significant.

E. Stuart Ghapin contended that a small sample, Mith var-

ious factors controlled by the method of identity through in-

dividual.metching, Will demonstrate better the degree of real

 

116. This is the critical ratio between the means of Groups I

and III.
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relationshipl 7. The significance of a critical ratio is

enhanced by the fact that the smaller, matched sample is rel-

atively pure. Chopin said that the test for significance of

difference was devised to determine whether two large unmatch-

ed samples were random selection from the same universe or

from different universes. Lnder conditions of uncontrolled

variaules, it was essential that the five per cent level of

significance (a critical ratio of 8.0) he achieved in order

to give assurance that the difference was reliable. ‘aith

matched samples, he Contended, we no longer have random smu-

ples, but "refined" or "pure" ones, with many of the varia-

bles and indirect influences removed by the very pro ass of

sampling. Chapin reasoned that, under such circwnstances,

it was Quite likely the critical ratios of considerable less

than 2.0 (probably 1.5), or levels of significance greater

than the five per cent level, Could be considered as repre-

senting a reliable difference.

The median adjustment score of Group IV was 109.6, as

compared with the median score of 103.5 for Group I.

The mode of the adjustment scores of Group IV was at 110.0.

The mode in Group I was at 100.0. '

"he standard deviation of the Group I frequency distribu—

tion is considerably wider than that of Group IV, being 16.2

and 11.6, reSpectively. fhis indicates a wider disgersion of

 

117. F. Stuart Chopin; "design for docial Angeriments" .hier-

ican Sociolo;icel Review, vol. 5, necenber, 1958

-5.

 



adjust nt scores in the Group I distribution than in Group

IV. Afiwider variation in the patterns of adjustment in the

cases of inmates with previous juvenile institutionalization

is indicated.

There is 3reater skewness shown in the case of Group IV

than in Group I. ‘fhe Group I distribution is skewed only

sli3htly to the extent of -.1, while the Group IV distribu—

tion is skewed to the extent of -.6. ultliou3h both are ne3-

ative skewnesses, the Mifiernce is 3reater than that between

any other two groups.

The Group I frequency distribution of adjustment scores

is platykurtic to the ex tent of -.7, or approximately ~l.

The Group IV distribution is mesokurtic, avin3 a kurtosis

of -.4, or 0. T‘he difference bein3 but .8, it was not con-

sidered si3nifice nt. It does su33est, however, that there is

a sli3htly 3reater tendency in Group IV for the scores to

3ather around the point of maximum frequency than in Group I.

The tendency in both distributions, however, is toward platy-

kurtosis. .A fairly si3nfiicant difference is shown between

the mean adjustment scores, the difference being in favor of

the Group IVd istribution.

A.va1uab1e comparison of the 3roups on the basis of per-

centage distributions 811ow some differencbe which reach the

five per cent level of Signific.nce. The followin3 table

shows in class intervals of ten the grouped frequencies of

adjustnent scores in terms of number of cases and percentages.
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nu ber Per gypE

Group I II III IV I II III IV

55-64 1 o 1 o 4 o "4 0

65-74 1 O 0 O 4 O 0 0

75-84 2 5 l 2 8 12 4 8

85—94 2 5 5 4 8 12 2O 16

95-104 8 7 6 0 52 28 94 0

105-114 5 '7 8 12 12 28 52 48

115-124 ___8 __5_ _11_-_ __7_ 5‘3 __2__Q __L_L_§ __2__8_

25 25 25 25 100 100 100 100

Iroportion of scores below 85 16 12 8 8

Iroportion of scores below 95 24 24 24 24

IrOportion of scores 105 or above 44 48 48 72

It is noted that the scores below 85 show differences,

but that they are not wide enough to be significant. 111 the

scores below 95 are the same. for scores grouped into those

above 105, or, on the other hand, below 105, there are si3ni-

ficant differences between Groups I and IV and between Group

IV and the other three groups combined. fiven the comparison

of Group IV and II, and IV and III show critical ratios which

approach the five per cent level. The critical ratios are as

follows:

Critical ratio between Groups I and IV - 2.02

Critical ratio between Groups lI and IV - 1.75

Critical ratio between Groups III and IV - 1.75

Critical ratio between Groups I, II, III

combined, and IV — 2.16

The fourfold Chi-square test of significance shows a v31-
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us of 5.554, indicating a significant difference between the

distributions of adjustment scores of Groups I and IV. with

P at .02, this difference between the two distributionS'would

occur by chance only two times out of one hundred. This two

per cent level is considered to be very si3nificant.

This analysis is indicative of a si3nificant difference

between the de3rees of adjustment in prison of.men with and

without previous institutional eXperienoe, eSpecially previous

juvenile institutional eXperience. It has therefore been

shown by this investigation that inmates without previous in-

stitutional experience tend to adjust better to prison pr03rmn

than do inmates with previous juvenile institutionalization.

irocesses Involved ig.01fferential adjuptnent
  

The case material has been considered at this point to

find some of the processes involved in the differential adjust—

ments, and to determine to some extent the effect of juvenile

institutionalization upon the de3ree of adjustment of an in-

mate in prison.

There is the possibility that there is a selective factor

in operation which is conducive to differential adjustments.

It may be that some.men were unable to adjust in their own

communities, were unable to adjust in the juvenile institution,

and have been unable to adjust in prison. These men may have

been "selected" for juvenile institutionalization because of

their inability to adjust, and continue their maladjustment

later in prison. It may be that the first offenders violated

the law while under severe duress, and would ordinarily have
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adjusted adeguately anywhere. The inmates tend to minimize

this factor of selection, but it does without doubt contrib-

ute to some extent to the explanation of the differential

prison adjustments of inmates with and Without previous juv-

enile institutionalization.

It was noted that the staniard deviations of the a3e

distributions of Groups I and II were narrower than those of

Groups III and IV. The a3es of the Group I and II representa-

tives seemed to be well within the arbitrarily set age lhnits.

The a3e distribution of the Groups III and IV, however, seemed

to be controlled only by the arbitrarily set a3e limits. This

would su33est that juvenile institutionalization tends to pre-

cipitate further anti-social behavior fairly early - at least

enou3h so that an arbitrary limit set in the middle thirties

does not seem to affect it si3nificantly.

One explanation for thiSJnay be that while boys are con-

fined in the B.V.5., the interaction of youn3 delinquents is

conducive to the xchan3e of ideas as to the injustices and

inegu lities in society. According to inmates of 5.1.5.3.9
3

who have been in d.V.S. there is less discussion of plans for

future anti-social acts at e.V.8. han mi ht be eXpected.

host of the undesirable exchanging of ideas at d.V.d. appears

to be the intensification of resentment a3ainst society in

3eneral for its injustices and inegualities.

ihe one definite type of learning which some inmates

have pointed out is that some.men have learned homosexual ac-

tivity at 5.V.d. There was conflict in reports and Opinion
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eXpressed by the men interviewed as to the extent of homo—

s xual practices at n.f.d. Aven so, it is apparently less

frequent than many prison'workers would like to believe. Lf

the fifty cascs in this investigation.W1th 3.7.9. enperierco,

t11ere is evidence that only one be5un any sort of homosexual

activity at n.J.J. honose1:ual prracti see1ed to be far more

intense at dgk.d.h. than at s.V,5.

krevious contacts made at n.1.d. influence later adjust-

rent in prison. friends made at n.v.s. some Mi1es come to the

5.1.3.“. ln.m;ny instances, friends made at n.V.J. help to

make adjust1eent easier at 4.1.6.“. U1ient:tion in a new sit—

uation is usully1'iueh e11sier when it is based upon old asso-

Sometimes, old enemies made at 4.7.5. later come to $.l.

err. Occasio1ally the E3e animosities have been for5otten in

mutual incarceration. Often'when these animosities have x-

isted, they haVe continued at s.:.s.n. The most noticeable

category of animosities between imnates have been those which

had developed between "line boys" and the other boys at B.V.

o. it s.1.s.n. the former "line boys“ have been regarded by

SH
°

other forrer innates of n.V.d. as having been Cisloyul to h

group. friction in 5.1.$.n. then continues and on occasion

has becone even.more intense, though 5e n r:llv does RUb become

overt.

hore reSponsibilityfor his 0n adjustLent has been placed

upon the inmate at J;P.541. than at J.V.J. “t 3.7.4. the in-

stitution has forced the boy to adjust by deiinite ro utin and
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close sujervision. .nt $.l.b.h; the innate nes been.merelgr

xoected to adjust, since the sugervision hes been notices-

bly looser. lien with n.f.5. GXfOwiince know how to adjust

to routine better hen first-termers. 0n occr3ion, ho1ever,

.men With previous B.V,$. experience tnke advantage of the lax

supervision at 15,1'.S.;j., and do mung; things they could not

huve done without detection at 3.V.3. scouuse they have been

prone to tgke more chances, their cozouct is sonetines sus—

pected by the custodial force. Sometimes their'hork is af-

fected. at any ate, the general poorly adjusted pattern

frecuently fir.ds itS‘NHy into the recordo

Inmates have pointed out that men with 3.V.3. experience

are somewhat better oriented in en institutionil situction

than 91e the first-terners. en who are better 01i011t ed are

geneNlly not as enSily intimidated as are those not so Well

' Q

oriented. Keny.men who have been in B.V.a. are continually

i
f
"

on the defensive. T1e37 refuse to be placed willingly 1n ery

situation where they feel they will be "exploited by the

prison.officiels". Sometimes they slow down on their work

assignments - physical violence has been known to occur -

cometimes the work, school, or block report merely reflects

as intangible and general esyect of the m-en's behavior pat-

tern. lnen with s.V.3. exfierieice tend to recognize the "pris-

on politicien" and "conniving" situetion.more repicly than

Iirst—tcrmers. “heir part1W1cation in this system lesls the

prison.officiels to regard them as "unreliable" or as a "con-

niver". T1is Opinion finds its way into the record, and is



used by sociologists as a partial index as to the inmates

institutionsliZation adiustment.

5.V.$. eXperience has tended to make inmates more re-

sentful against society than first-termers have been. boys

Who have been sent to 3.4.6. in.msny cases have become in-

terested in the inequalities and injustices in society. On

occasion, they have developed feelings of.martyrdom, of being

the "underdog", and resentment against society develOps.

This resentment or anti-social grudge leaves its impressions

more indelibly on the personality in the formative years dur-

ing a juvenile institutionalization then it would during a

later incarceration.whcn the personality is more mature and

stable. Subseguent incarceration in a reformatory or prison

tends to aggravate this resentment. as eXpressed by inmate

"B", it is "like scratching Open an old wound". This feeling

of resentment and frustration influences an inmate's adjust-

ment in prison. _

A notable characteristic of this type of resentment is

that the individual usually has a highly developed defense

based on rather adolescent concepts. He tends to be unable

to accept the organismic theory of society - that he is a

part of the society he resents. The result is thet he
('1'

5-)F
J
.

aware only of his own personal and adolescent interpretations

‘7

of that he considers the issue at hand - "the lot that so y(
I
)

c
f
-

1(
J

handed him". he is apparently unable to QCCSLt the responsi-

bility for his own.misconducts or for his own betterment to arv-LJ

appreciable extent.
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The case material indicates that first-termers are sur-

prised when.they do not find prison as they had eXpected it.

Because of this difference betWeen.mental set and actual find-

ings, some first-termers are bewildered and confused. As in-

.mate "HF eXpressed it, he was ”dazed". First-termers are not

well oriented to institutional life, and some are frightened

because of the incarceration. These confused and frightened

states.make the first-termer.more easily intimiadted, and

thereforc.morc easily adjusted to the prison program. .More-

over, first-termers are prone to observe to see what the

others do, and then conform more nearly to the prison-accepted

mode of behavior.

Summary

The statistical material shows that a significant differ-

ence exists between the frequency distributions of the adjust-

.ment scores of Groups I and IV. The fourfold Chi-square test

indicates that this difference is as great as the two per cent

level of significance. .

It is fully realized that juvenile institutionalization

does not have a definite and inflexible effect upon the ad-

Justment of an inmate in prison. It is further appreciated

that the difference between groups'of inmates with and with-

out previous juvenile institutionalization are group tenden-

cies, and not universal differences found when any two in-

dividuals from.the respective groups are compared.

The case studies have shown, however, a significant differ-

ence in their reaction to the adjustment questions First-ter-

.mcrs tend to relate_adjustment to the results of the differences
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between their mental sets and what actually existed in prison.

Inmates with previous juvenile institutionaliZation tend to

relate adjustment to resentment and anti-social grudges de-

ve10ped because of their previous institutionaliZations. both

have agreed that orientation is a factor which is, rather par-

adoxically, favorable to the first-termers.



Chapter XIV

CCNCLUSICN
 

This investigation.was concerned With the effect of juv—

enile institutionalization upon the degree of adjustment of

the prison inmate. The tentative or working hypothesis was

that inmates with previous juvenile institutionalization tend

to adjust to the prison's program more poorly than inmates

without that previous institutional eXperience. It was as—

sumed that adjustment in prison could be measured objective-

ly on the basis of the existing prison records. It was fur-

ther assumed that some agreement exists between the adjust-

ment of a prison inmate to the prison officials and program

and his adjustment to his fellow inmates in the prison com-

munity. "Adjustment" was considered to be the process of

maintaining satisfactory relationships between the inmate

and the prison's program with a minimum of irritation and a

maximum of cooperation.

A review of the literature in the general field of crim-

inology revealed little or no mater'al pertaining to the ef-

fect of juvenile institutionalization and its influence upon

the adjustment of an inmate in prison. as far as the writer

can discover, this investigation has directly attacked this

particular problem for the first time.

Swimsr1 93 13:0 0 ed ure

Beginning With 10,484 new commitments received at the

State Irison of Southern} ichigan during a period nearly four-
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-and-a-half years in lengthlla, a process of refining the

sample was undertaken. All men who had received minimum sen-

tences of less than one year were eliminated. From the re-

maining group, those who had been retained at the State Prison

of Southern Michigan for one year less Special good timell9

were kept for study. All men who had been committed after

their thirty-sixth birthdays were eliminated in order to con-

trol the age factor. Of the remaining group, only those re-

tained who had resided in the State of Michigan since their

twelfth birthdays.

Economic status was controlled by selecting only laborers

and apprentice tradesmen. Cases of psychosis and those under

mental observation during the first year in prison were elimi-

nated. The study was limited to non-hOSpitaliZed cases. All

cases were eliminated except those having eXperience in Boys

Vocational School, the Michigan State Reformatory, am the

State Prison of Southern Michigan; these representing the

juvenile institution, reformatory, and prison, reSpectively.

In this manner, the institutional backgrounds of different

men within the same grouping as to institutional eXperience

were made comparable.

0f the original 10,484 cases, 884 had had juvenile rec-

ords of some sort -- 581 of them had been in Voys Vocational

School. after meeting the primary screenings, they were di-

vided into two groups--those who had come directly to the

 

118. July 22, 1957 until December 31, 1941.

119. Not less than nine months.
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prison, and those who had experienced an intermediate reform—

atory incarceration before coming to the prison. Of the first

group, only twenty-seven Cases were found who met all of the

reouirements. This drouo was desicnated as Grou: I. The sec-
.. x.— .. L

(
i
)

0nd group, which had oxoe:ienced the intern
A

diate reformatory

incarceration, Las designated as Group 11. 3 third grouE‘Was

selected, called Group 111, including all men.uho had met the

primary requiraaents, who had had reformatory experieence, no

juvenile ins Hitutionali ation, and had come to prison for the

first time. Group IV included first-termers who had met all

the primary reguirenents, but had had no previous institution-

al eXperience whatsoever.

’ In order to make these groups as nearly comparable to

each other as possible, they were matched individually as to

residential background, race, religion, and intelligence.

These individual matchings were based upon the characteris-

tics of the members of Group I, beCuuse of the smallness of

that group. In the course of the matching, two men could not

be matched in one other group, and had to be eliminated. This

left twenty-five.men in each group ,individually‘matched as

t “
J

to residential background, race, religion, intelligence, {‘
3

n

all of the primary oualifi ations discussed previously in

this section.

l.ter t]1e saunle was determined, a scale for measuring‘

adjustment v1:3 constructed on the basis of the existing pris-

on records. Tests for reliability and Va111dity inlicated that

the scale measured the adjustment of an innate in prison fairly
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well, comparing favorablyith sociologists' evaluations.

Each of the one hunlr3d men in the final Suiple were

an adjustment score derived from his record on the basis of

the adjuStnent scale.

With rigid control of many factors, any individua1 match-

'ing of other 8, the final srnples tore small. Every effort

was.msde to.mz—xke it yell refined, however, so that the find-

ings and conclusions would be fairly well foun’ed, free from

' outside influence. The final four groups of twenty-five cases

each, totalling one hundred cases were statistically analyzed

to determine whether differences in adjustment scores between

.8.

the various groups GLiSued. Case material was included to de—

termine the nature of some of these differences.

 

J:Jiinss and Gcgplufiions

The adjustment scores of Group 1f, the group of men with-

out l‘revious juvenile institutionalization or reformatory ex-

perience averaged higher than those of any other group. Th

.means were as follows:

 

Group Adjustment Score

I 105. 0

II 10?.9

III 1010?:

IV' 107.3

-Critica1 ratios betWeen the mean of Group IV and the means

of any of the other groups ranged from 1.1 to 1.7. Further

investigation revealed thet thes eordinarily low critical ra-

tios were due to the smallness of the sample. It was shown

that the critical ratio between the mean adjustment score of

the seventy-five cases with previous 5.V.d. an; n.8,m. eXper—



ience and the mean adjustment score of 225 first-termers meet-

ing the primary requirements of Group IV was 2.9. This fairly

high critical ratio is indicative that a significant difference

exists between the larger groups. Considering “he snallness of

the sample, it seemed reasonable to suppose that the ordinarily

low critical ratio of 1.1 between the means of Groups I and IV

tended to show a difference which which might be considered

significant. In view of the fact that critical ratios between

any two of the means of Groups I, II, and III does not exceed

0.4, the critical ratio of 1.1 between Groups I and IV seemed

to assume significance. The conclusion.may be that there tends

to be a difference in degree of adjustment in prison between

with juvenile institutionalization and those without that ex-

perience. further, first-termers tend to adjust better on the

average than inmates with reformatory eXperience.

.Analysis of the different groups on the basis of percent-

age showed quite definitely that a difference existed between

frequency distribution of adjustment scores of Group IV and

each or all of the distribution of the other groups. A signifi-

cant difference was shown especially between Groups I and 1V,

indicating that.men without previous institutional eXperience

tended to adjust better in prison than those with previous juv-

enile institutionalization.

By using the four-fold Chi-square test of sicnificance,

it was found that no appreciable difference existed between

Groups I, II, and III. Significant differences existed, how-

ever, betneen Group IV and each of the other groups. The dif-
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ference between the distribution of adjustment scores for

Groups I and IV reached the two per cent level of significance,

Which is considered very reliable.

The frequency distributions of the adjustment scores of

Groups I and II, the groups with juvenile institutionaliZation,

are platykurtic. The distribution representing Group III

scores is leptokurtic, and the Group IV distribution is meso—

jurtic. The standard deviation of the group I scores is fair-

20 '

ly‘Wide . The standard deviations of the Groups II and III

0

. . . ”‘1 , r - ,

distributions are medium and the Group IV standard deVia-

Q
.

9: '

tion is relatively narrowl”'. This statistical data is indic-

L

ative of the wider diSpersion of adjustment scores found in

the groups with juvenile institutionalization. The conclusion

may be that inmates with juvenile institutionalization tend to

adjust to a prison's program in.manners more widely divergent

than first-termers or those with reforvatory experience.

one of the reasons for the difference in the adjustment

of first-termers and inmates with previous juvenile or reform-

atory experience.may be the factor of selection. Eersons who

are unable to adjust anywhere often find themselves in juve-

nile institutions, reformatories, and prisons. Frequently,

their adjustment in institutions is not good. The extent to

which the correctional and penal institutions "select" hese

 

120. 16.2

121. Group II standard deviation is 12.8.

. Group III standard deviation is 12.9

122. 11.6
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.maladjusted men is not known. The inmates themselves.mini-

mize the selection factor, but it does without doubt have its

effect upon the d'fferential adjustment.

The Case material indicates that the processes of adjust-

ment in prison have been conditioned by previous institutional-

ization. Some inmates mentioned that experience in B.V.d.-

taught them how they were supposed to adjust to penal routine.

After eXperiencing the rigid discipline and regimentation at

B.V.3., they were unable to accent the orders of prison cus-

todial officers without question, :ni without at least mild

resenmnent. One inmate igiiChtud that juvenile institutional-

ization aggravates the severity of subsequent prison incarcere

ations. he likened it to the scratching open of an old wound.

I This feeling is,typical of the highly emotionalized tem-

per of the conditioning experienced during juvenile institu-

tionalization by various inmates. Inmates with previous juv—

enile institutionalization.mention frequently the anti-social

grudges develOped at B.V.5. Jhile at 3.V.3., these persons

have visualized and discussed the gross inequalities and in-

justices of society. The feelings against these inequalities

and injustices were intensified at J.V.b. fiaotions and atti-

tudes in the young adolescent boy are more intense than those

in adulthood. Conditioning during the early adolescent per-

iod.may be considered, then,.more indelible than that in al-

most any other la er developmental period of equal length.

rm
inis may be a partial eXpla ation.of the fact that inmates

with juvenile institutionalization tended to stress the eno-'
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tional factor in adjustment.

The critical ratio between the mea adjustment score of

Group I and that of Group II is 0.0, and the Chi-square test

shows a E of .79. This indicates that no significant differ-

ence exists between the adjushnent in prison of inmates with'

juvenile institutionalization only, and those with juvenile

institutionalization and reformatory emperience. It may be

reasonable to conclude that reformatory eXperience does not

significantly modify the effect of juvenile institutionaliza—

tion upon the degree of adjustment of the prison inmate, with

reSpect to quantitative measurement.

although the case material indicated that reformatory

eXperience does not modify appreciably the effect of juvenile

institutionalization upon the degree of adjustment, it indi-

cated that reformatory experience does modify the manner in

which it affects adjustment. The highly emotionalized feel-

ings, which were considered important in the adjustment pro-

cesses as a result of juvenile institutionaliZation, become

less intense with reformatory experience. An attitude of fu—

tility and resignation seemed to b e substituted. When re-

formatory eXperience is present, adjustment processes in pris-

on tend to be less emotional, and based more upon orientation.

The immense size of S.T.S.M. necessarily makes for more

lax supervision on the part of the custodial force than ex—

ists in B.V.S. and14.5.fi. Less rigid custodial supervision

places more responsibility for conduct upon the individual

inmate. This situation is apparently conducive to the opera-
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tion of a system of "inmate politics", where inmates in.hey

clerical positions become influential with one or more civil-

ian employees, and who sell their influence to other inmates.

This system is suppressed by the custodial force wherever it

is found. for this reason, it is hidden, and not readily

recognizable to the first-termer. Jith previous B.V.3. and,

eSpecially, m.3.d. emperience, this situation is more easily

recognized. larticipation in this system of "inmate politics"

and "conniving" is sometimes partially recognized by the cus-

todial officer or work supervisor, who.may consider the in-

mate "unreliable" or "suspicious". In this way his prison

adjustment as measured.mey be affected.

it was mentioned freeuently that first-termers are easily

intimidated by the prison employees and by other inmates. In-

mates who are better oriented by virtue of previous b.V.S. or

E;.3.R. eXperience are not so easily intimidated. This unwill-

ingness to be intimidated or exploited tends to become a

source of friction on occasion in ordinary prison routine, and

affects the measured or evaluated adjustment of an inmate.

One further reason for the differentia adjustment.may

be in the attitude of different inmates toward their prison

records. The first-termers seem to be careful of their prison

records. laen‘With previous experience, particularly reforma-

tory experience, tend to minimize more than first-termers the

value of a good prison record as far as the parole board is

concerned.

It Was noted that one aSpect of adjustment, that of "con-
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niving", enters only qualitatively into decisions by the

classification committee, parole board, and custodial offi-

cials. It is not very adequately.measured by the adjustment

scale developed in Chapter VI. Serious consideration should

be given this aspect in any future develOpments of the scale.

The investigator is at present unable to suggest any objective

method of.measurement because the practice is hidden, and is

suppressed by the custodial force whenever and wherever it is

discovered. The successful ”conniver" is not caught, and

eludes detection for purposes of applying any scale for meas-

uring adjustment. 'uith further study, perhaps a better meth-

of of indirect.meesurement could be approached.

It is noted that these findings concerning the influence

of juvenile institutionalization relate, of course, only to

such an institution as Boys vocational School; that is, one

characterized by considerable repression and lack of individu-

alization.

Recommendations
 

On the basis of this investigation it is evident that a

social service department should be established in juvenile

correctional institutions. Efficient functioning of such a

department would serve to reduce-the intensity of the anti-

-sccial feeling which apparently develops among boys in juve-

nile institutions. The social service departments should in-

clude case workers who are able to discuss the problems of

each boy individually, and worh with him.individually. This

would help to allay the feelingxnany boys in juvenile insti-
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tutions hold that they are being categorized as bad boys--as

young bandits--and are being treated in a group as such. Inp

dividual case work with the adolescent would give the boy a

new pattern of behavior by building up a conscience-~the

l23 '

super-ego .

The discipline in the juvenile institution should be made

uniform. In the case of B.V.S., it apparently should be.made

less severe, or at least better interpreted to the boy. Ser-

ious behavior cases should be the problem of the case worker

and the social service department, and the use of physical

violence upon adolscent boys should be minimized.

The State Prison of Southern Michigan is much too large

and unwieldy'for efficient prison administration and rehabil-

itative work. In accordance with the ideal prison size of

1200 pOpulation set by the Osborne.Association124, the prison

should be divided into four sections. A.wall could be built

directly through the center of the prison.running east and

west, and another running north and south. The original plan

was that these walls were to be included, but the scheme was

abandoned as being too costly to build and to Operate as four

distinct units. This plan, however,.might increase the effi-

ciency of the rehavilitative program.by segregating the "imp

provables" from the ”unnmprovables”125, and allowing the clas-

 

123. Helen.Ross; "The Case Worker and the Adolscent",.2hg

Famil , Nov., 1941, p. 235-4.

124. Austin MacCormich: SURVEY OF MICHIGAN PENAL INSTITUTIONS,1940.

125.'Walter.Reckless; WAn.EXperimental Basis for the;Revision of

Correctional Programs", Federal Probation, Jan.4nar. 1942,

P. 37.
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sification committee to place more effort upon the group most

likely to respond to rehabilitative treatment.

Segregation.of the first-termers who have had no previous

institutional exPerience, juvenile or adult, seems indicated

by.the results of this investigation. The first-termers are,

as the inmates say,.more easily ”intimidated and exploited".

They are.more concerned about their records than are.men.with

previous institutional ezperience. Conversely, the adult of-

fender who has had "juvenile institutionalization" should be

Segregated as well as those with previous reformatory eXper-

ience. In general, the first-termers are better able to ac-

cept the rehabilitative program.than are inmates better ori-

ented in penal routine by having had previous correctional

. institutional exPerience.

Already, some Juvenile correctional institutions--includ-

ing Michigan's Boys Vocational School-~are in the process of

establishingfla department to perform.some case work functions.

Disciplinary functions are becoming more centralized and more

uniform. Segregation of offenders on the basis of improvability

through the prison's rehabilitative program has been introduced

by Morris N.'w1nslow126 and “alter Recklesle7. These recom-

mendations are not new ones. In this investigation, they have

.merely a new basis-~one involving the effect of Juvenile insti-

tutionalization upon.differential adjustment of.men.within the.

prison, and the use of the knowledge of this process for the

development of a better and more efficient prison program.

 

126. Morris N. Winslow; "The Incarcerated Offender", THE F“

TIONAL CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL HORK.,IndianapOliS,1957.
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